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after a few minutes of fruitless struggle,
you prudently retreat to your room, enlightened as to the intent of some of its fix-

the

tures,

For

Family.

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.

or,

!'To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &o., should be sent. All communications
1 Yesighoa for publication should be addressed to the
Ts i

$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in ad-

:

REMITTANCES

must be made in money orders,

pank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neither of
ese can be procured, send the money in a registered
ork
All Postmasters are obliged to register letters
whenever requested to do so.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is r
ceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
until payment of all arrearagesds made, as required
by law.
i
EachSubscriber is particularly requested to note the
date on the label for the expiration of his subscrip.
tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office, '

NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS.

1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-ofiiece—whether directed to his name or another’s

or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
;
8. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may

contin.

ue to send-it until payment is made, and collect the:
whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
at
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud,
4 When Agents receive premiums, 20 percent
e on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in ad
on,
4 Wesend no books out to be sold on commis
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

@he Wlorning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

How

14, 1870.

Long.

My God, it is not fretfulness
That makes me say * how long?!”
It is not heaviness of heart
That hinders me in song;
’T is not despair of truth and right,
Nor coward dread of wrong.

‘But how can, I with such a hope
Of glory and of home,—
With such a joy before my eyes,
Not wish the time were come,—
Of years the jubilee, of days

The Sabbath and the sun?
These years, what ages have they been’!
This life, how long it seems!

nd how can I, in evil days,
Mid unknown hills and streams,

[ -

But sigh for those of home and heart,”
And visit them in dreams?

.

Ve

lost their spiriti

“ Put me in mytlittle bed,”
and

#

“ Rock me to sleep,”

have a much deeper significance.
Hastily taking possession of your berth,
you retain a place in it for three or four
days, when, having contributed to old
ocean the last atom of bile that your gystem contains, you gradually become your-.
self again, willing to let by-gones be bygones, and address yourself as best you
may to the enjoyment of the remainder of
the voyage,
* You make a tour of the ship for the purpose
of studying its mechanism. And
whether you examine the huge masts and
yards, with their net-work of, firmly anchored rigging, or go below within its iron

of

+ letter referred to last week.—ED.

the

_ SrEaMsmiP ALerpo, Nov. 4, 1870.
Needed rest:
have induced me
my accustomed
derer im other
time

to

and other considerations
to relinquish for a while
labor, and become a wanlands. In jotting down,

time,

sych

observations

as

.

The Canard Line of steamships, number-

ing now more than twenty, and carrying
. from one continent to the other

fifty
lost
nor
any

more

than

thousand passengers annually, has not
a vessel in the last twenty-seven years,
the life of a single passenger through
accident, or faultof officers or men.

{ther companies,

it is true, have

not

been

manage

to pass

the

and

slowly down the bay.

and

steamed

Within two hours,

having passed the Narrows and dismissed
‘the pilot, the captain took his course on the
broad ocean for the east. From the quarter
deck we watched the receding city and the

and

F.

or

run over

B. : denomination

we

appur-

reasonably expect to

a moment's

silence

and

night, and E—

have

said,

wise and happy are

The

enough to resolve

power in

the

there was nothing
to ride back home.

out on a certain day

newspapers at a fixed

nothing waits,

everything must

ing in the cause of education must be very
gratifying to every lover of Christ's cause.

hour,

give way
and sick or

well, disposed or indisposed, asleep or
awake, that copy must come; the writer
must compose his article, whether he feels
like it or not, and if he

is not

in- the

vein

There can be no moreimportant department for writing, he must whip himself up to it
| of the work, and,
the church seems now to. by. the stimulus of drink.
Some of the

She has confidence

realize it.

en- greatest writers of the century have con-

in. the

terprise, its organization and noble leaders. . fessed to the practice, on urgent occasions,
of taking a sip of brandy at the end of
or even oftener—
of the movement, and with shoulder to the every written page,
Lord
Byron
at
the
end
of
every paragraph,
wheel, the . load. must move.
Yes, the
sometimes
!
trustees
upon
rests
great load, which now
It may have escaped ‘the general readand professors, who are troubled and anx-

With every member alive to the importance

light as a feather ; yea, would fill their souls

with gladness that they were permitted to
give something more than ‘“j cup of cold
water’ to one of Christ's ready disciples.
Prof. Fullonton, in am-articlein the Star,

says:

‘‘ Some

means for

young

obtaining

men,
an

gone in debt and entered the
cumbered

lacking

the
have

education,

ministry

with this burden;

-en-

others

have

And another class, whase denomina-

enough to
left us, he

might have added.

:

Now, all these are greatly to
cated.

Taking the last first,

be
it

is

past,—thank

er's notice that more mea have died young,
who have been connected with the New

York Press, within ten years, and that too
from interaperanuce, than in all the other |
educational callings put together; young
men whose

talents have

been

have

been

consumed

in

previous

to

consumed brain substance can

that they are in the past,—given occasion
for offense in this matter, —neither provid-

ing the necessary means for the education

getting

all'my other letters.
Iam very well, and
my impression is that 1 am not a woman,

chivalrous/

na-

afyoung man with

firming that any northern

a spark of patriotism would
at

the chance

the

have jumped

to capture Jeff Davis

and

bring him to Washington.
AN EXTENSIVE STRIKE,
The Knights of Si. Crispin have inaugurated a strike which is already extensive,
and promises tobe a long one.
It began

they profess as much willingness to starve
on inadequate wages. Efforts are making
to bring the parties to terms, and as capitalists have previously won in similar
struggles, if is quite probable that they
will eventually do so in this one.
A CATHOLIC PROTEST.
And now it would be a remarkable thing
if Victor Emanuel should suddenly pack up

his goods, and take a hasty departure from
Rome. That depends entirely upon how
fulminations

of the
Infallible Pius. This functionary
has just
sent out word that his deposition
was. illegal; that the Italian ‘occupation of
shameful;

that

this

crusade

against the church is sacrilege; that such
inconsiderate treatment of a rightful sovereign is disgraceful, and that he does n’t
want to submit to it at all. Very likely he
does n't, but it

seems to

be one

of those

cases in which the afflicted party can't
help himself much. It is not yet quite
plain what this protest is the precursor of.
a

resort

to arms to

regain his asserted rights? That would
hardly become the vicegerent of God.
Does he contemplate an arbitration of his
claims by disinterested parties?
He is
probably too sagacious for that. At any
rate, he is desperately dissatisfied with the
turn in his affairs, and so isthe whole

Catholic church; and it will be surprising
if the present protest is not followed by

but a horse. I only require food; and then
I am as well as Possible. I must say I de-

demonstrations of a decided nature.

voutly hope for an armistice, but as

The last act of French magnanimity is a
proposition to court-martial General de
Paladines. He is the only officer who has

ful uniform,

which

E——

has a

yet,I.
beauti-

I hope will never

be

deteriorated.
There are quantities
things I might relate to you, but have
room, Lightest letters go first.”

of
no

MEETING

OF

even

a

temporary

success

for

to give

up

labor,

That

supply

only be had

nothing

and his effective reticence

in the brief allusion to the Alabama claims.
But his lengthy treatment of the Canadian
fishery difficulties,and the firm tone in which

he advocates

a thorough

investigation

of

supply of the subject, show that he cam speak’ when

from the nutrient particles’ in the blood
which were obtained from the food eaten
previously, and the brain is so constituted,
that it can best receive and appropriate to
itself those nutrient particles during the
state of rest, quiet and stillness of sleep.
Mere stimulants

of San Domingo,

in them-

selves—they only goad the brain, force it
to a greater consumption of its substance
until that substance has been so fully exhausted that there is not poyer enough
left to receive a supply; just 8s men are
sometimes so near death by thirst or star-

™

the occasion requires it, and in such a manner as to meet the approval of every pat-

the

Orleans, which the

riotic citizen.——The

Department

reports

present the usual statistical information,and
inthe main are quite encouraging.
The
reduction of the public debt for the next
fiscal year is set down at $50,000,000; but
while there is a large surplus of gold in the
treasury, no steps are taken towards a present resumption of specie payment.——Both
houses have already begun work in earnest.
There are numerous land-grant schemes to
be disposed of, and the revenue
reformers
are plenty and hopeful. The session will

continue until the fourth of March,

A LECTURE IN SELF-DEFENSE;

;

that no concessions will be made by Turkey and Austria, and the prospects of an
amicable adjustment depend entirel§ upon
the conciliatory action of England and
Prussia.——The King of Italy’ opened his
He said that with
Parliament on the 5th.
Rome as the capital, the edifice

commenc-

ed by Charles Albert was crowned, and
the freedom of Italy was complete; it was

now the task of the Chambers to make her
great and happy. He declared it to be the
duty of the nation to secure to the Pope

the free exercise
and

of his religious offices,

to maintain

his relations with the
He also promised to use
Catholic world.
his efforts to secure a speedy peace between France and Prussia.——The President's message is everywhere well receivAs might
ed and freely commented upon.
well be supposed, England has the most to

say about it, but her remarks are of a friendly nature. She is not quite ready to admit

John H. Surratt, ‘who will be remembered by his alleged connection with the

her blame in

plot to assassinate President

satisfaction in the fishery complications.

Lincoln, lec-

the

mates that Canada

Alabama

would

states in the concluding

portion.

style is very unequal
'in the different parts.

Its

The

portion treating of the annexation of San Domingo, is very well and strongly written. Whatever

may

be said of the merits of that project, no one

can deny that the reasons given for the proposed
annexation of San Domingo are exceedingly well

put.

They will doubtless have great effect upon

the minds of the people, whatever influence they
may exert upon the Senate, which, under the
lead of Senator Sumner, failed to confirm the
treaty of annexation concluded a year ago. His"
views, also, on the Alabama controversy, the
right of navigating the St. Lawrence, the sos
called fevenue-reform issue, and the condition of
the civil service, will meet with hearty accept~ ance and codperation, although they are not expressed with great felicity. The people care not
so much about niceties of expression ag correct=
ness of ideas.
The President evidently does not
approve further grants of lands to corporations.
In my last letter, I spoke of the growing feeling
against these grants and predicted that Congress
would heed it. That prediction is in a fair way
to be fulfilled, as the sentiments of the President
are already considered by lobbyists as lessening
the probability of success in their plunder-

ing schemes.
:
SECRETARY BOUTWELL’S REPORT.
The report of the Secretary of the Treasury
was shorter than it was supposed it would be.
It is, in almost all respects, satisfactory, as it
shows honesty
apd efliciency in the collection
and disbursement
of our immense revenue, and

°

a! gradual and steady diminution of the public
debt. Tt is indeed a gratifying exhibit of the
resources of the country, and the recuperative
powers of its people, after a long and exhausting
war.—In one respect, however, there is a difference of opinion between the President and the
Secretary, and therein I think the Secretary is
decidedly wrong.
For the last two years, especially, the people have been crying loudly and
earnestly for a reform in the civil service.
The
most respectable and influential papers in the
country have taken up the cry, and persistently

urged Congress to adopt some action looking to
an elevation of the standard of character and
ability ‘mow possessed by the many thousand
office-holders in the land. The intelligence and
conscience of ;the whole country were almost a
unit in, this regard. . Secretary Boutwell, however, speaking more like a politician than a
statesman, sets his face directly against this
reform, and thinks the present system the best

that could

be

devised.

He would indeed make

some slight change in the method of eximination, but the manner of appointment and discharge, the salary and tenure of office, he would

leave as they are.

.

It seemsto me that an impar-

and unprejudiced-obse

ver, familiar with the

inuer workings of the Treasury Department, as I

Prussians now hold with seventy captured cannon and about ten thousand prisoners. The Prussians have also driven the

CONGRESS.

tersely

tial

French arms, and the ingratitude of his
government because of his late reverses is
almost without a parallel. He has been

obliged

Events ‘of the Week.

.

EUROPE.

won

might they, for he is one of the

in the Senate; sharp, cool and self

writing, nothing of consequence has been done,
in either House or Senate.
THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
The second annual message of President Grant
|
was well received in Congress.
The judgment
of the prominent members of the Republican
party is, that it is a strong document, fully up to
the requirements of the times, and is calculated
to strengthen the principles which its author so

inidleness, as to eke out a partial existence

is

well

men

N

Representatives, who had much to say, in a very
earnest and animated tone. Up to the present

on hand,and are confident that the strikers
can not stand so long a siege; but country
organizations are coming to their aid, and

Rome

Infthe Senate,

possessed, with a penetrating eye and an eloquent
voice. In the House, nearly all the prominent
members were present, and the hall was as noisy
as ever,
Dawes, Schenck, Butler and Speaker
Blaine were each the center of a large circle of

manufacturers were obliged to adopt a
lower scale of wages to enable them to
compete successfully with the country
manufacturers. - The workmen, mostly
Crispins, refused to labor at reduced pay,
and hence the strike. The principal manufacturers have two or three months’ stock

he cares for the official

And

ablest

in New York City, where the boot and shoe

much

see each other.

others, able men, Republicans and DemoThe Republican Senators greeted Schurz

sion.

several

ture, regarding the attempt to kidnap
President as eminently praiseworth

Does he contemplate

of the very

since the very act of thinking consumes,
burns up solid particles, as every turn of
the wheel or screw of the splendid steamer is the result of the consumption by fire

of the fuel in the furnace.

God

his

to

with unusual cordiality as if to assure him that

The forty-first Congress began its third
first order, and gave promise of a life of and last session on the 5th inst. Nearly all French under Ducrot back across the Marie,
and recaptured Brie, but
with heavy
usefulness, honor and
elninence.
The the members were present in both houses,
loss
on
both
sides.
Minister
Washburne's
best possible thing for a man to do, when and ‘the greeting among old members and
he feels too tired to perform a task, or too introductions of new ones were numerous gecretary writes from Paris that accordweak to carry it through, isto go to bed and cordial. The President’s message, the ing to his best information the French have
and sleep a week, if he can; this is the most interesting portions of which appear been beaten at all points but one, and that
only true recuperation of brain power; the on the eighth page, was received with the end is apparently near at hand.——=The
only actual renewal of brain force; be- marked attention, and is generally approv- insecurity arising from the Eastern quesThere is
cause, during sleep the brain is in a sense ed. Its contents are characteristic of its tion has nearly passed away.
now to be a council of the interested powat rest, in a condition to receive and ap- author;
plain, direct, sound and patriotic.
propriate particles of nutriment from the His persistence is seen in the manner in ers, at which the Black Sea question will
be discussed, and it is hoped a conciliatoblood which take the place of those which which. he still advocates
the admission ry result reached. It is affirmed, however,

deprebe

is no

canted at length upon

glad

they still considered him one of their number, as
really as before the adjournment of the last ses-

N. Y., when he heard of the assassination,

rare. There is very little gas now in Paris.
Paris looks puny now, I'can assure you. I
am 80 glad my B——(her child, two years
old) isin England. I pray God she is all
right, and all of you. I hepe you have had

think, no one knows.

many
crats,

in his place,

.and was as much astonished as anybody
when he heard the news. The lecturer des-

charcoal, and I think I" have laid in coal
enough for the whole winter. The price
keeps going up, of course, and it is

heartily

the magnificent Sumner, the polite Haulin, tg.
condescending Wilson, the courtly Conkling, fh
impassable Sherman, the irascible Drake, and
the philosophic Schurz, were all there, besides

other conspirators were ‘so astounded that
they left the party and knew no more of its
operations. The public knows the rest.
Surratt declares that he was. in Elmira,

but recoiled at
vegetables—very

little stove on which I cook, as there

Sn

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 7,770,
CONGRESS.
At noon, precisely) on Monday, December b, :
the two Houses of" Congress were called to order
by their respective presiding officers.
The attendance was large, and the members'seemed

left the kidnapers but
Booth then suggested

assassination, whereat Surratt and

dear. No pulse whatever. Few eggs, 6d.
each; apples, 8d. each. I have bought a

land, when the

‘Washington Correspondence.

the story

wished his

as Mr. Liccoln sent an official

too.

pound.
I wanted some,
the price.
There are

told

dier’s fair at the Seventh St. Hospital, but

« No one can imagine what the privation
from meat, grease, and cheese is without
theytry. Donkey is from 4f. ‘to 6f. a

contributed their

and

aid in an attempt to kidnap the President,
proposing to take him to Richmond as soon
as captured, and using him as a means to
secure the exchange of southern soldiers
held as prisoners at the north. The plan
was to have been executed one day when
the President was expected to visit a sol-

Life in Paris.

has . fairly

week,

Booth in the fall of 1864, who

his hand against his fore-

after

last

connection with that plot. He
of his
says he was first introduced to Wilkes

of

that by ¢¢ God’s help I will seek it in no
other way.”
:

or we

of her sons, nor taking such a high stand on
the subject of an educated ministry as the
find within a * six by seven’ apartment ; times demanded.
A reformation was deand some, indeed, whose exact purpose manded ; without it the denomination was
you are scarcely able to perceive. Having gure to dwindle away and become extinct. vation, that there. is not strength enough
waited patiently for the tea bell, when it Our educated youth, however strong their left. to swallow anything, and all is over.
. rings, you make your way to the table, as denominational preferences, would not re- This incapacity of the brain for receiving
best you may, conscious of certain strange main tied to ignorance. The reform has recuperative particles gonietimes comes
and properly. won with the rapidity of a stroke of lightand indefinable sensations,which, however,
come slowly, gradually
you bravely resolve to overcome, But Had it been more slow, the young. could | ning; and the man becomes mad inn.
it contains all the

tenances you could

he is an

circumstances

they who have firmness

is increased ;”

to the inexorable call for copy,

nomination has in years

satisfies you that

under

fro and knowledge

magazine must come

adieu to our native land, went below to

ter upon the.usual experiences of an ocean
voyage.
A brief inspection of your state room

sense, and

abundant sleep, and

such a great

the distance ; and then, with a half audible
en-

all

great information, ¢ when many run to and

have filled but too often a drunkard’s
grave. Now that the press has become

deeply regretted that any worthy young
‘man should leave our’ ranks. We need
them all. And other things being equal,
itis better for all concerned that such
changes should not be made. But the de-

dim outline of the eoast, till all was lost in

It was

up to. ‘head, and

legions of victims to drunken habits.

~ Educating for the Ministry.

dantly testify.

mooring,

his idea,pressed

| and the daily

tional feelings are not strong
bind them very closely, have

"At five o’clock,P. M., Oct. 25, the Aleppo

They were

assemblies.

loses

this very sort, in the very middle of a sen-

beautiful woman,
the sweet singer, the
conversationalist, the periodical writers,

twelve days. of tossing upon the waves, it is
a pleasure to tread again the solid earth.
A day or two here, and then to London: :
H. C.

life.”

left her New York

pearing from our

the bar, the fornm,

recent terrible wreck of the Cambria abun-

fate of the

tence of great oratorical power, that one of
the most eminent minds of the age forgot

majority of great orators and public favorites die drunkards. The pulpit, the bench,

pa-

entered the ministry. without taking the
usual course, hoping to make jt up in after

unknown

andy whose
fast disap-

been

* whipped into the traces,” and is now
In the following private letter from a
ready for a pull,—a long pull, a strong
‘pull, and ‘a pull altogether—and
hence- lady in Paris, dated Sunday, Nov. 6, - pubforth no young man should be encour- lished by the London Telegraph, we have,
aged to enter the ministry without a put in a succinct and graphic way, a pieregular course, where that
is attain- ture of daily life in the besieged capital :
able. Some exception may be made in
¢ PARIS, Sunday, Nov. 6, 1870.
favor of those already somewhat advanced
J My DEAR —: I am quite well, and
in years.
The
literary and scientific trust youall are, but I often feél very anxcourse may, perhaps, under peculiar cir- ious. Every thing might happen, and I
cumstances, be slightly abridged, but not not know it. We have bad, as you know,
the Theological course. As to the other great riots. I could not imagine what all
walls, and watch the slow and
meas- class, a sufficient support for every worthy
the drum-beating meant in the night. We
ured stroke of the ponderous
engine, student can easily be found. If those who manage to live somehow.
I made up my
whose steady pulse is felt throughout the are really needy, and who have and are us- mind at last yesterday to eat horse, and
ship, it only strengthens the impression ing all the means within their reach to think I have got over my disquiet; I was
made when you came on board, ‘as to its support themselves, willlet their cases be really too hungry. Ican't tell you how
plain and substantial character, in compari- known, no doubt the church ig ready to hungry we often are. No butter (19f. a
son with the ¢ floating palaces’ of our lakes meet them. Such young men as tie-one Pres. pound), cheese, or bacon to be had for
and rivers. But you have already had oc- Cheney speaks of, -as walking thirty miles ‘money ; potatoes gettting rare, and from 4f.
casion to recognize the wisdom which pre- the day he reached the seminary, and ask- ‘| 50c. to 8f. a bushel. Lots of coffee, but no
ferred solid strength to empty ornament in ing, not for charity, but for work, will milk. Iam favored by the milkman—only
the structive of a vessel that bears you succeed. There is no such thing as fail soon he will have to kill his cows, as there
safely through such furious billows as with them.
is no forage.
The fruiterer sayed also a
Let pastors, Sunday school teachers and little oil for us. We have four tins of beefwould dash the frailer bark to atoms.
Should the weather be fair, you walk or parents be faithful in, pleading the cause tea left, and more than half the ham Mr..
sit upon the deck, to enjoy the refreshing of Christ with the children, and set the sub- -| —— sent, and have not touched the two
breeze, and sweep the horizon for whatever ject of a call to tife ministry distinctly be- tins of meat I bought; so you see’I have
object may chanceto be in view. It may fore the boys with whom they come in con- saved all I could. I fry the ham slice by
be a flock of sea gulls are following for the tact. In this way you may leave a man to slice, and save the grease to eat. Our raship's waste material, or a whale is spout- preach for you when you have passed tions of meat for three days we always eat
ing the water like a fountain twenty or’ away.
in one meal,’and desire more.
I was two
Tora.
thirty feet into the air. Now and then a
hours and a half getting my piece of meat
Shanghai, China.
3
sail may be seen in the distance, always an
(horse), and very much pushed ; but it was
object of interest at sea; for you are glad to
nothing to the meat-crowd on Friday—the
Stimulants.
feel that you are not alone in the wide
#
barrier thrown down twice, and I very
A
waste of waters.
:
much
hurt. I screamed awfully. I don’
Hall's Journal of Health has these strong,
Then, night after night, you go upon the
weighty and tim
ords on, a topic that remember in the least how I was got out.
after deck to watch for that beautiful phosgets far too littlQatténtion in these days of The women are like devils. I quite unphorescence which sometimes lights up the
derstand the scenes of the Revolution.
intense life :
wake of the ship like a stream of fire; and,
That man is a maniac, a deliberate sui- Yesterday Mr. —— was there three hours;
if finally you are favored with such an exone of the guards was nearly killed, and
cide, who drinks
tea, coffee, or ardent
hibition, you feel abundantly repaid for all
carried away on a stretcher. I don’t think
spirits of any kind, to induce him to peryour previous disappoi 1
So, toI can go again; but I had rather go there
form a work in hand, and when he feels
“gether with eating an
sleeping, matters
than that we should have none;
for with
too weak to go through with it without
which one is not likely to regard with ensuch aid. This is the reason that the bread and rice I am faint from morning till

City of Boston, a few month since, and the

go fortunate, as the

foundations of the church;
faces, we are sorry to say, are

The

may possibly interest some of your readers,
my only apology is the suggestion of various friends that I should do so.
fous about the means, for the continuation
To cross the Atlantic is by no means so of the glorious Institutions of learning that
great an undertaking now? as formerly, have been inaugurated,—the burdens. that
when the mariner was wholly dependent | are crushing so many who would gladly
for motive power upon the fickle wind. come to fill the too-fast thinning ranks of
The voyage, which then required from five our ministry. All these burdens united and
to six weeks, is now accomplished in less divided among the thousands of the memberthan two ; while its perils are perhaps di- ship, would make a portion for each as
minished in a still greater ratio.

idiot.

shall be thrown aside
crushed in pleces.

The interest which the church is now tak-

for the main portions

the feelings of the fathers who have labored
so faithfully and efficiently in laying “the

| must fall in with®this state of things,

her dock last night at ten o'clock ; and after

An Ocean Voyage.

evening

it

But we are not to follow their {¥ God, as with a sponge, has blotted out
examples in matters of education, and {fall ‘my mind.” Be assured, reader; ** There is
back into their times. This is an age of rest for the weary” only in early and

while,

LiveErrooL, Nov, 7. The Aleppo reached

Let no faint-heartedness of soul
Damp thy aspiring song;
Right comes, truth dawns, the night departs
Of error and of wrong. * ~
=~Bonar,

[We make room

now;

time not altogether unpleasantly,
tiently await your destination.

Lt faith, nor fear, nor fretfulness,
Awake the cry,* how long’

“from

have

tire indifference, you

>

Yet peace, my heart, and hush, my tongue;
Be calm; my troubled breast;
Each restless hour is hastening on
The everlasting rest;
Thou knowest that the time thy God
pAppoints for thee, is best.

tured in the vicinity of Washington one

in an instant

Had

“ Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean, roll,” . their times.

you

No- 50%

instant; in an instant falls in convulsions,

waited.

noble men, were educated, and lived

*

vance, $2.50.

co

J

14, 1870.

more rapid, it would have done violence to

not have patiently

If an hour before, occurred to you
We ‘are out en the ocean sailing,”

Office, 39 Washington Street, Dover, N. H.

Terms:
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cage, buy inti.

better render

have been for many years, aud not a sprofessional
politician, must necessarily disagree with Mr.
Boutwell.
I cheerfully bear witness to the honesty and fidelity, as well as the’industry and
ability, of the Secretary of the Treasury; but in
this matter, I am certain thatthe great mass of
citizens, not professionally politicians, are against
him.
3
.
CLERICAL EXAMINATIONS.
In this connection, a few facts about the examinations which applicants. for clerkships in the
Govermental Departments have to undergo, may
be interesting.
Until the present administration,
these examinations were not of the slightest consequence, and in many cases, they were omitted
altogether.
Now
they are quite thorough, but

not uniform.

The examiners, being members of

the department in which the applicant desires an

appointment, are liable to be influenced by unworthy motives, and in many cases which I have
known, they have tried to examine the applicant
“out,” as it is termed.
This is especially apt to
be the case, when a clerk is assigned to a par-

ticular bureau,

whose

head is not favorably in-

clined towards him.
The chief of bureau, who
is always a member of the examining board, and
to whom the -other members usually leave the
chief work of the examination, has therefore an
excellent chance to.prevent the appointment of
an applicant if he chooses,
This 1s all wrong,
and the result is, that a good clerk may be rejected and a poor one appointed.
In selecting
clerks for the Census Burghm, a system of come
petitive: examination by writing was adopted,

with excellent results. Six hundred and twentyone persons were examined, of whom three
hundred and thirty-eight succeeded, and two
hundred and eighty-three failed.
The success~
ful applicants were gentlemen of excellent ability

and qualifications.
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PORTER’S PREDICAMENT.

Admiral
breeze

grieved

in

Porter’s letters have
political circles,

and

The

raised

a great

President (eels

hurt, and the Admiral exceedingly

gorry and penitent., The blame rests upon the
latter and not upon the former.
The Admiral
has long had the reputation in Washington, of
an ambitious and unscrupulous man. who has
been wire-pulling and intriguing for years for

promotion over the heads of his senior and supe«
rior

officers.

The

result is that the entire Navy

is hostile tc him, and nobody feels any pity for
the unenviable plight inwhich
gelf.
Prominent officers and

termined

he now finds him«
politicians are de-

to prevent his confirmation if possible,

and .it is very

probable that they will succeed.

They say that the grade of admiral was created
expressly for that old hero, Farragut, and th
now that. he is dead, the rank should dio wilh
him, In fact. a bill has alfeady been introdu
into the Hagse of Representatives by Gen. Logan |
abolishing the office,
;
PRESCOTT, {0

v

THE
@ommmnications.
London

Preachers.

MORNING

six years old, and

has been

‘Feeling must

by Dr. Burns, one

sons.

This

chapel

was

exterior and interior, the congregatiog,
order of the
have been so

not go over

the

services, and other thitngs,
often described that I need

them

again.

Mr. Spurgeon’s

text was 2 Sany
15:23.
himself seve
the

¢ The King also
brook Kedron.”

He

bolically, and 1t is true symbolically of the

populariy?
I do not know.
ever, that the circumstances

I think, howin which he

went to London had something todo with
it. He was little more than a boy. He
was a fluent and interesting speaker. He
was not afraid to speak out what he
thought. And ho was both earnest and devoted. The people to whom he preached
were captivated by him, and began to talk
about him. Crowds came to hear him.
Some were pleased and others were offended. But either way, they continued to talk
about him, ‘and they have continued to do
so till now. And Mr. ‘Spurgeon has had
. sufficient natural and acquired talent, and
of the grace of God, to retain the popularity thus attained. Isaw no signs of its
waning. And yet, although I was very
much interested .in_his sermon, I think
there are other ministers in London, who

preach as well as he.
DR. CUMMING.
This gentleman is well known.
Presbyterian,

and

is

connected

He is a
with

the

Established Church of Scotland. His c¢hapel is in Crown Court, a little way from the
Strand, which is a part of the main thoroughfare from St. Paul's to Westminster
Abbey. - It was built when it was the fashion to erect dissenting places of worship in
courts “and owt of the way places. Itis
quite near are two principal London
Theaters,

viz.,

Drury

farden;

and their

Lane

and

exact

Covent

loeality

is of

tourse much better known than that of Dr.
Cumming’s chapel. It is not a handsome
building. It is long and narrow. The
pulpit is placed in the middle of one side
and facing the other side, and the distant
- ends of the chapel are on the right and left

of the preacher.

A gallery runs along the

side facing the pulpit, and across each end.
The windows on each side of the pulpit,
and a round one over it, have stained glass.

These, with the high buildings surrounding
the chapel, cause the dim religious light
within to be very dim

indeed;

and hence a

number of gas lights were burning.
The services commenced by singing the
forty-sixth Psalm, after which Dr. CumThen the common
ming offered prayer.
version of Psalm 23 was chanted, and Dr.

C. read the fourth chapter of John, and
afterwards commented on it. Then there
was singing again, a collect and the Lord's
prayer were repeated, and the preacher
read for his text,John 4:7—10. I have often
heard Dr. Cumming on the platform, and
have always regarded him as an interest-

I had never be-

ing and effective speaker.

fore heard him preach, and this sermon did
not strike” me favorably. Of course the
Doctor said many good and important
things; but there was little connection.
Instead of a sermon, it seemed to be a ram. bling commenton the fourth chapter of
John,

looking like

continuation of the

the

similar comment in the earlier part of the
This was my impression at the
service.
time, and an examination of the notes I

took confirms that impression.

REV. CHARLES STOVEL.
Mr. Stovel is a leading Baptist

who has preached in London
ehurch

for

thirty-eight

minister,

to the same

years.

He

had

grown old since I saw him last, and I believe has given up most of his labors extra
to the pastorate, which were formerly quite

numerous.

Some

friends belonging

the sermon may be summed up in the following :
OY
;

on yourselves.

Your

cares are more than you can bear. Come
to Christ, every one of you, and be saved
to the uttermost.” Mr. Stovel’s chapel
It is now in

near to the towerof London.

Commercial

quite

Fields,

in Goodman's

was formerly

Street, a comparatively new

thoroughfare leading from Spitalfields to
‘Whiteeha)

amile

oe

Lm

aps

three

the former

quarters of

The

location.

h in Lonchurch is the oldest Baptist churc1635.
in
don, having been organized
fio!

places

of

worship

in

which large numbers can assemble, in a
number of the densely populated neighborhoods, in which

the criminal, dissolute,

and miserably poor hide themselves from
the public

gaze, and

where

it is

seldom

that one in fifty attends any place of worship. These places of worship are, for
obvious reasons, called

by

some

persons,

¢¢ Ragged Churches.” The one I attended
was in the , large room of the Field Lane
Ragged School. There may be some guestien as to the propriety of using this name;
but as I sat on the platform, and lookedat
the eight hundred

dren that 1 saw
the name.

men,

women

before me,

;

;

ers of science and religion ‘run to and fro,”

man who had journeyed much in the far
west, said he could almost always pick out
about the time that Randall began. to preach, unerringly the Sunday school trained boys
the population had diminished to 449. and young men. They were uniformly
more civil and obliging to the traveler,
Now it is but 414.
iving full half the road
passing and
The religious interest np to after the time |;ening out for the faster onteams
to pass
Eld. Randall commenced preaching, was them, when going the same way.
This
wholly among
the
Congregationalists. was often a difficult matter when the Seep
Randall’s
associations were with this snows were drifted high and only one trac
church, and of it he became a member in broken throtigh them, Indeed it would be
hardly possible in many places without the
1772. ‘Sogn there were a few of Baptist concurrence of the team in advance. The

collection of

Our ideals exist not as simple im-

the

world

in

chariots of

fire;

who

lows of God’s confusing presence has been
found so utterly unfit to carry the hopes
and the welfare of man over the ocean
of time.
W. H. B.

Heathen

Enough

at Home.

enough; but as preached to this audience,
ii appeared to me it was altogether out of
great

Yes.
bors

That
said

is what

twenty

years

some of the neighago,

when

they

learned that one person in their midst wished to go and-teach the gospel abroad.

majority of these people had been brought Whether by ¢‘heathen enough at home”
into their wretched condition by sin. It ‘they meant themselves, on account of their
was sinking them lower and lower. But covetousness, — ‘Beware of covetousness
Jesus Christ died for them, and

was

wiil-

was talking about.
While

sitting

close

so

I found

there
many

that

I
to

each

wondered what
gather.

At the

‘One received

a

piece of bread on leaving; ‘and this seemed to be the great source of attraction;
and I learned that some of them had come
several miles. While I speak of the inappropriateness of this particular sermon, I
I have no doubt that these services do
much good, and are the means of saving
souls.
W. H.
Vdd

of Christianity.

No religion can have any real and large
control over men "if it does not have. its
foundation in factd, A controlling religion
must be a historical religion. The power
of the Christian religion lies in its being a
story,—a story concerning God. That story
depends on the truthfullness of witnesses and

the reality of facts related, The
early disciples were eminently witnesses, going about telling what they had seen
and heard. The gospel spread by the telling of the story of redemption.
The
dagrines of Scripture never stand
alone 2
abstractions,
but every doe-

trine is rec®mmended, illustrated or enforced
by some fact, some life, The Scriptures
contain,it 18 trae,the deepest and truest philosophy, but that is always made practicable, always impressed by facts, by vivid

illustrations,or it never could have kept its
hold upon men, but must have died long
ages ago. There must not only be principle
£2

the earth

Never

before,

creation
mand

dawned
‘Let

the

first morning of:

in ebedience to the com-

there

be

light,”

were

first census was taken,

it was

their ignorant and irreligious neighbors,
whom they took no pains to instruct and
bring to Christ, I could never exactly determine. But that time has gone by, and how
stands the case to-day when a hundred
thousand Chinamen tread American soil ?
‘Heathen enough at home” now, surely,
as though God were taking at their word
those who formerly made such remarks,
merely to excuse themselves from obeying

his command “‘Go, teach all nations,”
But how are these heathen received at
home? Is one hand extended in love to
give them welcome, and the other to give

them the word of life? ‘The Friend of
India,” last week, atter speaking of the
opposition: in America to Chinese emigration, closed by saying, *‘Yes, all things
are going on towards a massacre.” Heaven

forbid that Such should be the case.

“God

made of one blood all nations to' dwell on
all the face of the earth,” and how dare any
one in the sight and hearing of the Creator
say to Mr.
Chinaman ‘‘you shall not dwell
in this republic?”
The very soil would
spew out the man who dare say so as a
cumberer of the ground, and the ghosts of
those

noble

men

are

dowed

ones

who declared that, ‘‘All

created

equal; that they are en-

by their Creator with certain inal-

inenable rights; that among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness,” would
haunt them day and night, ‘Alas for our
country if “*these truths are self-evident” no
longer.
Invite the Chinaman into our glorious
tepublic, and through that lead him to *‘the
Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of
the

world.”

A

great

poet,

moved

by the

sublimity of the ocean, cries out, ‘Roll on,

thou

deep

and

dark

blue

ocean,—roll.”

Had he been inspired with the spirit of
Christ as he was with the spirit of poetry,
he might have sung,—Roll on, majestic

oy
»
LC)

606.

held slaves (in New Hampshire

for the millennial glory.
since

born,

In 1767, when

there were

nations are mingling into one to

fit up

When Randall was

might have been 500.

such

19

in New

sentiments, but no
After Eld. Randall

it°

the
Some

In

church was formed.
became a Free Will

Baptist at New

preached extensively, but seldom extended
his preaching tours to his native town.

home,”

they

will

heathenize

your own sons and daughters.
But ‘a
word to the wise is sufficient,” and ‘‘though
thou shouldst bray afosl in mortar amongst
wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart from him.”
bs
Ballasore,

There were

=
L. CRAWFORD.
Oct. 2, 1870.
a

as an ordained

Star of Nov. 16, is an article under

scenes as he has described.
I think I, too,
have seen some of the same sort,—men who

manage

and

his cause,

think,

sentiments,

Denomination.

the

Kittery

side,

some in Portsmouth, where earth works
cast up are still séen, and some in New
Castle. In Sept.-of that year, .Eld. John
Colby came to Portsmouth and preached.

He records the following:
were coming in

by

‘The

regiments

every

later

still,

peace

between

«“ Ad

the

ment.

BYL. M. F.

BY JOSHPH

THE

NATIVE

No.

And dangers stand within our way.

TOWN
OF ELD.
RANDALL,

' Weems, in his Life

of Washington,

The mighty men

Randall, the founder of the Free Will

was not born, however, in one of the large
States, or Colonies as'they then were,

and

Itis true,

nevertheless, that small and seemingly
unimportant places have given birth to
great men. Scotland can be traveled over
from side t@fkide in a few hours, yet there
was a time in its bistory when it made

the

world feel its power in the illustrious men

it had.

And Bethlehem in Judea was

a large town, buf there
Saviour, Jesus Christ.
Eld. Randall was
New Castle, N. H.

was

born
’

not
our

born Feb. 7, 1749, in
The town is an island,

—contains but 458 acres of land, and we
walked from one end of it to the other a
few days since in some 20 minutes.
Quite
a portion of the land is rough and rocky.
What can

be. cultivated,

produces

well.

The island was settled early,and was a part
of

Portsmouth

until

1693,

incorporated as a separate

its

incorporation

it

when

town.

was called

way were drear?
found at last ;
on the path
feet have passed.

-

it

was

Before

Great

Island.
It should be said, however, that before
the part which is now the city of Portsmouth was a place of much trade, the
island was the seat of considerable business,
There was the main fort for the ‘defense of
Portsmouth, several stores and some public buildings. Some of the Provincial Governors resided there, also Judges and other

officers. The Provinci#l Assembly held ses:
M

x

—

be

something

more of

deny.

Indeed, wé are assured that at

the churches, social topigs are
every Sunday; satire and criti-

cism are indulged in, and pleasant stories
are told, between the pauses in the music.
Such levity and irreligion merit and ever
receive our condemnation.
We are willing
to pay these people to sing us to heaven,
but we ean not undertake to pray them to
that happy home of the hereafter. They
must do their own praying; they must
become Christian worshipers.
Conversation on social matters, and pleasantries, are

very good
way, but
church.

An old fable tells us that the majestic
form of truth once walked the earth, but
that

the

for

and allowable
they are not

things in their
appropriate at

sundered

parts are wandering up and down in ceasesearch,—each

—SP

exception,

some of
discussed

Vital Union,

less, weary

teacher

to attract attention do this, no person

will

Lr

dismembered, and

the

had _ received information direct from

bers

It matters naught, whey golden gates
By angel haads are lefd ajar,
To him who standeth, crowned with peace,
If Heaven be gained * per aspera.”
New Hampton, N. H.

was

can

heaven that they need not trouble themselves with the question of salvation? We
do not mean to say that a majority of the
members of choirs act in this manner, but
that a minority sufficiently great in num-

Bap-

tist Denomination, had his birth in it. - He

the town of his nativity is small.

they

And firm endurance of the soul.

rea-

sons that a great country is likely to produce great men, as a great ocean produces
large fish. Ours isa great country. EId.

How

singing they shall set to praying, or listen”
to the preacher with the rest of the congregation. How often has it not been observed that the instant members of a church
choir have finished a hymn, they settle
down to a cosy chat, passing their little
jokes with as much indifference as-if the
were not in a place of worship, or as

Still onward to the wished for goal;
‘With giant strength of heart and hand,

BENJAMIN

en-

Christian and less of professional singers.
We propose that after they have ceased

Over the darksome, tangled way,

FULLONTOXN,

work?

id§

without

-

Qur feet. ng’er slip, our hearts ne’er faint,
But perseverance gains the day.

1.

physi-

those

The N. Y. Herald is not over devout

Undaunted, e’en though mountains rose,

Sketches.

agricultural

but delivers itself vigorously of the following sentiments on Choirs:
We desire that members of choirs shall,

make it a weak and sickly thing, which can
do little good.
.

Early

their

their exhibitions,

Choirs.

‘When shadows steal athwart life’s sky,

‘What matter though the
The treasure sought is
The stars shine brightly
O’er which the weary

their

ig

We would this star should be our guide,
We would this hope should be our stay,

think that I mean you?

water,

expect not to fall behind in the race, who
neglects so obvions a means of improvement? °

Some star ariseth in our sky,
Some hope upspringeth in the heart,
Distant and faint, yet tenderly
Worshiped from all the world apart.

Then cease to do evil and learn to do well.
Ww.

have

mechanics

as to

That shone, a beacon, on his way,
Has never found the winning light,
Nor the attaining, idle play.

orer aspera!

under

gaged in any particular science or indus| try their societies,—why should not teachers meet with teachers, and -confer together

He who has won some honor bright,

if

country

cians their medical associations,

The marks of toil, the battle’s scars.

*

Farmers

fairs,

The hero in life’s struggle wears

‘We stumble blindly, oftentimes,

into

from
all
professional * intercourse with
others—who attends no gatherings of teachers for the purpose of interchange of views.
The experience of men in every department
of business shows that the surest road to
improvement
is ‘a free ‘interchange of
thought between those engaged in the same
pursuit.
By this free comparison of views
and of methods we are stirred up to greater exertions, and we receive hints of priceless value as to the means of self improve-

:

No other than the thorny path
Leads upward to the golden stars!

put

the

Pull

others,

at the

Oar."

since each is still and ever instinct with
the old common life, and it is this instinct
which! impels the search, and this search
thus contains
a prophecy of the union of

The servants of Jesus are like rowers in
a boat. They sit with their backs to the

all

out,

the

fragments, in one

radical

—

bow, and can not see what lies ahead.

the

form at

helmsman
and

he

But

at the stern is on the look-

steers the boat whithersoever

last. And so it shall be with the riven
body of our Lord; for each separate mem-

he wills. So in our godly undertakings we
sit with our backs to the future. Itis all

ber

know mot what the morrow may bring
forth, Bat itis our business to pull at
the oar of prayer and earnest labor. There

is still

old and

vital

with

the

memory

unknown,

of the

loving pnion, and it will never be

at rest until it finds all the others; and

untried,

is a Divine

bone shall conie to bone, and tlesh to flesh,

impenetrable.

We

msman who sees the future,

and it shall be all clothed upon with the
grace of an endless life; and it shall be
fairer than any of the sons and daughters
of men, all glorious without and within;
and it shall be holy ‘and without blemish ;

and who holds thé rudder in his hand. We
have only to commit our way to him, and
to pull at the. oar of duty. This 1s trust,
This is faith. This is the way that Paul
pulled his boat towards Rome—not knowing or caring what stripes and imprison-

love shall distill from its lips, and’its words
shall be like celestial music, and it shall

were

bear upon its placid

brow

the

ments

Lamb,
his

and

spouse,

the
for

bridegroom will
whom he

gave

his

precious stones, and

lead her into the tem-

and she shall live with

and serve him in that heavenly
go no more out forever,

him

city, and
S.
f
hit

there.

gospel

What a bless-

the child of her bosom!
What a merey
that we ministers do not know what failures
we have to encounter during the year of
labor on which we are just entering! Every

very life in ransom, with all manner of
ple of God,

triumphs of the

him

future!
We might be so paralyzed by
the perils, or the difficulties, or the »ufferings before us, that we would drop our
oars in despair. What a merey it is that
a mo6ther does not know all that shall befall

and all this skall be because it is the bride
adorn

or what

awaiting

ed thing it is that we can not foresee the

victor’s

wreath, and in its hands the victors palm;
of the

[7¥

expect to make satisfacto
rogress, who
shuts himself up in his shell, abstaining

Astra per Aspera.”

|

if

he can send his Spirit all the way from
heaven to bless poor sinners, and I hope he
has blessed me.”
A HiNT TO TEACHERS.
No teacher can

sire was sent to the throne of grace that the

‘Who hold high places in the land,
Through difficulties, stern and dark,
Have won the ground on which they stand.

do you

across from the old

effusion of human blood might be prevented; and thatall contending nations might
strive only for the things that make for
peace.”
Some time later, the British fleet left,
and a little

out-lay,

that he was beginning to think, I

quarter, and great preparations were making to give the enemy a warm reception in
casd of an invasion. But my most fervent de-

two nations was effected.

make

his hands a little book, published by the
American Sunday School Union, entitled
All the way Across, by Rev. Jobn Hall, D.
D. When
I saw him again he said, ‘If
God can send the lightning all the way

Militia

from

to

there was no other consideration. Said
oneof un Sunday school established in a
wretched neighborhood,
It really seems
as if its members had more to eat and wear,
that they did before it was established ;”
and T do not doubt butthis was the case.
Thrift and Bible wisdom go hand in hand.
There is no agent like it for doing good both
to the souls and bodies of men.
‘“ ALL THE WAY ACROSS.” A missionary
of the American Sunday School Union
writes: ‘‘ I called upon a young man, who
was the dread of all lovers of good order,
to try to induce him to attend a Sunda
school. He
was
skeptical. He
said,
** Only weak-minded people read the Bible;” and made light of
the idea that
*“ God would come all the way from heaven
to bless a little Sunday school !”
But during an awakening in that school,
aremark arrested his attention, and finding

his

religion is as good as they profess, why do
they not recommend it to others? And thus,
if they donot kill the prayer-meeting, they.

Reader,

quite sufficient return for all its

;

Some were stationed on

and

its members courteous towards all. And
this is not oneof the smallest benefits that
flow from it. How much is the happiness
of society affected by it. The temporal
blessings of the Sunday school would be

The fort in New Castle is at the east part,
and is called Constitution. In 1814, while
the second war with England was in progress, there was great alarm in this seetion,
as a British Fleet lay off a little at sea.
The Militia were called there for a defense.

and so the,

and

there, to refine the manners,

at-

called Free Will Baptist. For many years
it has been connected with the Christian

Hur did the hands of Moses,

in

to

as to the

they add to his other burdens a very
heavy load, and prevent his success in
laboring to build up the interests of Zion.
They not only do all this evil, but they
misrepresent themselves to the impenitent,
who judge of their interest in Christ by
activity

used

laughed

There is a power in a good Sunday school
and in the precious Bible truths taught

provisions of grace, was formed in Eld.
Bell's day, but we are not sure that it was

interest in the prayer-meeting dies out.
Thirdly. They discourage the pastor's
heart. Instead of staying up his hands
as Aaron

He

A man boasted, and

school worker, you may be assured.

marks

the leas:, exceedingly unfortunate or indiscrete.
2
i

example,

who

resting place.
A church of free

to talk to great disadvan-

their

school boys.

field, but no monumental stone

tage,and lessen the interest they professedly
wish to advance.
If sincere,they are,to say

learn to follow

minister.

been obliged -

loudly over the boast, that he had traveled
three hundred miles and made everything
turp out'for him. He was not a Sunday

tend the New Durham Q. M. ; ministers of
our churches used to” visit and preach on
the island, he entertaining them at his humble dwelling now standing, and about 200
years old. [Eld. Bell died over 20 years
ago. We were pointed to his grave in a

the above caption. I have no doubt that
the writer of that article has witnessed such

always

however,

~

to ride three miles behind an ox team
driven by boys, who refused to permit the
carriage to pass. They were not Sunday

embraced the glorious docttine of a general atonement and free grace. In our early
Registers, forty , years ago and’ more,
Thomas Bell of New Castle was inserted

S.
.Prayer-meeting Killers.
In the

there,

ig

A Christian

same gentleman said he had

Durham, he traveled a

some

Gn

1775,

heathen

at

—

Picking our 8. S.Boys.

then, and

Castle.

and those sent to us to Christianize?
Pious parents, if you do not disciple ‘‘the

which is idolatry,”—or whether they meant

ing to save them; and in being saved by
Jesus Christ from sin and its consequences, they would have taken the first step
out of their wretched condition towards a
better position in this world. But the
preacher told them nothing of this; and I
doubt if one in fifty understood what he

could induce

but the

their

Sent
bp nn

ly ofl Christians, it might have been well |
The

framed

free religion,” which,broken, lost in the bil-

had ever seen. The preliminary serviees
were similar to those at other places of
worship.
The preacher's
text was in
Psalms 56: 3. ¢ What time I am afraid I
I will trust in thee.” The text sounded
strangely to me for such an audience, and
I was greatly disappointed by the sermon
which followed. Had it been addressed to
an ordinary congregation, made up main-

failure.

is

panic-stricken, raise the signal of .distress?
It is the miserable, foundering bark launched in the name of the new religion,of the

ragged, dirty, wretched looking beings I

place, and wad a sad

one

struggling amid the breakers, ‘whose crew,

and chil-

there could be

It was the largest

until

have braved the rick and the arena of bruBut I/have met with a more serious diftal combat. The perfume that gladdens ficulty in prayer-meetings, from an entirethe heart of the believer is not that of an ly different source.
I have seen some
imaginary ointment which some beautiful very excellent Christians, men and women
theory of SoIvation jupnliss, but wherever of good Christian character, well educated,
the gospel is preached, the aroma of the and having good common sense, capable
box of ointment broken by Mary regales of talking on any topic, constant attendants
the spirit. As certain kinds of wood and at the social meeting, and apparently anxleaves give out their perfume fullest when ious for the prosperity of the church, who
beaten, so the stone and the rod which fell seldom if ever take any part in the exerupon the martyrs only left the tried, chas- cises of social worship, unless personally
tened spirit free to send the fragrance of requested to offer prayer, and possibly not
patience and love floating down the ages.
even then. = I would not call them “PrayerChristianity lives to-day because it pass- meeting Killers,” but they can not be
ed over into pure men and women, and so aware how the prayer-meeting is.injured by
found a body to live in, to keep and perpet- their silence.
:
uate it wherever it found a disciple. It is
In the first place, they rob themselves of
not forgiveness as a precept which we wor- great enjoyment. Christ requirés the fruit
ship, but & forgiving Saviour; it is not ab- of the lips, and it is a most reasonable duty
stract love, but it is love in action that we to’ render thanksgiving and praise to him
- adore,—Christ dying for us. Iti§ not vir- who died to redeem us unto himself; nor
tue that we praise, but a sinless Redeemer. is it less reasonable that the redeemed sinWe sing no idle, sentimental songs of par- ner should point others to Christ. But how
don, but we find a pardoning Lamb of God.
many excuse themselves on ‘the plea that
The strength of Christianity lies in its his- they can not speak to edification. This is
tory, in the lives it has formed, in the one a mere delusion,—a tefhfitation which ought
great, perfect life which it sets up as a to be resisted.
model.
In the second place, they injure others.
This historical gospel is freighted with the By neglecting
- their duty -the Spirit is
most precious hopes of the race,—a ship, grieved, and the meeting becomes dull and
bearing down the ages the prayers, the uninteresting.
Their example is contalives of the saints, the. encouragement and gious, and others excuse themselves, saythe peace of the world, that with well-tried ing, “If Bro. B. or Sister C. has nothing to
timbers shall always safely outride the say, and can enjoy religion in silence, surestorms of infidel passion, and godless rea- ly there can be no need of my speaking.”
son, and sail serenely over the ocean of Young Christians naturally look to the oldGod's providence, a sacred benison to the er brethren and sisters to take them by the
nations. But what is that nameless craft hand and lead them forward, and soon

A RAGGED CHURCH.
Do my readers know what this is?
Many,
years ago, the London City missionaries cymmenced to hold religious meetings in their districts for the special benefit
of those who did not attend the regular
places of worship ;—the reason which many
of these persons gave for their neglect being that they had not suitable clothing in
which to attend church or chapel. This
principle has been extended of late by esregular

shall be increased ?” Not only do the teach-

torment,

out of

est.

- Sunday School Suggestions.

unrest,

soul

Life, lives, test a doctrine or principle |

and

S lectins.

merly larger than at any time during ‘the

iove, its gratitude, its reverence,'it is full of

If the

and show how valuable itis. What kind of
character does a religion or any system of
truth form? What lives can it show us?
are the questions of the world. The life of
Christ is the central and all-persuading
power of his religion. The great lessons to
the church of to-day are read not as abstract
speculations, but from the” lives of her
| saints, from the multitudes who have gone

benevolent societies. He i8 also spmething of a traveler, having visited France
and Switzerland two or three times, and
also Palestine and the surrounding countries. Last fall he came to New York to
attend the expected meetings of the Evangelical Alliance, and while. here
went
across to California’ by railroad.
also published a number of vol

tablishing

shore, and let thy return wave bear thousands of heathen to Christian shores, that

illustrate and enforce the lesson of patience.

those in

nection with a number of the Cui

sions within fifteen rods of where Randall
was afterwards born.
a
The population of New Castle was for-

can not find objects on which to rest its

out.

this abstraction by saying,‘ God is a rock ;”
he hides his beloved in his pavilion; as the
mountains are round about Jerusalem, so
God is about his people. Thus, too, when
the Scriptures speak of moral qualities.
For the virtue of meekness we do not have
abstract discussion, but they picture Moses
and Stephen; when they would exalt faith,
the story of Abraham and’of the eenturiop
makes the page luminous. It is the story
of Job and the experience of Paul which

expressed

exhorting

bean

to every heathen

forth to the mind. God is firm, he is a 'us, and save ourselves and others, or shall
refuge; but the Scriptures vividly represent we, for filthy lucre’s sake,destroy ourselves

The application of on

assail or trouble us.
lean

and

on thy billows

great responsibilities laid upon any nation
their teaching with illustrations, with forms as now rests upon the people of America.
under which God, virtue, peace may be set’ Shall we be true to the trust committed to

the latter position to go to Christ for light.
Mr. Aveling is actively engaged in con-

to Historical Basis

two other denominations, who went with
me, said he preached an excellent sermon,
and I concurred with them in the opinion.
His text was Heb. 7: 25. His theme was
Christ able to save to the uttermost;—
save
guilt—depravity—danger—to
* from
eternally. And if he can thus save, then
he can save from everything which may

“Do not

light or darkness,

and

of salvation

Therefore 'we find the Scriptures fastening

en-

Mr. S. refeétred to the circumstances of the opinion that there will yet be tremen-.
King David at the time when the state- dous struggles between light and darkment was made, and to the character of the ness; but he looked hopefully on the fubrook Kedron, and said that passing over ture, believing that the cause of Christ will
it might"be regarded as symbolical of pass- certainly triumph in this world, that the
ing through deep distress. The statement light will surely expel the darkness. He
was true of King David,and also of a great- closed by urging each member of the coner King,—Jesus, both literally and sym- gregation to ascertain whether he was in
"followers of Jesus. But David and Jesus re“turned back over the brook triumphant,having conquered their foes, and every follower of Jesus will be victorious through him.
What is the secret of Mr. Spurgeon’s

an

roll;—

messengers

last century.

for it.

is the true center of light. Mr. A. took
the position that each individual Chxistian
should shine,—thus contributing his\portion of the eneral light which is to
penearound.

to lay
finds

aginations, but we give our ideals some:
shape, some likeness. ‘Long continued and
‘powerful impressions are impossible where
mere ideas, theories, are. presented to us.

there, was tolerably well filled.
The text
was in Isaiah 60: 1. Theme,—The church

trate the darkness

object

ocean,

14, 1870.

they’ may be Christianized the faster. Has
not the time prophesied of, come, when
“many shall run to and fro, and knowledge

or reverence would died

by Dr. Rileigh, and twoin theaters, by larged ; and; some time after this, it was
Mr. Glidden and Mrs. Booth. I now pro- relinquished
for a new Gothic church edipose to give a few more sketches in two fice which the church and congregation
articles. °
iy
{
| had erected on. the opposite side of the
C. H. ota
street, and which they still occupy. It
I went to hear this, celebrated minister will seat about fifteen hundred ‘persons,
on the first Sabbath I was in London. The and on the Sabbath forenoon whenI was

situation of the Metropolitan tabernacle, its

some

Reverence

object before - which it is delighted to bow,

pastor ‘of this

afterwards

have

hold of, or it ceases.

church more than thirty-two years. For
While in London last year, herd fif- the first two years he was co-pastor with
teen different preachers. Of these, four John Campbell, known as the missionary
were Baptists,of two denominations ; three traveler, he having officially visited the
Methodists,
of two denominations; two
South African missionary stations of the
Congregationalists, two Church of England, London Missionary Society. When Mr.
one Presbyterian, and three at missionary A. commenced his labors at Kingsland,
stations, whose ecclesiastical relations I the church worshiped in a small chapel
did not learn. I have
already given which would seat about two hundred persketches of two sermons

DECEMBER

exhibited in a religion of power, but it must
chiefly show us principle at work in men.

# REV. THOMAS AVELING.
Mr. A. is a Congregational minister at
Kingsland, about three and a half miles
north-east of St. Paul's. He is about fifty-

H}

STAR:

true Christidd toiler is continually ‘saved
by

hope,”

— Evangelist.
22

He pulls at the oar and trusts.
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14, 1870.

“.

mee

-Ground

to Powder.
———

A

few weeks

of

since,

his former

mint now.

and rode ashore.
here to-night!

I stood hy the grave

in the town of Ne
monument marks th

home,

and

his former

resting place. Erected by few friends, it is
covered over with significant quotations
from his politico-religious writings. Asl

stood there and reflected on his genius, his

apparent power and real weakness, I thought
- of Christ's striking propheey, and its singu“On -whomsoever this
lar fulfillments :
stone shdll - fall, it shall grind him to
powder.”
Thomas Paine’s career was full of prom-

ise.

He

wielded” a pen

whose popular

power- has rarely been equaled, never
perhaps excelled. His ‘Rights of Man,”
published in England during the exeiting
scenes

of

He vash

Thev need not
W. Robertson.

not into the whalesh

belly at all, but shust shumpt onto his pach

——

of Thomas Paine,
Rochelle.
A plain
site

a peeg feesh story, but it ish all plain to my
O, I vas

so glad
id

comfortable? O!
be cast only shuse
vill be so glad I
other passage is

dat vich saich, blessed are they who do
these commandments, that they may have

right to the dree of life and enter in through
the gates of the city and not shust close py

the French

Revolution, reached

before the Dec
ion
said to have sdvered

of Independenee, is
the
last link that

to

see vat

believed ; blessed are they that have no t | Resurrection not in books alone,
seen, and yet believed.” We are witnesses ery leaf in Spring-time.

I

the circulation of over a million copies. have lost—and I shall be so glad I vas here
7
His “Common Sense,” published six months to-night.”
bound the colonies to the motheg country.
Six days before the battle of Trenton the
first number of his ‘“‘American Crisis” was
read at the head of every regiment, and
first aroused, it is said, the drooping ardor
of the disheartened people.
j

When

at length that independence was

secured, to which

cabinet, the field and
afforded

no

mean

with

the

pen,

conclusion,

no

- Shooting too High.
—ty

Preachers

error.

had

honors

with

mere

fall

into

the

same

his own study, is full of ideas and

on certain phases of infidelity which the
preacher feels to be amoug the dangers of
the age, but which perhaps not one in fifty:
of his hearers has ever met with. Pantheism is denounced, to the full approval and

a magnificent estate of three hundred

acres at New Rochelle. ~~ Pennsylvania
voted him a gratuity of $2,500. New Jersey offered him a homestead within her horders. Virginia failed by only a single vote

Manicheeism. Strauss and Renan are gibbited afresh, to the edification of listeners

in the

to

gttempted

appropriation

to him of

a tract

of land valued at twenty thousand
_ dollars.
*“1t is doubtful,” says the historian
Botta, ‘‘whether any writer ever possessed
in

a

higher

degree the art of moving and

guiding the multitude at will.” **No writer,”
says

Thomas

Jefferson,

‘‘has

exceeded

Paine in familiarity of style; in perspicuity
of expression, happiness of elucidation, and

whom

the

names

only

carry

a vague

The trumpet

is sonnded against the *‘bosts of infidelity ;”
and the congregation enjoy the music and

then

go home

against

to fight their

worldliness

or

own battles

selfishness

as best

they may, knowing nothing of the ‘‘battle
with skepticism,” except the charge they

rumaging

life, to subvert the principles and undermine the authority of the Christian religion.
He did not deny, but asserted the existence

of a God, the claims of conscience, and the

reality of an immortal existence beyond the
grave.
He simply set hisylance in poise to
jdemolish the cross of Christ. In vain did
"Benjamin Franklin beseech him to repress
a work so shocking to the religious sensibilities of mankind.
‘Among us,” said
the

sage,

‘‘it

is

not necessary, as among

Hotteutots,
that a youth to be raised into the
company of men should prove his manhood

more

sustained

they

are

in

and arduous thought than

the habit of practicing.

But

to do. this with success, he must adapt his
ideas to their
himself enter

comprehension.
into the range

He
of

must
their

thoughts and feelings. And this he can
only do by keeping in constant communication with them; by getting in contact
with their daily lives;

rivaled the wide-spread popularity of his
“Common Sense” and his *“Right$of Man.”
The church of Christ seemed for the moment to tremble nuder the blow. Christian

and hisown.

learning their stand-

No one expects a man without

such
Yet

but

it is not, always recognized that

aman can hardly be a good preacher.

a man can not preach successfully, be

granite

the

builders

harmless
ground

hills

anger

over

refused,

him to powder.

a sect and
services to

whose

plays.

The
fell

heads

the

him

and

stone

upon

which

Rapidity

from the memory of mankind, by his assaults upon religion. He is known to but
few, save as the representative of the coarsest infidelity.
Even the broad minded
- Quakers would not yield to his bones a
final resting place in their Christian burial

ground.
He was iaterred upon his own
farm.
But even death brought no repose.

Human

is

very

a path,

which is a frightful precipice,

so at the beginning.
onward
must

the end of
We are told

We tfy to eheck our

step: but no, it 1s decreed that we

march,

drags

us

march.

on,

on

fearful guif.

vexations,

An

invisible

unceasingly—on

power
to

the

A thousand troubles, crosses,

beset

our

path;

but

what

are

Half a century ago; from his violated tomb,

his

remains

they, if we could only avoid the frightful
end? No, no; march, march, hasten on.
From time to time, objects pleasant to the

An

enthusiastic friend anticipated for them

traveler, running waters, and flowers which'
‘quickly pass, tempt to the amusement. We

were

removed

to England.

a warm welcome, . but none were so poor
as to do him reverence. Dispersed, as by
the judgments of the Almighty God, not
even the place ot their final burial has
history

recorded.

His

works

have

well

rejoice

because

flowers

and

our

fruits;

hands

—

when he is icin

grasp

is

in the tasting.
What delusion! enchanted,
dragging on nearer, nearerthe gulf.
Al-

ed to arise and express his thoughts, quite
a number of his brethren arose and said they

were glad they had been present on this oc-

casion, that they were well pleased with the

Sr

On

to, for now I can peliet manish

dings vot
Mister

and,

crisis

for

The

phy.

sommisgion is allowed,

sense of God’s

VOID

what

he

revealed

QUACKS.—A

EWILL

BY

{ We know nothing of his
it. We know the fact, that
boldly in a new style of
abandoned the use of notes,

Te

they reposed, nor cords by which they were
suspended ; and yet they did not fall upon.
us, but saluted us rapidly and fled away.”
These miracles, as Luther called them,
filled him with unconquerable trust and
joy in God. Well they might. So may
they us. We see them wrought before us
every night and every day.

Martyrdom.

in ascetj severity does not give the crown
of martyrdom, nor even inspire the martyr’s
feeling. Fastings such as St. Paul bore,
from inability to / get food, give spiritual
Were

good

ministers

of

—

works;

tree brings forth the

not

er couldi
oo

pelief

pefore.

We

reat,

no

fruit,

pleted,

will

which

an

Fall,

be this

and

pray

pith

not

clear to my mint,

me
wp would

or near to, and tid not

in

Street,

New

Wall

as
|

“vas so glad I vas here Joni ght!
‘ And den, Mister Breac er,

it ish

shust
O! 1

walking

said

"dat Jonah was cast into the sea and taken
into thewhalesh belly.
Now I never could

believe dat.

God does not promise aid. Be sure this
world has enough of the eross in it; you
need not go out of your way to seek it. Be
sure there will always be enough of humiliation

and shame, and solitariness for each

It always seemed to me to be man to bear, if he be living the Christ-life.
a
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the Dally for one year to the getter up of club),
‘
Fifty Dollars,
One hundred copies, one year, Separately addressed
(and the Dally for one year to the getter up of club),

:

N. H,

SUN, $6 A YEAR.

A prefminently readable newspaper, with the larg.
est circulation 1n the world.
Free, independent, and
fearless in politics. Allthe news from’ everywhere.
Two cepts a copy ; by mall, 50 cents a month, or $6
a year,
a————

Seml-

DOVER,

|

ToAgents to sell the celebrated WILSON
SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machinein the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washingten street,
Boston, Mass.
Pd
1y48

————

THE

§

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPSENES

SUN, $2 A YEAR,

furnishing

:

L. RR. BURLINGAME,

Let there be a $50

SH

T R 0Y
:

SR

Earth.

of the same size and general character as THE
WEEKLY, but with a greater variety of miscella-

|

pu
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AMERICAN AND

I

tf16

York.

Eight Dollars,

The Scientific American!
Popular Science.

PERMISSION.

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation.
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY

York.

other foundriesin the county combined,
All bells warranted,
An
illustrated
catalogue
sent free
upon application to E, A. & G.

be

A. DANA,

SAK

MENEELYS’ BELLS.
Pras
for churches, Acadewhich

BY

Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank ot Gene-

Thirty-three Dollars.

Waa

Streets,

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National

Club at every Post Office.

1142
260
A bol ety

|

Including Farmers, Mechanics, Merchants, Professlonal Men, Workers, Thinkers, add ‘all Manner of
Honest Folks, and the Wives, Sons, and Daughters
of all such.

ONE

Of whom pamphlets and information may be obtained

circum-

But to bring sorrow will- | of keeping your own spirit fresh and your

have seen

Cortlandt

Or less than One Cent a Copy.

Co.,

FOR SALE BY
CALVIN HALE,
Cash,
H, HALEY,
“

the

ever new,
« Again we read dat de Heprew children | fully upon oungelves ean ve of Bo Svsilbe=| Xperience
yoqy your conscience tender—iender as
The dillerence
vas east into de firish furnace, and dat air | towards improvement.
1 against . an atom
its lids
things lies
i in this: : That |, eye that closes its
these two "thi
alwish
i Jook like a peeg story too, for tey | tween
the
gives
he
blow,
the
inflicts
God
when
would have peen purnt up, put it ish all
of dust, or as that sensitive plant which I
strength, but when you give it to yourself,

plain to my mint now, for they were
_east by or close to the firish furnace,

and

There

Agent,

Intended for People

charges,
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Chicago, Illinois.

A? Newspaper of the Present Times.

All marketable Securities taken in payment free of

&

PERRY ' &

Corner LaSalle and Madison

Mill is

The Dollar Weekly Sun,

excess

present prices return only 43 per cent., currency,
interest, while these Bonds pay v%: per cent,, and we
regard them to be as safe and fully equal »s a security
Railroad Bond issued; and untd they sare
to any
placed upon the New York Stack Exchange, the rules
of which require the road to be completed, we obligate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds
sold by us after this date ac the same price as realized
by us on their sale,

CLEWS

re-

.

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

those

the character.

GRAHAM,

Ky. University.

General

CHARLES

pany at par, and the payment of the principal is pro:
ni fumd. The convertibility privvided forge

and Express

purchasing

pecuniary

and all Buyers of

get into deten at all, | the effect of strengthening and purifying |

O! Tish 80 glad I vas here to-night.

40

immediate ad-

HENRY

is, in

half the

108

Clergymen,

dear to us,—relations and friends,— | To be a vessel conveying refreshment
from the fountain-head of grace to- a faint-He was shust close by | When it is borne as coming from God, has ing
soul in the wilderness, is the surest way

wi
dat, foroffde 0
pelief right

for Circular.

J ID WEST,
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The bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com-

a man

Let us, therefore,

always,

Send

vance over subscription price may be looked for.

Commission

take

sponsibility for half the profits.

National Bank, Erie, Pa, ; James Calder, Harrisburg,

doubted security: A small quantity of the issue only remains unsold, and when thé enterprise is com-

good.
Beelzebub means the fly-god, or the lord of
flies. Flies though driven away will return
sober

We invest on joint accounts, that

property for others, we

. Ra

it does threugh the heart of the most thickly settled
and rishest portion of the great State of Iowa, together with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatisgly recommending
these’ bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an un-

brings forth

good works, but works do not make

again, so will Satan.

We place Money uponloan on two and three fold
Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-annually.

Trustees.

in

if the pur.

chaser them prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, taking
the
property upon Jaying the money.
The time and rate
per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.

and November.

|

from

the principal

Chicago;

SO.uk Fir ov. ikwx
guard against) BRAVE" WORNGNE
LE, Be ood, » || Spectly,
.
ten | Sxelcss oCom 0 0 Orn
his attack.and ever be on our
Tuniolout wasalife!cast into’Now doI nefl;
Brencher,
of lions and datcame
1
The loss of
of bereavement.
| likewise,
could

tested,

property

thatis,at the expiration

and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum,

ISAAC BARKLEY,”

of this-line, running

The established character

keep the frame erect.
“I would reprove thee,” said a wise
heathen, ¢“ if I were not angry.” And shall
not Christians say as much ?
fruit the tree; so a good man

Empire)

once

:

NICHOLASVILLE,
., Feb. 18, 1869.
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The
(Empire)
Mill 1
bought OF JOM gives perfect satisfaction.
I grind 7
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
farmers aud feeders.
None should
be without one.

estimated, will double the presentincume of the road.

preaching ; no seed to yield a harvest; no
straw to make bricks; no solid backbone to

The

It is true that fire, borne for the sake of
truth, if sev
4 but the hand burnt

harness,

Jesus, his love, life and death, excluded
from the pulpit and the class, there is noth-

to produce

it about

I considerit a boon to farmers,

it will be indispensable when

in ail points,

¥

We guarantee to purchasers of our

all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour.
It alsp makes excellent

Graham flour.

Ev-,

showing

KNITTING MACHINE M’F'G CO.,
313 Washington street, Bsoton, Mass.

12 to 15 per cent. per annum;

revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn per hour.
Yours, &c.,
THOS. H. BATE.”

but one opinion—it is a success. ®
© JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent

flat and

STOCKING and circular

of one, two or three years, we pay back

Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with
two horses. at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster.
1 am perfectly
satisfied with it. Yours &c.,
R. M. PALMER.”
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
“J.D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire

the bonds.
establish
through connections, thereby shortening the distance
between St. Paul and Chicago 45 miles, and 99 miles
to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the coming grain ercps, which, it is

Varieties.

ing

«

and Feed (now

circular,

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

Rentucky..me only ones at which it has been exibited.
“BROCKPORT, NuY., April 16, 1869.
J.D. WEST—Sir: 1 worked m$iNe. 4 Union Grist

«The Union Grist

that knits

;

BY

I run

in

and cheaper than any other,

LAMB
6m30

satisfaction.

MACHINES

wherein the Lamb Machine is superior

It has taken the First Premium at the
less expense.
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and

entire

only machine

Send for SAMPLE

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—nof CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury. It works with less power than any other,and

GOLD.

J. EDGAR THOMPSON,
CHARLES L. FROST,

gifts and culture who might triple an d
quadruple their pulpit power by a similar
process. If aman has the nerve, middlelife even is not too late for at least a partial change.
:

—

The

KNITTING

ery Family should have one.

EMPIRE

to my

LAMB

use, sold on their merits, with little ad.
#

seamed work, narrowing and widening on each,

on

All others are base imitations,

of New York,

THE

Interest payable May

000

’
vertising.

+/90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

passable discourse. To-day he is among the
princes of pulpit orators. It is a hard road
many

i

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

Mill

of Sizes

Sole Agents for the United States.

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

as

both

T NELSON & Sons, 42 Bleecker, St., N.Y,
12

MANUFACTURED

of Varieiy

All the respectable Book Stores keep them.

CORN & FEED MILL

A SALARY

Extent

and Styles.

Sold by Druggista throughout the world,
6m
.
¢

to these bonds
can not
fail
te
ago.
He sweat, sawed the air, floundere d ilege attac
them at an early day to command a market
like a man overboard, and made out only a | cause
at
Five-twenties
U.S.
par.
above
price considerably

are

And

)

the outside wrapper.

The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale at

and to-day reaps the reward of having an
auditory such, both in intelligence and numbers, as few preachers in all history ever
had. Not many men could do what he has
But many gould do something pardone.
alell to it. We h Krad Dr. Storrs extemporize at a weekly lecture, twenty-three years

to travel, but there

Are everywhere celebrated for
BEAUTY OF TYPOCRAPHY,
QUALITY OF PAPER,
EXCELLENCE OF BINDING,

“ Mrs, Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Minnesota R. R. Co.

thoughts about
he launched out
discourse. He
flung his great

wealthy mind out of a long-used

o call for

Sold

OXFORD _
BIBLES

your.

Having the fac-simile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS”

COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE oF U.8.TAX,
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.
ISSUED

to

tle.

1y28

CENT

it, mothers, it will give rest

HY GEIA gs A

-

BOWELS,

Full directions for'using will accompanyeach bot.

MASS.

First Mortgage Bonds,

couraging to preachers:

:

for

Address,

The Interior has the following, on the
change from reading to the extemporaneous
the preeent earnings are largely
delivery of sermons, recently macedy Rev oftion, theandoperating
expenses and interest on
Dr. Storrs, of Brooklyn. The facts are en-|Tue balance 0 the work necessary to

perceive ground on which

endured

for

strongest and best secured, as well
most profitable investment
mow
offered in the market.

PER

Try

TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE
DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be
found in fi en or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered.

of $30 per week and expenses, or allow
a large commission, to sell our new
and wonderful
inventions. Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall,
Mich.
3m4l

7

THE

and rents pay for it.

Address REV, L.
L.
MON, Portsmouth, N. H,
Residence i4 School Street.
1y6¢

speak in this matter * WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPU:

victim or early indiscre-

AGENTS

$65; same rents for $ per qparier

with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We

TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the
portion enly of the line fully completed and equipped.
The greater part of the road is already in opera-

And here is the second: I beheld thick
clouds hanging above us like vast sea.

Tasungy

PAY

Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for

TEETHING,

REGULATE

HARMON

vantage of purchasers,

er did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any
one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted

Agents! Read This!

The

TO

L.

medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INNevSTANCE TO EFrecT A CURE, when timely used.

—

y

L.

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

fore do not fail to keep a bottle of Burrington’s
Croup Syrup by you at all times. Itis a sure an
safe
| remedy, also the best article in use for Whooping
Cough, Colds, &e. Beware of imitations. For sale by
the
Proprietor, H. H. BURRINGTON,
Wholesale
Druggist, Providence, R. I., and druggists generally.
- AUT

to them, and in what he

A Fact worth Noting.

in which the Lord has placed them. I could
nowhere discover the columns on which the
Master has supported this immense vault,

; Hu

Circular.

CHILDREN.

| DR. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

We have put up and sold this article nearly thirty
AN SAY.IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
years, and
what we have never been able to say of any other

stamp

R. ELLIOT, BOSON,

CHILDREN

Depend ipo
selves an

"THE Croup comes like a thief in the night—there-

and

W. Beecher.

at my window, I saw the stars and the
sky, and that vast magnificent firmament

strength

We

Burrington’s - Vegetable (roup Syrup.

manifested himself to be towards them.—ZH.

This is the first: As 1 was

neither

SURE

1826 USE THE “ VEGETABLE 1 870
PULMONARY BALSAM.” 1
The old standard remedy for Coughs,Colds,Consumption. ** Nothing beiter.” CUTLER BROS. & CO., Boston,
24146

makes me confident, glad and triamAnd in every age the true followers
phant,
of Christ have been glad in the Lord, in

est seemed to swerve and the boldest to
tremble, Luther wrote thus to Chancellor Bruch: ¢1 have recently witnessed

I could

Send

87 Nassau St., New York,

It is philoso-

goodness

MASS.

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by softem
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

Be sure

that

1530, an awful

and yet the heavens did not fall.

FOR

Wanted.

ypecimens and Prize

love, the sense of Christ's sweet presence,
‘his faithfulness and his sympathy—this it is

the Reformation, when the firm-

two miracles.

Agents

THE

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because
9 | of Pin-Worms. The only known remedy for these
most troublesome and
dangerous of all worms im
children or adults is
41f

SOOTHING SYRUP,

.

[ want a Local Agent in every Town and
Village in the Country, to canvass for
subscribers to the WESTERN
WORLD.
\ MAGNIFICENT $2,00 PREMIUM STEEL
UNGRAVING is sent gratis to every subseriber,
From $1,00 to $10,00 can be easi‘|'y made mn an evening.
A liberal cash

JAMES

on the whole from

thé command.

SAVE

- MRS. WINSLOW’S

Léuei

to month, in the Master's spirit and
without this perpetual looking into

in the Lord

——

the 5th of August,

sound setmoy they had just heard, and felt
their souls greatly
blessed. Finally a core
pulent gentléman of Teutonic extraction, a
stranger to all, 'axose and broke a silence

that-was almostipainful, as follows:
‘ Mister Brea¢her, I ish so glad I vas
here to-night, for I has had explaind to my
mint some dings dat I never could pelief before. Oh,
ish so glad dat into does not
mean into at all, but shust close by or near

Local

>

le ‘should think but little about themselves
if they want to be happy. The occasion of
Rejoice
ou, but in the Lord.
joy is not i

Miracles.

two

Luther's

One who does not believe in immersion

suppose that either went into a mountain,
So with going down into the
water ; it means simply going down close
by or near the water, and being baptized in
the ordinary way by sprinkling or pouring.”
ied this idea out fully, and in due
He 2
|season closed his discourse.
When an invitution was given for any one so dispos-

faith,

Warranted to suit all tastes.

REMEMBER

*

the close of day, and fruits which are lost

A Wisconsin paper contains the following
good story:
|

but uato it.

the

month
work,

Be

the mountain, and the Saviour was taken
Now we do not
into a high mountain, &c.

in

;

6m40

or a commission from which twice that amount can be
made.
Address SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburgh, Pa ;St. Louls,
Mo,
, or Chicago, Ill.dr
C
4

>

a man keeps

himself.

ALL

THE—

Purely vegetable, safe and certain. A valuable
cathartie, and beneficial to health. "Warranted to cure
G. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.

Every second stitch can be cut, and still the

8wid7

ing to the laws of health without s minute
watching of his diet and sensations; so
it is possible for a man to know whether he

a few

brink; one step more; horror seizes our
senses ; all is confusion, and—we are dead.
—Bossuet.

for baptism, was holding a protracted meeting, and one night preached on the subject
of baptism.
In the course of his remarks
he said, some believe it necessary to go
down into the watér, and come up out oft,
to be baptized. But this he claimed to be.
fallacy, for the preposition ‘‘ into,” of the
Scriptures, should be rendered differently,
for it does not mean into at all times. *“ Moses,” he said, *‘ we are told, went up into

that

-WITH

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.

8 O'CLOCK.

Now, as it is ossible for a man to ebserve generally whether he is living accord-

flowers which fade ere

nigh disappeared from fame, his very bones ready the joys of life lose their brightness;
from their grave.
And the name and | the gardens for us bloom less sweetly; the
life of Thomas Paine remain a rmonu- ‘gay flowers become dim; the plains lose
mental testimonial to the truth of the proph- their smiles, and the waters their transparecy, ‘‘On whomsoever it shall fall, it shall ency.
Death throws its shadows on all
grind him to powder.”— Rev. Lyman Abbott. things. We feel that. we are nearer the

A Puzzled Dutchman.

company

of the

FOR

cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearingit,

>

himself and dissecting himself, as if examinining one’s self would be a reason of
gladness.
Why, the true ideais that peo-

of Life.

life is like

Stitch.”

simple

THES
NECTAR
"| BLACK TEA!
GRE TL 1 ATOR!

CLARK,

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

pay Agents from $75 to $250 per month and expenses,

the liver, »nd about the brain, and
the cireulation, and about the nerv-

system, yot will become a fidget. There
ever so many fidgets in the church—peowho are thinking of themselves, analyzthemselves, watching themselves. It

He h left without

almost without
a follower. His
liberty have been obliterated

@

and yet, do

ous
are
ple
ing

he ever so good and wise and eloquent,
who does not understand and adapt himself
-men feared for the safety of their faith be- to the. capacity of his audience, and such
fore an attack so audacious; from a pen so knowledge only comes by familiar interpowerful.
But the lance that struck the ‘course with the class of men whom he adcross of Christ was shivered into a thousand dresses, A sermon rich in thought and
feeling, but not adjusted to the receptive
pieces in his hand.
His assault was as powerless to move the quality of the audience, is no better than a
Rock of Ages, as the thunder-storm to shake shot in the air.
the

|!

it is well for a man, after eating

poor

FOR

most

of these Complaints, (enabling per-

Freewill Baptist Publications

male, to introduce the GENUINE
IMPROVED
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE,
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
bind, braid and embroider in a most superior manner. Priceonly $15. Fully licensed ‘and warranted
for five years, We will pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a stronger. more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock

1

you that one of the worst things a man can
do 18 to think of the functions that are going
on inthe body. Those functions are going
on modestly and silently, and you had betlet them alone. If yow insist upon thinking
about
about

EDITION

pronounce it the

book on the *‘CAURES, SYMPTOMS -

MELODIES
AND

nervous debility, premature decay
a meal, to begin to say, ‘‘How does this
tion, causing
A
having trie in vain every advertised remedy
potato feel ? I wonder if I have eaten too | %¢-,
has discovereda simyle means of self-cure, whiel
‘much meat to-day? I wonder if that bread he will send.freeto his fellow sufferers on receipt of
Address J. H, REEVE
is digesting?”
Every physiologist will tell a stamp to pay postage.

the social element in him to be a good pas-

tor,

&1
@
SO
<

y|

tosee what is there.

the laws of health;

you think

points, familiarizing himself with their
ways of thought, watching the different
effect of the same object upon their minds

by beating his mother.”
Paine persisted.
His ‘*‘Age of Reason,” for the moment, out-.

observe

SACRED

in ev-

ere”
male and fe22876 to $250 per month, &reryyi

You do mot know what
ing yourselves.
you are made of. The effect of your dissecting your own feelings is to get you
into perfect bewilderment for the most
‘part. A man ought to examine himself,
but not according to the metaphysical
scheme, and not in an undue proportion.
No man ought to be indifferent as to which
direction he is going, or as to which class
No person
of facultiés he is using most.
should be indifferent to the general proportions of his-life. These things ought to be
looked after; but you never get your joy
out of these things. I suppose that everybody ought to look after his diet, and ought

have heard sounded, whose notes were never
: understood and are soon forgotten.
_ Such was the man, who, drinking in the
We are far from decrying the intellectual
irreligious philosophy of the French Ency- element in preaching. We believe that a/
clopmdias, undertook in his ¢*Aga of Rea- minister ought to instruct as well as exhort;
and that he should often call his hearers to to
son,”at the end of an otherwise meniorable

in simple’ and unassuming language.”

your heart

LATHAM

BOSTON,
WANTED

Ouf new
Mass.
and TREATMENT”

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
times,
All History analyzed from a new stand
point.

is little or no benelit in your analyz-

There

MARY

Also, for the NEW

God rules among the nations. An OPEN BIBLE in
every land, No other book like it. Approved by
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given. Our
new plan insures a sale in every family, Address, at
once,
0
FJ. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
87 Park/ Rows N. Y,, or 148 Lake street,
Chicage.
!

Fidgets.

“Ought not a man to examine himself?’
Yes, once in a while. But the poorest
business that you can do, is, te stir up what
You can
there is in that heart of yours.
net spend your time less profitably than in

satisfaction of a congregation thal knows
as much about pantheism as Gnosticism or

idea of children of the devil.

a hint, a probability, a

Religious

ties which his hearers have not felt. Thus,
we constantly hear from the pulpit assaults

New York presented him

whisper,

change.is a sufficient ground of acIt is this very state of mind with
regard to religion which God delights in
and honors. He seems to put forth his
hands and to say, ‘‘Put thy hand into
mine; follow all my leading ; keep thyself
attentively to every turn.”—Cecil.

A minister fresh from the Seminary

from

a

MRS.

who

sons to determine their own condition) mailed free on
send stamp for full ‘descriptive cireureceipt of $1,
4wi4s
9 | lars.

GOD
IN. HISTORY.

tion.

modes of thought which are wholly unfamiliar to most of his congregation. He is
in danger of addressing himself to difficul-

seemed to a triumphant Republie too great
to be lavished upon him. General Washington received him with peculiar honors
as his guest. The National Congress appropriated $3,000 as a testimonial of the

nation’s esteem.

constantly

an open ear and disposed heart will
the world. If wealth is their pursuit H AGENTS
place presemt itself ‘before them; i
persons, families and affairs, are the

object,

—

. It is said that raw troops in battle always
make the "mistake of firimg too high.
or

his various service in the

what
do in
if a
their

but

ing physicians.

and effective remedy ever discovered. ROBT. E.
REVERE & CO., 280 W
ghen street, Boston,

WOVDERRCL WORKS of JENS
BY

vr

ALUARBLE PATENT APPARATUS
for the cure of NERVOUS PROSTRATION,
LOSS OF
ViTAL POWER, &c. Highly recommended-by lead

NEW QUESTION BOOK,

forts can efface.

Faith,

Breacher, shall I pe cast int& dat lake if 1
am vicket! or shust close by or near to,

or pear to, shust near enough

ORDERS FOR THE

steel, staining it with rust that no’ after ef-

self-inflicted.—Rev. F.
.

Experience is the most eloquentof preachers, but she never has a large congregation.
t
Sr
fe
:
Faith has an influence upon all other gracGod has marked implicitness and simplic- es. It is ‘liké a silver thread that runs
ity of faith with peculiar Spptebation. He through a chain ef pearls; it puts strength
has done this’ through the
Scriptures, and and vivacity into all other graces.
does so daily in the Christian life.. An
Merit is never so conspicuous as when it
unsuspecting, unhesitating spirit he de- springs from - obscurity, just as the moon
lights to honor. He does not delight in a never looks so lustrous as when it emerges
credulous, weak and unsteady mind. He from & cloud.
gives us full evidence, when he calls and
There is no better death than that of St.
leads; but he expects to find in us a disStephen, who says, ‘Lord, into thy hands
posed heart.
Thoughhe gives us not the
I commend
To lay aside
all the
;
:
: my spirit.”
;
evidence of sense, yet he gives us such evidences as will be heard by an open ear |TeRister of our sins and our merits, and to
and followed by a disposed heart. ‘* Thom- die on simple grace alone !
as, because thou hast seen me, thou hast
Our Lord has written the promisé of the

1 vas

¢¢ And now, Mister Breacher, if you will
shust explain two more bassages of Scribtures I shall be; O, so happy dat. vash here
to-night! One of them is vere it saish de
vicket shall be cast into a lake dat purns
mit fire and primstone always.
O! Mister
shust near enough to be
I hopes you tell me I shall
by a good way off and, I
vas here to-night! The
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SUPHRIOR TO ALL OTHERS
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Coughs,Colds, Sore Throat, Influenza and Bronchitis

RUSHTON'S
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For Consumption,
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Horning Star,

-heap of muck, and let them steam.
It has no creed, for then it would be a sect.

It is large,
its

doors

fn?

grims

T. DAY,

come

Editor,

aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
‘

»n business,

addressed

remittances

of money, &c., should

be

to the Publisher.

Notice,

The close of the New York

Star renders it necessary
nications,

office

of

that all

subscriptions,

commu-

remittances

money, &c., be hereafter,

the
of

until otherwise

directed, sent to the office in Dover,N.H.

"Announcements.
—

1. Subscribers

to

the

Star who

shall,

before Dec. $1,pay their subscriptions to Jan.
1,1872,and express a desire for the premium,’

shall receive, postpaid,

a copy of * The

Church Member's Book,” or of ‘Thoughts
upon Thought.” Or, by sending twelve
eents to pay postage,

they

may

receive

a

copy of Kennedy’s work on Communion,
or any unbound volume of the Freewill
Baptist Quarterly, from

the

second

to

fifteenth inclusive.

the
$

2. New subscribers, sending the price of
a year’s subscription,—$2,50,—shall receive

the Star till Jan. 1, 1872.

all directions, that all the pil-

from

in.

all quarters

And

it

has

of the earth can

the windows open,

that the winds ‘may blow through from
every quarter of the heavens.
But
it assumes

pothing.

It

is not Christian,

it is not Jew, itis not Romanist, it is not
Protestant, it is not Pagan. It is simply
human and scientific.
;
It

Special

ample, hospitable, opening all

in

is mot

strange

that the supporters of

to know, to define, to fix, to establish, to
demonstrate; not to decompose, and scat-

Free Religionists are given to lect-

uring. They seem to feel awkward in the
pulpit, as though they were consciously out
of place. The old associations cling to
them. The sanctities which have attached
to the sphere are not agreeable. The devoutness that is 1doked for by the people is not
felt, and to affect it is a hypocrisy at which
every honorable man shrinks. Moreover,
the preacher is supposed to possess and
urge a positive and edifying faith; but
their main work is to unsettle and tear
down. Pulpits hold the Bible; but they
protest against accepting any volume as
authority. Christ is wont to be recognized
as

the Master of men by the preacher;

their

but

first principle requires them to meet

him as critics and hail him with a challenge.
And they seem to accept the idea that ‘‘the
coming man” will not attend church, but
that the preacher’s occupation will be gone,
and that the essayist and lecturer will take
his place. It is not strange that the pulpit
hampers their spirit as a strait-jacket would
restrain the body.
ie
But they like the platform. There they
are free. The mind has full swing. Doubt
and denial are in place. They do not fear
‘to say what would shock the audiemce in
the church. They speak with full’ lungs and
orotund voice. They give free vent to syl-

logism and epigram, to satire and egotism.
They assume and affirm, protest and discard,

unhindered, for they speak chiefly to each
other and to the few carious spectators who
are

anxious

to see the newest wonder and

EE

rr st

ee Ce

bor

hear the latest syllable of unbelief.
- They have recently held a convention in
€incinnati. Quite a number of elaborate
papers were read on topics previously suggested. , Some of them are intellectually
able ; all of them are sufficiently dogmatic;
none of them seem to settle anything ex-

cgpt negations.

Mr.

Frothingham,

the

President who is a scholar and rhetorician,

made ‘thé opening address, and said some
things that strike us. He did not ferget to
criticise ‘the sects.”
He seldom forgets
that; and his criticism is not child’s play. .
Here isa sample of its accuracy, its justice,
its sweetness:
The Christian world is a great array of
hostile camps. There is no unity, there is
ao

fellowship, there

is no common under-

standing, no common, enthusiasm, no common

persuasion,

no

common

belief,

no

eommon purpose.
The sects absolutely refuse to do justice to one another.
They will not take pains to understand one
another’s leading thought. They will not
0 out of their way an inch to put their
nds into each other's hands to help in
any

common

cause.

No member

not

true.

- Mr.

Frothinghhm, it would be very proper

for him to read over the ninth commandment. Moses might even teach him some-

be brings

takes up the work of definition.
of the sects and churches,
dispoed

forward his grand substitute,—
Association has no
¢reed is creedless-

enthusiasm of Paul?
dence of the presence
Holy Ghost?

if- we

venture.

but ven-

Where

is the

Where is the eviand power of the

Where

is that

unselfish de-

votion which Jesus exhibited and requires
of all of his disciples? We see some of it,

ble, but the testimony

for

Christ

which is

But to take Abraham's condition into the ac-

copy, to any address, on the receipt of four
cents to pay postage,—or a dozen copies on

count, and also the conditions of the

covered

green
dom
rest

ness
on

the

mountains

thing.

and

It found

hid

every

breadth and free-

enough,
but theré was ne place of
till it was taken back in its weari-

to

the

vessel

which

the waves, shielded

floated safely

by the faithfulness

;

Mr. P. goes still farther, and proceeds to

and

‘concern for

the

lost,

gain the mastery. They can not answer
such appeals; this logic of the Spirit is invincible. And why can we not have more
of it?
1f all Christians, or any considerable
number, would pray earnestly, perseveringly, for a great and wide-spread revival,
the Lord would answer. Rut they do not
pray. Their faith is weak, their prayers
cold and formal. Christ ‘asks, urges them

with his descendants, would

be

altogether

unlike the securities we are apt to require
when
making a venture. Indeed, our
nineteenth century habit would have called
the Patriarch a very sagacious man if he
had paid no attention to it.

effect,

if they

had

them.

But the

prayers are too cold, feeble and far between. Aud this makes the heart ache.
Jesus is grieved

by it; sinners

are lost by

It is on occasions like this that our faith
is apt to fail us. However much we wish to
do a great work orireap a rich reward,

we

understand

all

the

means

that

are

adapted to an end, we believe that the end
is attainable; while, in short, we can make
our workja matter of ocular or mathemati-

cal demonstration, we are

quite diligent in

performing it. This is walking’by sight,and

There 1s now and then a man, like Dr. Callis of Boston and Mr. Miiller of England,

who seems to believe that the promises

are

literal, and that

pe-

trustful

these

causes of sorrow?
There is but one remedy. Call for the great Physician; ask for,

ent its universal adoption ;

:

What
receive,

shall
use

be
his

done to remove
prescriptions.

He

tition

gn intelligent,

can not(fAil of an answer. Their.
rdality of their trust. Their

it.

its impracticable features,
Gis a safe

will

one,

and,

if the

at all what they assert, it is
lead us to victory, if we are ready to be
led. Are we willing to follow the lead of the only logical one that can be adopted.
the Spirit? How many can say, yes? If There is the assertion: Whatsoever ye ask
all would say so,

from

the

depth

of their

in faith ye shall receive.

If we hesitate,we

hearts, a new experience would come to contradict God; if we attempt the work
negations for their positive faith; believe Zion. A greater than Pentecost would fall alone, we exalt our own ability. Either
that all antagonistic opinions have an im-. upon her. How many of us really long for individuals and the church must believe
portant mission in the world, and so must this? How many are praying forit? We that God answers every reasonable petition,
be held and treated as harmless,and possibly need not wait for others. Every one for and so accomplish more both in charitable
profitable and needful things.
In other himself may come to the throne of grace. and missionary, efforts than they have yet
words, they are told to give up all earnest Let this be our prayer,—‘ Lord, endow done, or still be content to see their best
our ministers with power from on high; attempts but half realized, and be continueffort to state and defend sacred convictions,
to tolerate all sorts of opinions, though they visit the churches with a large measure of ally pressed back by the hosts of ignorance
and sin. The Patriarch went out in imare related to each other like oil and water, the Spirit.”
plicit trust and obedience. If we would do
—and so help to bring atheism and theism,
the same we might receive as rich a reward.
The Life by Faith.
the pagan mythology and the Christian
re
scriptures,into such a quiscent state that they
The highest type of life is that which is Reports of Benevolent Societies.
may dwell togetheras a ‘ happy family”
ln.
lived
by faith in God» It is the soul drawin the creedless human spirit. And that seThe Reports of our Benevolent Societies
rene and morally stupid indifference to the ing strength and nourishment from the
truth is to bring in the millenniam which only source which can give it its proper appear in a somewhat thicker pamphlet
these crities and lecturers predict and glori- support. The possibilities of such a life than usual this year, K There are 167 full
are as much greater than the highest at- 12mo. pages; a goodly umber of them are
fy.
Besides
The Cincinnati Convention has adjourned,
tainments of meré human existence, as the crowded with tabulated statistics.
and the members have scattered to their interests of the soul are above mere bodily the reports of the Mission Societies and the
homes. But we do not learn that the welfare. The soul that draws from such a Education Society, the elaborate and valusource is never confounded. It rests upon able report of the Ex. Com. ofthe S. S.
churches have been closed, that the Bible
has disappeared,that Coronation is no long- what it can not feel, and follows what it Union is bound up here, including statiser sung in the sanctuaries, or that the can not see; but it rests securely and fol tics from all the Schools in the denominacountry at large is very profoundly impress- lows safely. The object of its trust is tion that sent in reports in response to the
ed with the idea that these lecturers are a not seen with: the natural eye, and cam circular. This will add materially to the
new and superior order of prophets who are therefore never be hidden from view; it is value of the pamphlet, which should be not
heralds of a new dispensation. We have no immortal, and can therefore never perish. only read but studied by all our pastors’
This, with
quarrel with a free platform, but it is hard- It is the All-powerful in whom it trusts;— and public spirited members.
ly likely to supplant the Christian pulpit the all-wise, the loving Father, and it has the Register, will afford a pretty fair view
just yet. - Certainly not until it can state no fear of changing passions or of waning of the condition and service of the denomiination in some of the more important asfacts with more accuracy, present a faith strength.
1t is safe to venture when one feels the pects of its character and work.
that has some plain points, and supply a
We gave, in connectipn;with the report
programme that is made up of something assurance of aid from such a source as that.
No change can affect its sécurity, and no of the Anniversary meetings at Augusta,
besides absurdities.
present condition, whether ‘of affliction or general exhibits of oy benevolent operaprosperity, can disturb its repose. It has tions, and therefore havé no need to repeat
‘> -Heart-Ache.
-

tion, they are told they should substitute its

Ache, ache, ache, is the experience of
every earnest Christian heart. He has
great joy, ¢ joy unspeakable,” but sorrow
intermingles with it. Who can reflect upon the ministers

of

Christ, ‘what ithey are

and what they have done, without ex-

ulting?

But then,

considering

fail to be and to do, the heart

what they
aches.

The

churches
are
composed ‘of the
best
people in the world, and their works are
delightful, but oh! how much better they
ought to be, and how much more they
ought to do! If ministers and churches
came up to the gospel standard, they
would indeed be ¢ terrible “ in the sense of
glorious, *“ as an army with banners,” and
| would march on ¢‘ conquering and to conquer.”
«
Then there is such a great need of faithfulness, even enthusiasm for the Lord.
Souls are perishing, sin is flooding the
land, misery rolls in like billows, perdition is but a step from the millions, the
fields are white for the harvest, the lost
may be gathered in by thousands, if we

thousands, on account of inaction, dullness’

hold of the hand that never falters, and fol-

now

lows the counsel that never leads astray.
In the sunshine it remembers that work
must be done while the day lasts, and in
the storm it hears the voice of the Masten

information must be sought in these fuller
and more detailed statements. But they
ought not to be overlooked by any of our
brethren. Qur work in the various fields
was never more encouraging or more amply rewarded, and yet the contrast was
never wider than new between our oepportunities and our actual service.
In the
Foreign Mission field,doors are opening on
every side; spheres heretofore beyond our
reach urge our entrance; inquirers abound
where a patient hearing could hardly be
gained a few years since; prejudices give
place to sympathy; Christian influences
are steadily leavening the mass of mind; a
general distrust of the false systems of religion takes the place of the old devotion;
the sown seed is springing up, and there is
need of a score of reapers to go into the
field where our few devoted workers are
panting under the burden and the toil. If
we could only treble our force there at once,
it seems as though great things might be
accomplished.

saying, ¢ Peace, be still.”
Such a faith makes life full of service:
However confined may be the sphere of
effort, it remembers the reproof in the case
of the hidden talent,and the approval of the

simple offering at the

treasury,

and

like

the woman at the Pharisees house it humbly tries to do what it can. It hears the
command, ‘Preach the gospel to every
ereature,” and it goes about its work where-

ever opportunity offers. It appreciates the
fact that missionary work is needed in New
England as well as in New Zealand, and
that it can be done as acceptably among
the hills of New Hampshire as among the
huts and palm groves of India. It believes
in work more than in words; in deeds:
more than in display ; it is not so particular
about the place as it is anxious for the opportunity ; and relying upon him who has
given the commission,

it can

labor

cheer-

fully by its own hearthstone, even, trustfully leaving the results to him who claims
the ‘service.
;
J
But the sublimity of such a life appears
in those dark hours, which are sure to come
to all sooner or later, when to falter would
be sin, and to advance seems rash and

in the churches. Can any one contemplate
these facts and not have the heart-ache?

hopeless. One of the grand passages in
the New Testament is the record that Abra-

Is is strange that groans

ham went out towards

where

and

tears abound

Christians are awake?

It is more

strange that so few feel -*‘ great heaviness
and continual sorrow ” for the lost. Jesus wept, and so will his disciples when

churches,

and

the

people

upon the
who surround

them, and consider their opportunity to do
good, to save men,

and

their

indifference

to that work and the consequences of it,
we feel like a ** cart pressed by sheaves.”
Why can we not have revivals in all the
land? Why should so many become skepti-

the

promised

land,

‘not knowing whither he went.” There
was an element of true heroism in his leaving the land that had always yielded him
its fruits, and where he was surrounded by
bis family and his goods, to seek a home

in a country that he knew

nothing

about.

If the message had come to him in the ordinary way, and he had been told that
there was an estate for him and his descend-

ants lying between lat. 30 degrees
utes and 83 degrees 382 minutes
long. 83 degrees 45 minutes and 35
48 minutes E., to which he would
come by pursuing a given course,

40 minN., and
degrees
readily
and the

tests very strongly against the course of
Canada touching the fisheries; indulges in

what

was

then

stated, and the fuller

In the Home Mission

field,

while

there

are many cheering things reported, yet the
inability of the Society to respond favorably
to more than a tithe of the urgent calls for
aid, through lack

of

funds,

is

positively

painful to every earnest heart. The wants
at the east are very pressing; but it is especialljyn the west and south that the cry
for aig swells with the deepest pathos, and
the assurance that our labor would be not
in vain in the Lord is clearest, strongest
and most impressive. Can we not in some
way double our offerings for this cause during the year?

Even then we should

but a beginning in the great

work

make

that is

awaiting us.

Our
really

educational interests séem to have
improved during the year, as a

whole, but there was never a time when the

call to devise liberal things and to sacrifice for a great and vital cause was more
urgent than it is now, Our Colleges and
Academies greatly need fresh facilities and
a broader basis, and

the

demand

means of rendering our the ological
I"

ponding Secretary of the Home Mission
Society aré found on the preceding page.
What should stand at the head of the 87th
page is found on the 86th.

for

the

educa-

of managing the civil service; says a
wise words about our Indian affairs
are both adequate and satisfactory;
closes with a statement of his policy

Keshub

Chunder

Sen.

hole,

On the

of Lincoln,

not unworthy

few
that
and
in a

pithy ‘brevity is

clear,

whose

paragraph,

:

not by faith. Itis relying on human skill
and foresight,and not upon divine promises. Itis placing more trust in ourselves
than we do inthe Creator, and estimating
the results of our own labor above what
to plead for great blessings, he waits to be God has promised to do for us.
If we believe the promises in the Bible,
gracious, he. longs to see that earnestness
which will warrant a wonderful display of why is not our daily work in accordance
power. But there is little of it. How few with that belief? If it is a facl that whatsoare praying for the Spirit to come in large ever we properly ask, God will give us,why
measure upon the ministry at this time! do we ask so falteringly and attempt so litJIsn’t our faith a matter of visible
T he richest of blessings would be given j
nd effects, rather than an unhesitatanswer to such prayers. And the mihisters would preach with redoubled power ing venture upon the word of our God?
and

nobody can tell whether he has sympathy
in single or not with Gen. Butler’s scheme; pro-

ever the receipt of twenty-eight cents.
a little sly satire toward the revenue refind the land that was promised him, or,
P.-S. By an unfortunate oversight, the formers; gives in his emphatic adhesion to’
still more, that he would ever people it first paragraphs of the report of the Corres- the idea of reconstructing the whole plan

can

him that ideas

will be sent,

‘upon the acquisition of San Domingo, in
spite of the fact that his past efforts in that
direction have been baffled; is very retiicent about the Alabama question, so that

ise, and then to believe that he would

warmth of soul,

assuring

arein a perpetual flux, and that truth has
no home on earth where she can be
sought and found and fellowshiped. The
confession is just, dnd itis well that Mr.
Frothingham is frank enough to make it.
But his call of men from the gospel to
Free Religion is like sending the dove
out of the ark while the waters of the deluge

The pamphlet

prom-

to.learn if he can,

ation is disorganization. ; cal under the very shadow of our churches?
|

success

Yet so’few

allow the improbalilities to deter us; we
suffer imagined obstacles to hinder us; we
forget the promises, and fail to” accomplish
the work. So long as we can see the way,
we believe that it lies open before us; if we

they have his spirit.
thing, though he speaks out of such a suAs we cast
our thoughts
perstitious past.
He |
Having

ture.

promis-

tion ampler and more generally available,
can hardly be stated too strongly.
As to our 8. 8. work, we prefer to let
this report tell its own story and make its
own appeal.

now required is work. A life of holy earnestness is an hundred fold more potent to
convince unbelievers and convert sinners
than the soundest logic.
Skeptics can
withstand argument, but love, holy living,

of one sect will exchange pulpits with the
members of another sect.
Now that is rather fine as a piece of rhetoric. The words are terse, compact, vig- ,only have the men and means, the earnestorous Saxon. The man who uses them has ness and faith to do the work. Immense
studied his dictionary, and is probably at wealth, talent and skill are wasted or mishome with Campbell and Whately. But the used in the churches, and souls are perishing as a consequence.
The children of
paragraph has just one slight fault. It is
Christians
are
gping
to
destruction by
the
of
ignorant
Ifthe writer was

facts, he had no business to speak on this
topic; if he knew them, it requires but one
short word to describe his offense. If he
has not wholly given up the use offthe
Bible, that he may draw on the intuition. of

es grace and sure

The Lord

deed had been given him at the time, there
would have been a sort of business-like
probability connected with the venture,
which, according to our every-day principle of doing things, would have given us
some surprise if he had not accepted it.

ter, and bring in jargon for speech and
chaos for cosmos. That is the last office
of a teaeher, to turn the pupil adrift amid:
the babel-voices of the world and tell him

tell us that this Asssociation is a *‘ Religious Peace Society.”It proposes to harmonjze the sects. It deplores antagonism. Its
bath school workers will be added, fresh
soul is pained at the scene of strife presentand ample talent will be enlisted in addi- ed in the Christian world. It would end
tion to the corps of writers now employed, the warfare, and bring in concord and love.
and earnest efforts will be made to render That sounds well. But how is it to be
We have seen the first steps
the paper more varied and valuable than ev- done?
in the process.
The sects are first
er before.
:
told that they have no sense of justice;
We especially ask our pastors and other that they scorn fairness; that they are
interested friends to labor for the increase blind to each other's virtues; that they
of its circulation.
magnify each other's faults; that they always scowl at and only plot against
each other. Then, after being informed of
Playing Critic and Lecturer.
the character of the Free Religious Associa-

The

Whyis there so little spirituality among
ministers and people? Why are there so
few ministers who really venture out into
the field, and work to save souls? These
defects are terrible to behald. There is no
valid excuse for them.

™N
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this Association should feel awkward in but nothing to what we ought to see, and
the pulpit. “Human and scientific.” Hu- this gives us pain, burdens the heart with
man it would Seem to be, most unquestionsorrow and fills the eyes with tears.
ably, but its science appears like that deLive churches!
That is what the world
scribed by Paul, as ‘science falsely so needs. The-power of argument, disputacalled.” For it is the main office of science" tions and wisdom of this world, are valua-

of God.

3. The next volume of the Star will be
printed on new typeof the best quality, a
Department for the special benefit of Sab-

Sm

MORNING

It does not wish to muddle all religions
together,—to throw thém all together in a

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1870.
GEORGE

THE

x

the niessage is a sensible -and creditable
state paper.
:
The reports from

The broad or liberal church has at last
obtained what she has long manifestly needed—a leader.
Ancient infidelity, of the
Paine and Kneeland stamp, has long been
effete. Pantheism, whether ideal or sensual, has given way. The yarious offshoots
of Unitarianism, both in America and Eng -

id
various Heads of

the

Departments are full and interesting, and
show a fairly healthful state of affairs.
We make no attempt to abridge these doc
uments

for

our

columns,

but ‘leaves ‘our

readers to seek them in the proper quarland, have dwindled before the demands of ters. The proceedings of Congress will
a practical age. One eccentric man after be found epitomized every week on our
another has sought to enlighten the world eighth page, and the
regular letters
by his wisdom, but proved a transient me- of our Washington corresporident will
teor, leading to bewilder and dazzling to pictare the important phaseés of life at the
blind. "It is hard to satisfy the cravings of National Capital.
:
;
a depraved mind. Trancendentalism is too
refined, Spiritualism too gross, old names
Current Topics,
and

systems are offensive, new ones excite

little enthusiasm.
All the while true religion has mzintained its onward course, never stopping to
contend or parley withopposers; yet removiog every obstacle and shedding its
benign light upon all nations. Those sunk
for many ages in idolatry and superstition,
are becoming elevated by its gracious influences, and the votaries of the cross in
pagan lands are numbered by thousands
and tens of thousands. As one result, we
have a broad church movement there.
The combined effect of religion and education has not only converted many to the

——CaTnoLic

Protests.

Since

the Bulls

and pageantry of the Vatican and the decrees of the great Council have proved
powerless to save the Pope and his domain
from the power of the Italian rule, the Catholies in various portions of the world are
trying

the

sacrilege
troops

virtue

of

of protests

sending

within

the

against the

Victor

g

es

of

Emanuel’s

Rome,

to dis-

place the papal guard and take away the
|
|
temporal scepter from poor Pius IX. The
European Romanists lead the way, and
those. of the new world follow the example.
The Archbishop of New York
faith of the gospel, but partially raised up a instructed his inferior clergy to read such.
multitade. These have cast off the old fet- a protest which he had prepared, in their
ters of superstition, but not yet taken the
congregations, on a recent Sabbath.” Of
yoke of Christ.
:
course they must needs yield a formal
Very much what Parker, Emerson, Abobedience, for their ordination vows combot, &ec., have been here, Keshub Chunder
pel that; but some of them did it with illSen is in India. As’ the apostle of the concealed reluctance, and one of them
broad church of the East he has been mak- openly expressed his disgust at the whole
ing a visit to England, and will yet perhaps
thing. It is said that these protests are
come to this country. He has met a most to be uttered solemnly throughout the

cordial reception there, and been acknowl-

Catholic world.
Bat it is a waste of indignation and breath. The world does
not stop to listen. Having become heed-

edged as a leader. Here he might havea
like success, and so be at once set up as
the archbishop or pope of the new religion,
just as the old pope invested with infallibility has had to hide in obscurity and
shame.
J
Mr. Sen is full of confidence. In his
recent letter he says: “The spiritual union
of the East and the West is not a dream.
Sure I am that it will be realized in the

less of the original voice, it is not disposed to respect the faint and dying echoes.
That sort of thunder has had its day.
The Romanist theory is exploded; pontifical claims are accounted supreme follies;
the temporal power is prostrate; henceforth Catholicism must take its chance in
the arena of free debate, and be content
with what it can win by logic and moral
power. That is likely 10 be very small.

|
{
earnest and gra- |

failness of time.” How
cious is his appeal: “Pausing a while in
the course of my

homeward voyage in this

ancient country, Egypt,

I cast my

—

eyes

——TaE HEATHEN AND THE SAINTS. Dr.
East and the West, and in the
attitude of a suppliant and a servant, I Holland thus puts the case of the Chinahumbly implore and beseech my brethren man in America before the readers of Seribon both sides. to hasten to the Father's ner's Monthly. It is his keenest and raciest
home. Come, brethren and sisters,from the style, but there is justice as well as wit in
uttermost parts of the earth, with love and his statement of the question:
towards the

“The ‘heathen Chinee’ does up shoes
in Massachusetts and linen in New Jersey,
and sing his sweet name.” A noble leader to the great grief and scandal of St. Crisfor the broad church party, where can they | pin in the former state and St. Patrick in
gladness

round our

in your hearts, and let us gather
Father

dear,

kiss his holy feet,

find a better? He is learned, eloquent, | the latter. What shall be done about it?
liberal in the largest degree. He embraces | He is a clean man, and we can not indict

He is an industrious
old and new, pagan, Mohammedan, | him as a nuisance.
Christian,in boundless charity. Who could | man, and we can not prosecute him for
ask a broader platform, or a more genial | vagrancy. He does his work faithfully and

all,

well, and- we can not discharge him. He
[is sober and orderly, and we can not get

champion ?
;
There would be many advantages in
having the baboo at once universally recognized and installed in his new leadership. He is of the East, uniting the prestice of the old with the new formsof faith.
While ignoring and rejecting the essential

| him into the lock-up.

He minds his own

| business, and it does not seem the genteel
| thing to kick him. More than all, he is
| ingenious,

and

we

need

him.

It really

| seems to be one of the unhandiest cases
‘claims and -work of Christianity, he is still | to manage that has fallen into saintly hands
since the. land of the free and the hoiie of
willing to march under
its banner, and ac- |
.
:

cept

3 general feat :

Hei huss fit the brave was discovered. When a’hgathen

representative of his ‘Westin votaries, and
much less exposed to the odium to which
their leaders are exposed. Let him come

|

| gets to be cleaner, more industrious, more
faithful, more contented, more courteous,

| inoffensive and ingenious than a saint, we
| should'like to know what a free and highly
seat of the broad!
civilized Christian people are going to do
would still cleave
with him.”
to the old paths, feeling assured that the |
religion of Christ, to which even the skep- | ——CuANGE.
For 400 years France has
and establish
church.
We,

here the
however,

ticisms of the East and the West owe all! dictated, made war upon, robbed and bur

that has so greatly elevated them intellectu- | dened Europe with untold miseries. She
ally and socially, will spread in its simplic- | has slain her millions, corrupted public
ity and purity, until all sincere inquirers | morals, filled the earth with shams, taught
shall become not only almost but altogether | the people to covet show, display, and
Christians, every species of false doctrine | leave the heart perfidious, the conscience
be overcome, every knee bow and every | stultified. Now she is humbled, her glory
tongue cojfess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to | is departed, her prestige gone forever, and
the glory of God the Father.—J. J. B,
the nations should rejoice.
We pity her,
but she is only reaping what she has sown.

Congress

and

the Message.

|

A more

sober,

real,

truthful,

pacific

ele-

{ ment is likely to hold sway in future.

i

BA

Congress is in its place at Washington, |
and seems disposed to enter at once upon | ——Tue BIBLE FREE AT Last. The corpractical. work, so that the brief session ner stone of Papacy is ignorance of the
word of God. It hates light and truth as
may not be barren of results. Bills look-

demons bewailed the advent of Christ.
Wherever the Bible enters, Papacy is forced
to retire. Russia decreed thie: free cirambition for speech-making does not yet
culation
of the Scriptures, and ‘the Jesuits
thrust itself into notice. The ruling of the
fled. Italy and Spain are now open to the

ing to important and
are promptly brought

Speakgyg

of the House

debate)

and

the

timely legislation
forward, and the

on the privileges of |

prompt

movement in the |

Senate for.a renewal of the rule that despatched ‘business so happily during the
last session, promise well.

!

.

. The President's message, the Main portions of which appear on our last page,
was read at an early hour on Monday, and
seems to have been well received, both by
Congress and the country,
It is plain,
straightforward,
frank,
and
marked
throughout by the vein of shrewd common
sense and the tone of decision which are so
prominentin the man. A large part of it
was evidently written with his own pen,
and he has stamped his impress upon the
material that was furnished him by others,
He talks simply and with unreserve about
our relationsto the combatants in the

European wag

sacred word, and Papacy
can not wield her wonted

is doomed. ' She
sway where the

people read the divine oracles; the lying
words of the priests lose influence just in
"proportion as God's word gains it. In
Rome, the very seat of the papacy, the Bible is being distributed, its light shines into the moral dungeons of bigotry and

spiritual despotism.

The chariots

of the

Lord come crashing through the .ranks of
sin, and a brighter day dawns upon the
nations long held in ‘ignorance and degradation,
*»
:
v

——A

Lrrrry Curious.

Early in summer,

we stated that Rev. J. Hyatt Smith had become an open communionist, and Was
about to publish a bpok vindicating his con-

shows th: t his hear is set victions.

That.

was

emphatically

anl
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"THE MORNING
to show who was right.—More

heartily. approve of preaching in vacations,
and do not seriously object to occasional
preaching in term time, but regard much
preaching,especially stated preaching, whol-

time

for

waited

| We

denied.

squarely

recently we

nication

:

portions

- denial is followed by the written statement,
published in the Star of last week,

perfectly well

from

the

a

and perfectly re-

informed

sponsible party, that the- church did take
such
a vote, though, for some reason, the
formal meeting was adjourned, and then,
while all remained in their seats, the vote
of the church was called and carried, as
- stated.
We are liable to mistakes, and when we

question should be so repeatedly denied.
——ArosToLIC.—We recently had a case of

Bro. A. H.

been.

Morrell felt moved by the Holy Spirit to
leave his home and friends in Maine and go
south to preach the gospel to the freedmen,
and went, trusting in the Lord for a support. It was refreshing to hear him relate
his experience, and speak of his high resolve. It seemed as if we had returned
again to the early days of our religion, when
men went forth by faith, without scrip or

his hire,

and if the

gospel

is worthy

brotherhood

half their duty, we

To

do

fru
..

to the

out into the

divine

broad field

promise.

If God

cares for sparrows, how much more will

he

ire for those who preach the glorious gospel to sinners? He loves to have us. venture upon him, run risks in his name, test
his promises, and prove that be will never
leave nor forsake the faithful.
th
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Strawberry Hilleeesee
resect ssoncnsacsss 1,50
OVercoming.cceeeho
odqsesacecesascesseeel2h
Perfect Man...ceeescoeesssecesscecscsees1,00
Willie Maitland.cceeesscescscccsscccscss ,60

‘Who is my Neighbor?.eeceeaicececcscsees

66

When we were Young.ceeccecescsscesses
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Sybil’s Way... eeviosererasecccancsensessl,2
Triumph over Midian++++* sesegeccsanas
A
Franrares 20
Rescued from Egypt....
Claudifeeseseesecsenss

Child Life.

.1,

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post
age, on receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries,or to replenish old ones, can’ send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
‘Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H.

THE MORNING STAR
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

all cases in ad

A new Steam Job Printing Press
has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office. This Press is the

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
under the new law, is 24
and no more on 10 copies

or any number between one and 10, when
sentto one address, than on a single one

best in use, and is, of course, capable
of doing most excellent work.
The Job type is entirely new, and

The postage is payable at the office of de
volume begins with the
The
livery.
firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the. Myrile
7:
Sample copies will be sent free on application.
:
:

has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufacturers
in

New York, Boston,

phia.
~ The Pressman

and Philadel-

:
had an experi-

has

ence of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the ‘largest cities

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

J

75

Early Choice.cscessessssccscccscsscasees,Td

vance.

of the Myrile,
cents a year;

,0

Miscellaneous.

Establishment,

“emts each,—payable in

Addresses.
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1,50
Bloomfieldeessseeeessesescsssociscsssess
1,60
Glencoe Parsonage
cesses sesces®***eaaeasl, 00

the

by

published

Series.

Brother and Sister cess cecscetoncsscess

|

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
TERrMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

W C Stafford—C A Snow—H
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church

Something,cceeceeh sececescossece

Or-

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

to ¢ Tae

‘We are informed that Rev. Waterman Pierce
closed his labors with the No. Swansey, Mass.,
F. B. church,on the 1st of Nov. He had labored in’
Letters
Received.
the same place as pastor for over 30 years, and
Allen & Long—G Ankerman—M Atwood—D Allen—A T
Ammerman—F
P
Augir—A
F Bryant—J H Brown—O
advanced age and failing health were the causes:
But ler—Miss M Batchélder—A
H Brayton—Mrs A G
ot his resignation.
His parish bear grateful tes Bruce—Chase—D W Clark—J M Coffin—J Clark—8 M
G Cilley—H Dodd—E 8 Dart—S8 Drown—H
timony to the faithfulness with which he has | Colburn—E
G Eastman—Mrs E E Edwards—H Evans—A W Ensign—
looked after their spiritual interests, and
to the A D Eairbanks—J Fleyd—J Fullonton—D bl
Forbes—B Farrar—E N Fernald—Ruth Gage—E H
Higfervor and sincerity which have ever “characterbee—Lizzie
H Hurlin—E J Hawkins—S8 B Harriman—Z
Harlow—B F Jefferson—H Krewolf—A Keith—Mrs M
ized his Christian labors. He retires from active
Lord—R P Lee—E P Ladd—T K Mason—C M Moten—B 8
.service with the ‘* well done” already sounding
Manson—Hattie McKinnon—G W Merrill—J Newcomb—
D
E Palmer—T Phillips—=Wm
Rose—F
_Randall—J N
in his ears, and with the words of prayer just
Rich—A Sargent—J Spinney—A Sawyer—# A Stanford—

ready
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.eecee feccscccccansces
Hib
Boy’s Heaven,eeessococcochoscsccecscess (I0

excellence is equal to that of anyother paAll communications in.
per of its class.
tended for publication should be addressed

Rev H Preble, Houlton, Me.
** A Libby, Lewiston, Me.

‘| the gospel city. The benedictions of
and the community follow him.

Making

first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of
a very superior quality, and its mechanical:

Conference on Tuesday preceding at 2 o’clock, P. M.

W. F. EATON,

Series.

Jrs. Child’s Series.
The ChristChild,seseeecefecscesscess
Good Little Mittie,eeeeeeQeccescocces

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the

C. F. PENNEY.

;

leading

Freewill Baptist Printing

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will hold its Jan. session with
the West Buxton (Mederation) church on the 25th

Rev. Jairus E. Davis died at his residence in
Reading, Hillsdale Co., Mich., Friday evening;
Dec. 2. An extended notice will be furnished
soon.

Rainy Day at

sold.

THE MYRTLE:

the Stephediofe chureh, commencing Friday, at 1
o’clock, P. M.,
Jan. 6,’71.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

tist church in Saco, Me., has taken charge of the
church in Gonie Village, Rochester, N. H.

been

Day

Fireside Angel....

:

This semi-monthly,

of the Bowdoin Q.M., held in Richmond village, passing over the Portland and Kenmebec R. R., will ‘be
furnished with free return tickets at the station where
they purchase their tickets.
Call for * Quarterly

Bap-

censes 1,50

A Rainy Day at School,eecccsccccccccess
Birth Day Present,ccccceee

have resounded over the dreary waste of waters as
the old patriarch read from its mirth-inspiring pages.” Only 75 cents a year. SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
Address STAR SPANGLED BANNER,” Hinsdale,
N. H.

Sec.

foyamencing

Mattieseeseecesocecccecscscces

Rainy

ine wit, humor and fun, what peal of laughter would

. BowDOIN Q. M, (Those attending the Dec. session

Ministers and Churches.

Sabrind Hackett,eesoessocosscesssscensssl,B0

GLED BANNER,” freighted as 1t is with real genu-

Sunday in '¥ebruary, at 11
:
G. P. PARSONS, Clerk.

Conference tickets.”

May Bell.zeerssersenssesteseraacesrarssal,8

of this the

have already

OAL.—A

invited to be

1. W. SANBORN,
pe

Luttrell,ceeecesces sacsossasseesessl,B0

Shining HOUYS,eesesecscesccosssccssseassl,b0
Master and Pupil,secscecccssccccescsasesl;fl

truth. * If some sntedeluvian fun lover had
furnished Noah with a copy of the “STAR SPAN-

RICHLAND & LICKING Q. M. will hold its next sesurday before
o’clock, A. M.

copies

ders are solicited.

church at Lynden Center, on Wednesday, Jan. 4, ’71,
at 10 o’clock, A.M.,to consider important interests
connected with the Institution.
.
The Building Committee will present a report of
their doings since the annmwal meeting; and other
important matters to be considered, render it necessary that a full board bein attendance.
;
resent.
Lyndon, Vt., Dee. 7.

Andy
|

Light from the Oross.cesesecspescsssssssl.b0
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgertonl.50

to agents who sell 100 or more.

The Trustees of the 1yadon Literary and Biblical
Institution are requestec to meet at the Free Baptist

interested

:

Bright Day
that they appreciate it. At this rate of |. Bright Daysyeecececececcccceige.
sale this whole Edition will soon be off
Sunny SKies,ceecscsesccscsceafossscencesl,2
h
d
Pompeii and Herculaneum,sesececscscees1,26
Price $2,00.
Postage,
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- Archibald Hamilton,.eeeeeeseescecsscssesl,25
extra 24 cents. Special terms given

mn Institution.
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others think the work a good one and

Notices and Appointments,

of

These Books are now ready for sale,

|

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that

less CEMENT too. ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED. Every family should have it. Only 25 cents. Try it-—
GLU-KNE MAN’F'G Co , 24 Water street, Boston. Send
in your orders.
:
4w48

NR

hundred

first volume,

BURLINGAME,
at this Office.

|—The family pet GLUE

will

Aunt

Fifteen

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

GLU-ENE

DR.

Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

copy,

ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers.
LR

after

SL 8.

and delivery.

_.The Commentary on the Gospels by

America,

cts. ; on a dozen copiee, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred

Address

using

PERISTALTIC LOZENGES, we

ishment.

Now Ready,

Statistics, &c,

on

us

schools.

Catélbgue of New Sunday School Books jyst
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estal-

2mb0

and improved, it hgs been de-

copies, $7.00,

thank

7
DISCOUNT

Superintendents of

be-

Temple, Boston, by E. A HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and bo all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents.

cided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred

not

i

AND TO

forfeit the price of the box.
Also, warranted to cure
every kind of PILES.
For sale at No. 1, Tremont

respecting the

of Christians

do

these pri-3
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3w50

if you
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amount of information

demominations

Missionary Operations,

and Jones, of the
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by

W.

the same
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LIBERAL

to Sunday

ROLLS

J

iousness,

Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo.in size,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it con-

Winthrop.

F.

with

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General

expenine

Agent,

placed in the market
:

THOUSAND

:

A

Real English Tapestry Brussels, for $1.12 1-2 per
ard,
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exhortations

Rev. E. True, late pastor of the
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ces we make
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D. R. WHITTEMORE,

ONE

everywhere.

to be bap-

church,
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list, and retail prices.

failed to receive a copy of our By-

will be supplied on application.

Ba CARPETS.—Wehave
this day, Dec. 3d,

night

Me.,

me {

payment of the ad

Providence, R. I.

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are offered, which are GOOD FOR NOTHING. Besure to obtain the TRUE ¢‘ Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” Sold

his pres-

Monmouth,

to

reply, have

without the money, and have rein

the fullest confidence in their efficacy, giving almost

baptized

manifested

APPLICA-

That accepted, the money will be promptly re. | Of their class. = In another column, see

invariably sure and immediate relief,
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

church and community. The church is
well united,and their prospects look brighter than for several years past.
\
)
N. Barb.

BERRYVILLE CHURCH.—REVIVATL,

hands

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P. M.
Special Notice.
3, Brethren making ‘application for admission to the
¥. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to

EF YOU
HAVE
THE DYSPEPSIA,
‘Headache, Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles, Oppression
after eating, Sour Rising, or any Indigestion or Bil-

In the beginning, the faith of

brothers Bailey, Wood
Association, will long

have been, so ‘far as any advantage to us
is concerned, at least for one season.
The students are for the time being, widely
dispersed. A goodly number have gone
GEN. BuTLER AND THE IRISH CATHOLICS.
A correspondent, commenting on Gen. to supply churches, mostly in N. H. and
Our friends in Vt. are reminded
Butler's recent speech, thinks that the Gen- Maine.
eral must have been in conference with a that Lewiston is not so far down east but
Catholic prelate, who assured him of the that their pulpits can be reached for a supIrish vote for the party in power if it would ply during the long vacations, as hitherto.
take the steps toward England which he We speak of this particularly because the
called for, or he would not have spoken so correspondence between the Q. M's and
confidently. And he then proceeds, in the churches there and thé school, during the
article sent, to point out the mischiefs that past years, through this medium, has been
.are sure to result from such a - bargaining very pleasant and profitable to all concernbetween Romish ecclesiastics and selfish ed. We bespeak for the ‘students now
among the ¢hurches much sympathy, co. politicians;
operation
and prayer, hoping that they
Je see the dangers which the gains of
Romanismin this country bring; we do may return laden with the intelligence of
not doubt that we have many politicians churches revived and sinners converted.—
who would pay a perilous price for the J. FR.
Catholic vote; wedo not doubt there are
Freed
n’s Missi
Romish priests among us quite willing’ to
—
not like to trust religion alone'in the

the

Christian

The

will not be done In vain.

trade it off, quid pro quo;

were

schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55 ‘A, M., 6.05
P. M,, and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40,
Leave Boston for. Dover at 7.80
A. M., 12 M,, 8, 6p, M.

Beston.

whom it was my happy privilege to baptize the following Sabbath.
~ We have been favored, during the revival, with the labors of the ‘‘ Young Men’s

vacation, :the most important of all for. pur-

to sub-

and

rience, and expressed a desire

poses of rest and recruiting, was worse
than lost for these purposes by that most
forbidding experience in prospect, and most
unwelcomej in review — moving.
The
quiet mountains, the lake shore, the sea-

others.

converted

ence, thirteen related their Christian

been received in accordance with

readers to invite their many friends

pro-

MoxmouTH,ME.—I commenced my labors

a matter of gréat help and en-

dition

ber of

were

was

first ‘Sabbath in August, and since that time
there has been a deep religious interest.
The church has been greatly revived and
encouraged, and some eighteen or twenty
have been converted, At our last Confer-

Jan. 1, cover only two weeks more. We
have been glad to fill the orders that have

For Great Falls, 10,10A, M,, 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

gend their

\

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

a
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heads of families. The church in Springville is beginning the struggle, and the
good Lord is blessing.
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of the’ Lungs, or some chronic Throat Disease —

number added,up to this time,to the church,
is over 30.
Many of the subjects
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and labor, we were in the proper con-
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Coughs and Colds are often Overlooked + | fore the war, WEW ENGLAND CARPET CO,, at
A continuance for any length of time causes irritation our new Warehouse, 70, 78, 80 and 82 Friend Street,

preached the word in demonstration of
the Spirit and in power. Eleven weeks
have passed, and yet the Spirit lingers
with us, and the people have a mind to
work. The number gfifckened, reclaimed
and converted will reach 60 or 70. The

care
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has tasted the puddings, custards and jellies made
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In the fourth week Rev. H. Perry,
from'Attica,came,and for nearly three weeks
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into an economic source of nourishment and palatable food.
The new source of alimentis prepared under a patent, and although but a year in the market,

recently, and about 30 have united with the
church.
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and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at

which it excels in palatability), is about fifty per cent

would be for such Q.M’s to inquire into

has

made to new subscribers, and to old subscribers whose remittances are made before

results.

tracted, and about 30

has often been done in the past, as an extra
contributien to meet particnlar cases, and
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fact that
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a Q. M. has more thun one representative

in, the
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est; not from her exchequer, not from harvest fields,

revival interest wasawakened, which yield-

the matter of support has assumed a more
serious aspect. And though the expense
of living in Lewiston is probably less than
in almost any other city of like size in New
England, their case commends itself to the

to give food and raiment to every faithful
minister ; but the ministry would have more
power, be more like their Master, do very
much more good, and, indeed, get a better
support,if they had more of the spirit which
moved Paul, and which also moved Brother

14, 1870.

but from the adamantine rocks on her coast, An enterprising company in New York is importing shipleads of the edible moss that grows on her cliffs, and
converting it, under theame of SEA MOSS FARINE,

sion of the Troy Q. M., held at this place,a

family employed to prepare it

students, however,

but

;

y Is 12 1-2 cents less than the prices of

We are pleased in being able to give
notice, that substantially the same arrange‘ment will be continued the next term.

should not lack means

Morrell to venture

of the

:

Good News from Xreland ! During the Irish
famine we sent a million of dollars’ worth of food to
Cork. , Ireland is now repaying the debt with inter-
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Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Dec. 5th, 1870.
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ceived ; so that the better economy is

of such habits, either in the

is very excellent.

be

less we sell some portion of what ‘is re-

inclined to think that this moderation of
expense was very much owing to good
management, both on the part of the one
part

cash, trusting in the Lord for bread.

The laborer in the

which

but

much less, as freight, than by express,

Excellent] that is to say, just god

enough,

21st,”

by express they are, more readily, and
usually more safely, forwarded.
Second. We have no funds for. the purposeof paying the transportation of such
articles as are sent to the needy here, un-

Board,~1she commons at the Seminary,
cost the students occupying rooms there,
about $2,20 per week ;—very reasonable,
as will be allowed; and} yet, as we learn,
the fare proved in quantity and quality
quite satisfactory to all.
And well it
might, if it was, upon diligent inquiry,
what it has been represented to us t6'have

rect them; but it seems a little curious that
‘our true statements on the communion

Nov.

¢ ommu-

answer through the Siar. =
First. Boxes and packages

EXPENSE OF LIVING, &cC.

make them, we are more than ready to cor-

undoubted apostolic succession.

contraction

¢¢ Walworth,

makes certain inquiries it tay

preparation or delivery of sermons, as will
prove impediments to success and usefulness in all time to come. We hope each
succeeding term will be as favorable in this
respect as the past.

aL

Aa Pimples om the Face, Eruptions, Blotches,
$erofulous diseases, and all sores arisng from im.
pure blood, are cured by Dr. Pierce’s Alt Ext, or
Golden|Medical Discovery. For Bronchitis, Laryngitis, and all severe and lingering coughs nothing
equals it. Itcleamses, purifies and strengthens the
system. As an Anti-Billous or liver medicine and
for habitual constipation of the bowels it works
wonderful cares. Sold by druggists.

omitting to mention the name of his State,

of the course, too often results in

:
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A benevolent friend, dating his

to sustain their pastor in carrying out his cult to oite cases of this kind really painful
open communion views in that church, and and affecting. And besides this, much
behold that also is positively denied. This preaching, especially during the earlier

J
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Forwarding Packages,

stated that the Calvary Baptist church of
Westerly, R. 1., had organized on an open
communion basis, and this has been denied ly incompatible with the successful prosWe are perfectly ecution of a coursé of study. It results,
with great vehemence.
willing to let time and facts settle this case ‘in nearly all cases, in a damaging drawback on progress in study, or injury to
also, for we have unequivocal documents
and assured facts as our suthority,—More health in trying to keep up with the class,
recently still, we stated that the Lee Ave- or most likely is followed by both of these
nue Baptist Church, of Brooklyn, had voted sad consequences. It would not be diffi-
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my

dead

body

if they

hadn’t

let me go

with her, and I reckon they knowed it!”

There is a toss in Nelly's head and a
fire in her luminous eyes that

The: Autumn

think it very probable.
« Was Katie your only child ?”
“Well, missis, that, was the pain
I had four more, but they was ‘boys.
was my only girl, just, sixteen and pretty.
It was this way, you see. The rest was

of the Heart.
#

The corn bows its head to the sickle,

"The nightingale’s murmur is hushed,
Rain tears from the arbutus’

trickle,

Beech fruits in the forest lie. crush’d.

come to them, like they could come to
Katie. Oh missis, ‘those ole times! they
made

‘We have journey’d not heeding our danger,
Cried in wild supplication above;
And hearts became sleepy with love.
The roses are dying which wreath’d us,
‘We are stamp’d with the iron that sears;
Dead love in compassion bequeath’d us
Its relic of tears.
Ah, me! but the summer was pleasant;
Shall we die and lie dreaming again?
‘Would we yield the dull days of the present
For an hour of the past and its pain?

Do we hunger for kisses that stung us?
Or long for the lips that have lied?
Must we stoop for the gauntlet they’ve flung us?
Weep? creep? to their side?

“Well,

‘We pay for the pleasures that cloy ;—
Our work is to build the foundation
They love to destroy.
;

—

To come with her little brood;

And call on your way for the lammie,

And the kittens under the wood;
Tie Brute to the little wagon—
‘We'll play he’s a big black horse
To draw the family dollies;
They’ll want a carriage, of course.

Star.

——

creation of the fancy, nor have

for this sketch. Its only merit is simple,
unexaggerated truth and the lesson that
lies in the story of such a brave Christian
soul. .
:
:

among

the dusty

the presiding

ing to its pathos, and I know

talked with

teo well that

her race can furnish many a counterpart
of its record.
Her early home was in ‘‘ ole Virginny,”
freed people, who

came

from

that region, her intense desire is to return
thither. * For,” as Nelly says, in a moment of confidence, *‘ there a'in’t no place
low-down

South

homesick these

country

twenty

years. ’'Pears like I'm afraid when my
last hour comes I'll be longing so for Virginny that I'll lose sight of the gospel
city.”
Ae

better country, that is, a heavenly,”

suggested my sympathetic companion, ~~ ¢
“That's so, missis; I'se been lookin’ toward that blessed land all my life, and
when my summons comes I know the Lord
won't hide it from me. But I do pray he'll
show me the ole home in Norfolk first.”
«“ How came you to leave it, Nelly P”

“ The sake of my chile brought me to it,
ma'am. My master was a good man; he
come ofa fine family, too. But he got in
debt and had to sell some of his hands. My
the

They

said

me, but I just went

chile, and

let

him

lead

you

through

on my own

cheek;

but

break,

so

mine didn't.

But

all the

better, and

hid her from

evil

in his arms, that were a heap mightier
than mine. The Lord never lets his chillen alone until they feel his love just as
dear in tribulation as any other time.. So
he brought me through, and I can think
of Katie and thank him.”
Traly, if ever eager faith and love glorify
any face they do Nelly’s, as she thus sums
up this tragedy of her mother-heart. And
though all her life is woven of such trials
until its colors are as duskyas her ebon
skin, one golden thread of heavenly hope
runs through the whole.
It would take too long to relate her story
in its details—how, two years after Katie’s
death, came one letter from Norfolk announcing

the

death of Jim, her husband—

how, though she longed after her four boys,
she never heard of them again, and is to-

figure

since Nelly has always been.a house servant among educated people. I afi noth-

girl was

it was.

know

found some clouded happiness. Two boys
were given her, and the patient sadness of
the mother’s voice is very touching as she
relates how they: grew strong and bright,
and were her pride, only to be taken from
her. One was sold during the war; every
day she prays he may come back to her.
The other was killed by a chance shot in
the Confederate camp, where he was attending his master.
“But the war brought us joy at last,”
Nelly goes on, presently. ‘‘If1 ever ’spect-.
ed to die of sorrow in ole times, 1 certainly

lacks the peculiar accent of the field negro,

“A

You

land, Aunt Nelly has years had passed, she married again, aiid

her, and thus learned the story of her life
from her own lips. I give it as nearly
as possible in her own language, which

I'se been

she died.

day uncertain of their fate—how, when five

gland eyes, we have sometime

where

year,—and

morning we awoke in this

genius of our comical but very satisfactory
cuisine. - Not having the fear of Deacon
Pogram and his ilk before our New En-

this

know

first to be

took, she was so

* han’some and smart. 'Peared as if I could n't
stand that, nohow. So I up and tole Mass’

Frank to sell me ’long of Katie,
‘Get out, Nelly,’ says he,

“ ¢'m a goin’ sure,’ I says. ‘My han’
some girl db n't go way down South without her mammyto look after her.’

there was a heapof trouble.

Well,

But I held

to my way, and the trader was glad
enough to get me. Iwasa mighty fine
cook in thenr days. And Mass’ Frank he
‘couldn't stand out when my blood was up.

"Peared
as if they'd had
to get Katie over

thought

I'd die

for joy when

come!”

freedom
J

“Had you thought much about it before,
Nelly ?”
>

all

be

neu-

peevish-

ly, “I'm not going to stay in this old Sem-

I shall write to fa-

ther this very day to come and take me
home. What's the use of trying to study,
when I'm sick half the time P”
¢ Oh ! nonsense, Flo. This attack will
soon pass off, and I venture to say that we
could n't hire you to leave then; so you
would only put ¢ Pa’—you must learn to
call him oi

Come,

now,

getting the ¢ dumps’ again.

Pilbe

the doctor.

Let

bathe

1 flatter

myself

that

you

gét more

demerit

other girl in school.”

« All very

true,

>

I,K must

admit;

only

¢ Physical Training,’ as our ‘worthy teacher
invariably puts it,—learn to quote accurately,—did mot

head this

Try once more.

morning’s

Can't you

think

of - any

¢¢ I can think of nothing unless it be asking questions.”
.

Nelly

and her hus-

in a sweet mellow voice, and with expreés-

sive ease,

and

can vie

with many a New

England child of her age in arithmetic and
geography.

For her the mother toils early

and late. . To dress her tidily, to guard
her from rough associates, to see her studying and ‘sewing, is the passionate pride of

Nelly’s heart.
“She's my last care
marks in earnest tones.
ed to earn her livin’ in
way, knowin’ books
Lord's

on earth,” Nelly re‘When she’s learnan honest Chridtian
and walkin’ in the

own path, I sha'n’t have no more to

ask.”
Itis the watchword of the Pograms of today that ‘you can not idealize the African.”
It is true though, heaven knows. The dirt
and degradation;” the “moral obtuseness
and incapacity that years of slavery have
fastened on
him, are . practical facts.

that

the

“That's it, that’s it,”

exclaimed

Nettie,

head

“ Well, I'm glad of it; and now

The

she began :

¢ ¢ Miss

simple

—

Tue LIGHT OF THE WORLD; or, The Fountain
of Religion.
A full, accurate and instructive
Listory of the various transactions connected
with the Life of our Glorious Redeemer, and
the important events which have followed his
life and death. Forming a Treasury of Christian Knowledge. By the most eminent authors.
|
Illustrated. Phila.: William Flint.
Thomp|
Souville, Coen. : Horace King. 1871. quarto. pp.

my

mind,

‘ Your question, as

and.she
Mr.

continued:

Lincoln

used

to

say sometimes, ‘reminds me of a story.’
¢¢ « A boy, named John, looked up from s
book he was reading, and asked his father what aeronaut meant. The old gen-

—

| THESE FOR THOSE.

Our Indebtedness

of those

books

to For-

neat,’ led the youth to

determine

that

he

would also abstain from asking impertinent questions, as well as lazy ones.
‘¢ ¢ But there remained yet another class
of questions, that John was unhappily addicted to asking, tothe great annoyance of
‘his good father, who, being a plain,

uned-

tense study, and

the

himself,

clearest

after

in-

explanation

intelligent,

clear-

headed teacher was capable of giving. It
happened one day that John heard a question in arithmetic at
greatly, and was so
he was determined
So after supper that

school that pleased him
easy to remember that
to try it on his father,
evening, he .glibly re-

peated the problem, and waited for areply.
The farmer thought a moment and then
said: ‘Ihave no objection to answer your
question. But you should not pretend to
be ignorant and ask me to tell you. People who ask what I call conceited questions, usually want toshow off something

that they have

recently

learned

them-

has given us a volume of great interest and val| ue.
He bases his view of the obligation to werk
and give for missionary objects upon. the plain
command of Christ and the claims of the world
biegsed with the gospel; insisting

who

have been

that

the

duty

rémains sacred even though the toil should bring

bagk no obvious reward.

But his exhibttion of

the blessings which have come back

to the various missionary efforts of the Christian

union,

spiritu-

ality and charity, is often fresh, sometimes novel, and always suggestive and quickening.
It is
a most timely work which he has done, and the
volume can hardly fail of great usefulness in the
way of answering many objections to missionary
effort, sjlencing cavils, assuring
faith, enlarging
plans and energizing effort. Full of facts, saturated with
common sense, comprehensive in
view, free from extravagances, ever blending

human

discretion with

Christian zeal,

it

Second,

shun

impertinent

ques-

tions
; they frequently turn into bitter enemies those who otherwise might have been
your warmest personal friends.
Third,
never ply conceited quegtions, for you are
liable to appear ridiculous
in the eyes of

THE ROLLO AND LucY BOOK OF POETRY.

Vols.

I, IL and III. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated.
Sime Publishers, &ec. 1870. 16mo. pp. 192, 192,

They are interesting,

Lucy

books,

Franconia Stories, &e.,

The Juno Btories are in a very

can

and will make an effective appeal to what is tenderest and truest in the reader.
WONDERFUL BALLOON ASCENTS; or, The Conquest of the Skies. From the French of F.
Marion:
New York: Charles Scribner & Co.
WONDERS OF ACOUSTICS; or, the Phenomena
of Sound.
The English revised by Robert
Ball, M. A., with illustrations.
Same Publishers.
These are two excellent additions to Scribe
ner’s IHlustrated Library of Wonders.
The history of balloon ascensions is«as exciting as a romance and infinitely more instructive.
They are
charming books for the young, and about as in-

If

we had nothing better from him, these papers
might be set down as quite
satisfactory; but

when a man has appeared in the role of a genial

WHOPPER,

THE

NEWSBOY.

Same

lishers, &e. 1871. 16mo. pp. 128.

Pubs

its wit

is too deep

our apprehensiofi is too dull
for us

to

divine

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL IDEA.
By John S. Hart,
LL.D.
Philadelphia: J. C. Garrigues.& Co.
We announced the coming of this book some

time since,and have been looking for it with soméwhat high

expectations.

carefully prepared

Itis a very thoughtful,

work and embodies the expe-

riences and opinions of a life-long worker and ob-

server in spirit and aim.

We regard it as among

the very best of the many good books which
have been given to the public on this-interesting
subject. No superintendent or teacher can read

|

WiLLsON'S

the

NEW

SPELLER

AND

ANALYSIS,

adapted to thorough elementary instructionin
the orthography, orthoepy, formation, derivation and use of words.
By Marcus Willson.

or
its

purpose or apreciate its ministry. In ite way it
is measurably interesting, but -its philosophy
baffles us, and we searchin vain for what
French would call the raison d'etre.

teresting to elderly persons.

:%| itunprofited. For saleby Broughton & W yman,
Bible House, New York.
:

The lies in this book are big enough, and the
quiet coolness with-which they are told is noticeable enough,to warrant its classification with
Gulliver’s travels and the exploits of Baron

Munchausen;
but either

The

reprint of the story by the author of Jessica’s
First Prayer, will be found every way worthy of
one who is recognized on both sides of the Atlantic as among our best writers for the young,

New York: Harper & Brothers.
System, condensation, clearness and

hensiveness are the characteristics of this book.
It is surprising how much solid knowledge of the

KEoglish language is crowded into so small a vol-

WHITE AS SNow.
By Edward Garrett, author
of * Crustand Cake,” &c., and Ruth Garrett,
New York: Anson D.F. Randolph & Co. 12mo.
pp. 211. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
MISUNDERSTOOD.
By Florence Montgomery,
author of “ A Very Simple Story,” &c.
Same
Publishers, &e. 1870. 12mo. pp. 300.
SUMMER DRIFT-WOOD FOR THE WINTER PIRE.
By Rose Porter. Same Pub.ishers, &c. 1870.
12mo. pp. 175.
THE MELODY OF THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM.
By Anna
Warner.
Same
Publishers, &e.
1870. 32mo. pp. 135.
WAYFARING HYMNS.
Original end translated.
Same Author amd Publishers. 1869. 82mo. pp.
66.
It is no small satisfaction to be Sure, when tak-

ume, and yet everything has sufficient room:
The terminations of singular and plural nouns,
the changes of letters in adding syllables and in
the case of prefixes are very full, and under-

stood at a glance,

By

THE WARDEN AND BARCHESTER TOWERS.
Anthony Trollope.
Same Publishers.
IN

Dury BOUND.
By the author
Warren,” &c.
Same Publishers.

of “ Mark

or
THE SILVER
TONGUE LEA¥LET.
By E. P.
Needum
and Son, 147 East 23d street, New

York, is a double leaf with three beautiful
and tunes, for Christmas festivals, which
procured by addressing the Publisher.

hy mns
can

be

ing up an unread book, that the time will not be
wasted,or worse than that which is spent in
finding out its contents. Mr. Randolph’s im-

poetry

PROCBEDINGS AT THE UNIVERSALIST CENTENNIAL, held in Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 20—22,
1870. Boston. Universalist Publishing House,
Royal octavo. pp. 111,
The Universalist denomination has just ended
the first century of its life in America, and"it has
made the year a somewhat marked and memorable one,through the large offerings to-benevolent,
educational and denominational purposes which
it has made, and by the imposing, vgfied and

print on a volume carries just such an assurance
as this. His tastes are evidently elevated and
healthy, and, while doing business as a publisher
in the hope of making money, it is plain that he
always insists upon keeping a good conscience as
a Christian man. We have yet to find the first ambiguous, indifferent or characterless book among
his issues, and so a package from that House always meets a hearty welcome.
It never fails to.
bring something intelleetually wholesome, and
something -too that ministers in a wise way to
the spiritual life.
These
volumes well illustrate this general

statement.

The first two mentioned are reprints

of English

books, and are

the level of the mass of intelligent readers, while

interesting

services

held

for . SH

at

Gloucester,
This collection of the reports on
various subjects, embracing the history, work,
statistics, ‘plans and prospects of the body, as
well as an account of the proceedings at the late
meeting, is at once really interesting and suggest.
ive. It shows real progress.
The body embraces six hundred preachers, and one thousand societies; it includes nota few able and excellent
men whose reputation is- national, and whose
service is prized; and the sentiments generally
held and advocated to-day seem to us much less
extreme, unreasonable
and unsecriptural than
those which were urged half a eentury ago. The
main tenet of the body seems to us wholly un.
warranted by facts, logic or revelation, and to be,
so far, mischievous; but we are glad to recog-

the information which it holds, touching one of
the real forces of the country and the century.
,

Tar ENGLISH GOVERNESS AY THE SIAMESE
COURT.
Being Recollections of six years in

the royal palace at Bangkok. By Anna
riette Leonowens, With illustrations

Har.
from

excellent.

The

first

gives a series of quiet pictures of life,~more inward than outward,—that are marked by verisimilitude, and at times are full of suggestiveness, counsel, warning and pathos, such as will
profit every sympathetic young reader, and in
the highest ways.
The second is a revelation
of childhood, with its wonder, anxiety, suscepti-

bilitys hope and fear, for the

sake’of inducing

thoughtfulness, sympathy and wisdom in those
who have to do with the management of the
young.
It would do every parent and teacher
good to-read it,
The third takes the form of
a sort of journal of a young lady, and is admirable for its simplicity, depth, freshness, spet:
ity, and the skill and effectiveness with Which it

Pamphlets:
OLp

AND

NEw

is Rood,

Magazines, &c.
for Dec. is well filled.

as

always;

Clarke’s

The

paper

on

Statesmanship, bating a few doubtful positions,is
admirable ; The Gospels, and Natural aud revealed Religion,are thoughtful and able ; Mrs. Stowe’s

Pink and White Tyranny is in her keenest style,
and probably
ture to many
level, though
seems hardly

per.

constitutes the most attractive feareaders.
It keeps up to its average
The Improvisatore and the lleeler
more in place than did John Whop-

Boston: Roberts Brothers, ~The

second

issue of SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY was late in reaching us, but it is twice welcome.
It is even better
than its predecessor; and it has chosen that via
media in point of literary elevation which meets
it combines

the

various

elements

that

almost

assure it of popularity in all circles, George
Macdonald’s Serial is proceeding well, Kggleston’s Huldah the Helpis admirable in its way,
and is copied on all sides, and the good things
aremany.
The editorial work proper is done

with equal

skill and good

‘Charles Scribner & Co.

taste.

New

THE SUNDAY

York:
MAG-

AZINE & GOOD WORDS keep right on in the
good way they have chosen; they always gratify
and
never disappoint, save as they exceed their
promises,
Phila.: J. B. Lippincott & Cob
HE ATLANTIC ALMANAC, if not quite as bril-

liant as last year, is yet a choice and beautiful
thing, Its literary matter is varied, rich and at-

touches the chords of the spiritual naturd, It is
a beautiful and clear revelation of soul-life, and

tractive, and
¢s pictures almost superabundant.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.~—Mr.
Eggles-

while it reports, it kindles and teaches.

ton’s Christmas story of MR.BLAKR'S WALKING=S110K, is a charming thing, illustrating and puts
ting emphasis upon the saying,~‘‘ It is Fa
to a
blessedto give than to rgeeive,” It is put

The

little volume dealing with the twenty-third
psalm is meant
to unfold the fuller and deeper
meaning of the

successive

clauses of that

won-

drous lyric, by drawing upon Scripture and experience. It is full of Christian encouragement

and comfort,~—The collection of Hymns
fa

:

\

{7

:

compre-

hardly fail to gain a wide reading andl do an eminent service,

selves.’
¢¢« And now, my dear girls,” continued
Miss Winthrop earnestly, ‘I wish I could
impress these three precepts upon your
minds:
¢ «First, don’s allow yourselves to
get nize whatever igexcellent in the character which
into the habit of ‘asking lazy questions, that they bear and yond in the enterprise which
will make your knowledge on any subject they develop./ This volume is thoroughly intersuperficial, and your education a mere esting, and, as a work of reference, valuable for

sham.

Vols.

bave won a high place and had a wide populari-

in response

church, in the form of better diplomacy, enlarged commere, liberalization of government, financial prosperjty,advances in literature and science,
success in discovery, enlightenment on questions

of theology, growth in Christian

Abbott.

IIl and IV. ‘Junoon a journey.” * Hubert,”
New York: Dodd and Meade. 16mo,.
Pp. 800, 303, Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

ty, and those which are less familiar will not fail
of approval.
The books are graded,so to speak;
that is, the firgt book is intended for the interest
of young iby
who are supposed to be listen~
ers to the readjng of others rather than masters
of the art of reading themselves; the second _is
meant for older children who are able to appreciate verse and to be fond of reading it aloud,
MY SUMMER INA GARDEN.
By Charles Dudwhile the third is made up of choice poetic selec- *
ley Warner. Same Publishers, &e. 1871. 16mo,
tions ib as would be prized by those whose
:
pp. 183.
It isa trio of
These reprinted essays are not easily describ | minds are approaching maturity.
ed. They do contain more or less information, sbeautiful and attractive volumes.——The story of
Geoflrey the Lollard gives a very interesting acsuch as only an agriculturist and botanist posesscount of the struggles and hardships of those
es or gives, but we have here no practical manual
whe, centuries since, maintained the true faith
of gardening, or, popular treatise on agricultural
chemistry. They are somewhat in the style and which had been taught by Wickliffe against the
vein of Mr. Beecher’s ** Star Papers” written persecutions of the papal power. It is an infrom his farm dt Peekskill, —sparkling with a structive and kindling narrative, and fittingly exbrilliance scarcely less noticeable, and hardly in- alts fidelity te Christ.——The translation from
Zschokke is an admirable volume, bringing out
ferior to the best of them in subtle humor and
many of the most interesting phases of character
sly suggestiveness.
It is a most enjoyable ‘and
taking book for the hours devoted to literarfire- and life in Germany, and the author’s best ideas
creation. The merriment is of the wholesomest of society, ‘education, industrial labor, national
strength and
piety are happily and skillfully
sort, and the style can hardly fail to give zest and
mixed in with the features of a narrative that
sharpness to the intellect of the reader, °

who is, on the whole, met at a disadvaniage.

:

to the love and service of these

:
By Jacob

similar vein, equally calm and suggestive, but
more vigorous in their mental grasp, and more
stimulating to thought.—The three books of
“Poetry, by the same author, are well compiled,
containing many of the gems of verse which

JOHN

orthography, or pronunciation of a word,
he would go at once to the dictionary and
find out for himself.
:
:
Sey another" Gtcasion he inquired why
his father wore a wig. John knew very.
well that his parent generally had some
good reason for everything hedid; but he
had to learn yet that the query he put was
concerning something that was none of his
business.
The father’s emphatic reply:
¢ If you carefully reconsider that question,
young man, you will fiad that it is imperti-

Here are the titles:
HE JUNO STORIES.

have had a large circulation and a wide and envi-

with the superior wisdom of Noah Web- and wholesome vivacity of the writer. In thé
ster, that he resolved, then and there, volume he has attempted, with some fullness and
| detail, what others have only dealt with incithat whenever he was in' the least doubt | dentally and in a very fragmentary way, and he

definition,

index to the real excellences that appear within.

Rollo. and

philosopher and captivated all his hearers, it is
not easy to-be content when his talk runs thin
and threatens us with platitudes.
Among not a
little that offers abundant grains of gold, there is
more or less that suggests iron pyrites.
Some of
the short essays are long enough, and the long
discourse on organization begins to seem very
long before one gets to the end.
But thisis a
good boek after all; it would doubtless appear
truly excellent if he had not given us others that
were 80 much better.

correct

are

net strangers to the reading public,~has been
broughtto our table, and the external richness
and beauty of the volumes prove to be only an

never fails to be animated and kindling,

here, yet the old and approved writers have heen
drawn on freely to make up this thesaurus of in| formation upon the most vital topics. Fleetwood, Doddridge, Josephus, and many others
| furnish their quota, and a large amount of just
! sueh religious information as every family should

|

It is one

eign Missions; or, What we get for what we
give, By William Warren, author of ** Twelve
ears with
the Children,” ete.
Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed, 1870. 16mo. pp. 409.
Mr. Warren always writes with a direct aim
tleman sensibly replied: Don’t ask me ‘and a high and practical purpose. He is no mere
such lazy questions. 'I.can't spend my litterateur or rhetorician. He uses his pen, not
breath to save boys the trouble of going to | for pastime but for profit; and profit with him
means chiefly religious instruction and stimulus.
a dictionary.” John went to the dictionary; { Has style is always plain, direct, incisive, never
and found out not only what he wanted to carrying an excess of ornament, though not unknow, but a great deal more besides. { frequently glowing with genuine fervor, and alAnd better still, he became go fascinated ways attractive through the manifest earnestness

again, in regard to-thé

that

J

attractive, elevated in style and tone, they were
written with a true purpose and a definite moral
aim, and they will not fail of reaching the mark.
Mr. Abbott has become widely known as 8 pleas.
ant and suggestive writer for the young, and his

Essays, written in the'intervals of business. To
which is added an Essay on Organization in |
Daily Life. By Arthur Helps, author of ** Companions of my Solitude,” ete. Boston: Robfre rowers, 1871. 16mo. pp. 245. Sold by
3. J. Lane,
Holding this author in very high estimation for
both the substance and the form of his thought,
justice requires us to say that his mind does not
here exhbit itself at *“ its level best.” There is
enough in every one of these briefer essays to
remind us of * Friends in Council,” &e., and
gome of them are very admirable, but they appear more like the by-play or side talk of a man

Evans'—that formal address is | have available, is here brought together in a sina harbinger of something, instantly r flashed | gle book.
through

A fine lot of juvenile books from a House

approval
to these books.

The leading poem in this-little gem of a volume appears for the first time, and though notin
Mr. Whittier’s best vein or highest mood, it is
yet marked by the fine Christian humanity which
exalts both him and his literary work, and by the
rythmic sweetness which is a constant feature of
his verse.
The remaining dozen poems will be
generally recognized as casual
acquaintances,
but every one deserves to be put upon terms of
intimacy with one’s best hours.

is | from injury. Though not much that is new appears

nothing to distract your attention, so you
can listen to my narrative. I merely asked Miss Winthrop in Natural Philosophy,
what the word hydrometer came from.

is

Publishers, &e. . 16mo. pp. 144.
Rardly any qualification is needed in giving an

pp. 10%.

in a substantial
way, everything*suggesting solidity and charac[ ter. The type issuch as will be especially at| tractive to those who wish to preserve the eyes

there

The

volumes

appears il a new style,—though'the names

able popularity.

this | ing its appear Rogen Itis got up

by

all these

and

good judg-

MIRIAM, and «other Poems.
By John Greenleaf
Whittier.
Same Publishers, &c. 1871. 16mo.

with unfeigned deligat.
“I knew you
would hit the right thing, if I gave you
time enough.
Why,
you're as good at || We recently announced the approaching issue
guessing, almost, as a natural born Yankee. | of this volume, and it has been prompt’ in mak-

of the difficulty that an

to

occur, so

and

in the

word and learn its New Testament usage.
| 4 We commend the book with special empha| sis and satisfaction. The sales ought to be at
| once large and speedy;as we believe they will be.

chapter.

other failing frequently imputed to me ?”

do n't let's say no more. I never want to
‘member those days save to thank and bless
the Lord, and that I do every houniI live
and draw free breath !”
The one pet lamb, the only child living
of Nelly’s eight, is a witness to the boon
beeu

by

York,—inasmuch as

marks for delinquency in ti®%duty than any | English_scholar may find the original Greek |

learned the solution of,

has

where they

of

such as to satisfy even exacting purchasers
an wsthetic reader.
gratify

vac-

which fill unoccupied niches, and constitute real
additions to the shelves on which they finda
place.
.

t hem so that they may be at once turned to in the

| passages

with equal frankness

striking and startling.

then,” replied Flo, with a faint shadow of a | rendered, including both the regular text and the
smile,—* for that is one of Miss Winthrop's margin, are given; and a eomplete index of the
| English words is added, with references to the

pet hobbies, and

and

ment.
The
information
offered is large and
choice, whilb that part of the narrative relating
to peculiar customs and characteristic people, or
to her own personal experiences, is often vivid,

dissertation was intended mainly for
special-benefit ; at any rate the shoe fit,
Iputit on.”
¢¢ Her subject must-have been exercise, | and phrases by which these Greek words are

how things were, then you could n’t understan’ how hard we prayed.
But there!

band. “‘Josephine Caroline Napoleon Bonaparte,” as her mother proudly calls her,
has had two years’ schooling. She reads

opinions

Inglish version,—a very slight addition to
the
the
labor to be sure, but the gain is many fold gredtmy | er than the loss. There are references to all the
and | passages in which every Greek word in the New
Testament may be found; all the English words

‘ucated farmer, made no pretensions to any
very deep scientific or mathematical at‘Bless you, missis, I'd prayed for it all tainments.
Yet it was John's particular
my life, and I knew the Lord would send
delight to bring home a puzzling problem,
it when-he got ready. If you had n’t seen that, in nine cases out of ten, he had only

freedom

sagacity and prejudice, plotting energy

of the recently discovered Sinaitic manuscript,
and which have been brought out by Tischendorf. It effects this marvelous diminution of
space chiefly by omitting to quote the full text of
the passages referred to, and by referring to

your

In contents

excellence

illating passions,—serving him often as diploGEOFFREY
THE LOLLARD.
By Francis Easte
matist and private secretary, she enjoyed rare
-swood.
Same Publishers, &e. 16mo. pp. 342,
opportunities
of beeoming familiar
with the ,
ABOR STANDS ON GOLDEN FEET.
A Holiday
strength and weakness, the wisdom and folly,
Story. By Heinrich Zschokke. Translated by
the glory and shame of this oriental kingdom.
John Yeats, LL.D,
Bame Publishers, &c.
16mo. pp. 162.
:
She used her facilities faithfully, and seems to
NELLIE'S DARK DAYS. By Hesba Stretton, auhave kept herself singularly free from prejudice
thor of ** Jessica’s First Prayer,” &c.
Same
and sycophancy, and she gives us both. facts and

latest editions of the Greek Testament, and those

throbbing temples, and meanwhile I can be
telling you about Miss Winthrop’s lecture.
It would have done you no harm to have
heard it, though

completed

it incorporates the various readings found

Cheer up, and

me

Revised and

the Messrs. Harper of New

be

mechanical

them, :

genius or

poetic fire, is sweef, devout and and lifting.

—though these are noticeable, but because of the

sive octavo, and republished in this ceuntry

York-

don’t

Mechanically considered, we have here a book

coming from

though not always suggestive of great

freshness of its information, which comes from
the very interior of royal life in a country respecting which our previous information was |
somewhat general and scanty.
The author isa
woman of marked character,—intelligeut, selfpoised, discreet, resolute and genuinely
strong.
Serving for six years as Governess in the royal
household, meeting distinguished officials of every rank, conferred with very freely on important matters by the king himself,—who
is a
strange compoundof shrewdness and impulse,

by Ezra Abbott, LL.D., Assistant Librarian of
Harvard University.
Boston: Scriptural Tract
Repository. 1870. 16mo. pp. 570. $2.50.
A real help to the critical study of the Scriptures
is something to be always prized.
And when
that help comes in such a form as to be gvailable
for use by persons of only average scholarship,
there is a double value attaching to it. Such a
"help has been furnished in this new and admirable Greek and English Concordance. It has many
merits.
It seems to be complete as a Concordance; the critical care bestowed upon it was evidently of the most eonscientious sort; the thorough competency of Messrs. Hudson and Abbott
is not left in doubt for any one who has had a
personal knowledge of the men; and the whele
mass of information is put within such #& compass that the volume may be easily carried in the
pocket, while the price is less than one-half of
what is charged for any other work of similar
aim, comprehensiveness and value.
It is more
full in its information than the well-known and
invaluable ¢ Englishman’s Greek Concordance”
originally issued in London in the form of a mas-

my dear,—to the trouble and

good one, and the music

it is intensely interesting, not only in view of the
attractive qualities of style which distinguish it,

A CRITICAL GREEK & ENGLISH CONCORDANCE
oF
THE
NEW
TESTAMENT.
Prepared by
Charles F. Hudson,
under the direction of

othffr minute, and was obliged to ask to

photographs presented to the awthor by the
King of Siam.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
Joo. Crown Octavo. pp. 821. Sold by E. J.

deserving te be described as superb.

Literary Revi.

I felt as if I could n’t hold my head up an-

expense of coming all the way from

short

had done far

1 gone out of my way to obtain materials

it in

to

world looked to me like a pine clarin’; I
did n’t see nothin’ but blackness and ashes
nowhar. However, the Lord was good;
he showed me how I'd hoped to keep
Katie safe by my poor strength; but he

“Aunt Nelly.

like

seemed

you would
retain.” ’'—

ane.

‘Horace L. Hastings.

excused.” And here another sh:
ralgic pain caused Flo to exclaim

14, 1870.

Presbyterian.Banner.

* You missedit, Flo, by not being in
school the third hour,” said Nettie B. to her
room mate:
:
“Yes, I suppose I did,” was the diseonsolate rejoinder.
‘‘I always miss something when I stay out of class. But really,

inary another week.

DECEMBER

persons whose good opinion
find it to your advantage. to

Questions.

town for nothing.

can’t

The Fumily Circle.

and

Asking

Nelly sheds no tear, only ker voice softens’ But how's the pain in your
time ?”
in pathetic cadence.
“ Gone.”
“ Thank you, missis. A human heart

O baby, with hair so golden!
OQ baby, with eyes so blue!
'W hat are the angels weaving
In the Future’s loom for you?
If it be sorrow and sadness,
Ifit be pleasure and joy,
A true heart, patient and loving,
God give to my baby boy.
.
,
—@uiding

around us,

love, be published to cheer and stir
charitable hearts. —Christian Union.

year,—a

I find the moisture

Here’s a basin of water for duckies—
Oh, see how they dive and swim!
And oh, look at the darling baby!
He knows they are all for him;
He is smacking his lips to kiss them;
‘He is reaching his hand to hold;
And his heart is filled with a gladness
And joy that may never be told.

all

folks

;

ed. I prayed strong every day and may
be that was the reason. But, only one

Jpmy

Go, Frankie, and tell Mrs. Biddy

and like

must be done, and it

“the flood.’ ‘So I do, mammy,’ she says;
for Ihad raised her a praying girl.
“I held her in these arms all that day,and
at sun-down she whispered, kinder soft:
‘ Mammy, heaven is better'n Georgy,—I'm
glad to goj;’ then she kissed me. And]I
had n't no chile on earth, for she’d gone up
to the Lord Jesus. My only girl,—and I
was alone in a strange land !”
Sympathetic Nan’s eyes are hidden, and

And sings by his dear one’s nest,

a familiar

to

up to the bed and says, ‘Honey?
‘It’s
my dear ole, mammy,’ says she, right off.
‘Yes, honey,” I' says; ‘and how is you,
chile of my heart? ‘Mamwy, I'm gwine
where I'll pick no more cotton;’ and with
that she kinder smiled up at me. ‘Honey,
if that’s so, can you see the Lord Jesus?
He's here sure; put out your dyin’ hand,

We will greet as the chief musician,
And a self-invited guest.

been

awhile;

Katie would not

Our baby whygst have a party—
He’s just a year old to-day ;
Under the leafy apple-tree
We'll crown him with blossoms gay;
The robin, who sits in the branches
~

gervitors

will

the room I see how

Baby's Party.

Southern. .summer

Lord

see, she was put to field work, and she
wasn't ‘used to it. She could n’t stand it,
and broke right down. When "she first
took to her bed, I could n’t tend her on account of all my work, but finally missis tol’
me I might. But laws! when I went into

O women, with hearts brimming over
‘With passions we never can feel,
The world is too weak to discover
he mystical love you conceal.’
Our sorrow, not ours the reproving;
+ You triumph, and ours the defeat;
Qur lives are made bitter from loving,
‘While you are-so sweet.

From the first

good

what brought me, and Katie was n't bother-

‘We bow to our grief and privation,

i

pray the

God’s

fortable

~ We cry for a blighted caress,
We dream for a night; on the morrow
" We gather the tares oftdistress,

#

‘women

ain’t allays like ourn, missis. We was com-

We cringe to these sowers of sorrows,

She is no

us

give us all boys for children! So I kissed
my boys and Jim,—he was my husband,
he cried ; but I just says, ‘Jim, you mind
them, and I'll mind our girl. I'll keep off
the misery if a mammy can, and bring her
long pure to the gospel city where you
shall meet us by and by.” It come hard,
but he knowed twas best.”
There is a silence while Nelly rocks pensively to and fro, until I ask:
:
“Did - you have a good home down
here?”
:

‘We have loved till our eyes lost their anger,

a

Ei

But a race that displays such lives as
Nelly’s, exceptional though they be, has
some germs of good within it. And all the
more for the universal degradation, should
such self-abnegation and Christian faith,
such delicate womanliness and motherly-

little, but they could shift fur themselves
beter; anyhow, shame and sih could not

‘We have fought, but the battle is ended;
‘We are wounded and sick from the fight ;—
Blue shadows around us descended
Breathe kisses of night.

STAR:
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is a

very neat pamphlet of 60 pages,

and

will

every boy or girl who reads it wish it had
Chicago: Adams, Blaekmer & Lyon.
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. THE MORNING STAR: DECEMBER
LITERARY MISCELLANY.
The Spoils of Office.

being firmly held
brakes up a
effectively.

has been able,

by retiring from office as he'did,to do more
for civil service reform thatthe could have

2

When we make party zeal the sole tenure
of office we make every election a ferocious
“struggle, literally, for life or the means of
livelihood upon the part of the officers..

They therefore desert their duty to influnational business

remains undone, or is turned off in the
‘hastiest and most slovenly manner, and the
excitement of an election becomes a pro-

longed fury.

But the officers are ill paid.

They not only know that they will lose their
places if the opposition comes in, but that
they will be taxed heavily for the expenses
of the election, and that they will be turned

out for any suppliant who ean command
- stronger politica
influence. They therefore make hay while the sun shines. The
system incifes them to dishonesty. It is
not honesty, capacity and industry, it is
party management and large subscriptions,
that keep them in office. It is a system,
then,

under

which the officers

large

and honest, and just
country wants, says,
round with’thé boys
the caucuses and the

Jones,

family,

who

the officer
sadly, ‘I
and treat,
polls, nor

feels

Jenkins,

at

the

Sh

:

——

April, 1797.

of

His father was a blacksmith,

but his mother’s relatives got him a scholarship in the Imperial Lyceum of his birthplace, where he went

through

his

victor

was Shen

itself, than this

‘pays up and is silent. But he feathers his
,nest against the day of wrath, Thusitis a
Pleasing system, by which every fourth
ollar received disappears, and by which

c'est bien joue, shows

Sagpse

—

Jaco-

tage,

They may

even be said to have made

dogs for themselves in the

first

place,

the present Siberian animal is hothing more
than a half-domesticated Arctic woif, and
still retains all his wolfish instincts and
peculiarities. There is, probably, no more
hardy, enduring animal in the world.
You may compel him to sleep out on the
snow in a temperature of 70 degrees below
zero, drive him with heavy loads until his
feet crack open

and

print

the

snow

with

blood, or starve him until he eats harness;
bat his strength and his spirit seem alike
unconqnerable. Ihave driven a team of
nine dogs more than a hundred miles in a
day and a night, and have frequently
worked them hard for forty-eight hours
without being able to give them a particle
of food. In general, they feed onee a day,
their allowance being a single dried fish,
weighing perhaps a pound and a half or
two pounds. This is given to them at
night, so that they begin another day’s
works with empty stomachs.
The sledge to which they are harnessed
is about ten feet in length and two in

to

hands.

width, made

and combines

with

seasoned

birch

timber,

to a surprising degree the

two most desirable qualities of strength
und lightness, - It is simply a skeleton
framework, fastened together with lashings of dried seal-skin, and mounted on
broad, curved runners.
No iron whatever
is used in its construction, and it does not
weigh more than twenty pounds, and endures the severest shocks of rough moun-

tain travel.

The number of dogs harnessed

to this sledge varies from seven

to fifteen,

their constitutions,

according to the nature of the country
to
be traversed and the weight of the load.

Under favorable circumstances eleven dogs

will make from forty to fifty miles a day,
with a man and a load of 400
pounds.
They are harnessed to the sledge in successive couples, by a long central thong
of seal-skin, to which each individual dog
is attached by a collar and a short trace.
They are

guided

and

controlled

entirely

by the voice and by a lead-dog, who is
especially trained for the
purpose. The
driver carries no whip; but
has instead a
thick stick, about four feet in length and
two

inches in

diameter,

called

an

*‘ oers-

tel.” This is armed at one end with a lon
iron spike, and is used to check the spee
of the sledge, in descending

hills,

and

»

from

to

kuees or up-

that Horace

conveyances of

our cemeteries are untrue, and preserves
Swill your nicest canteare bankrupt.
loupes in Washington until it swims in an
unfortunate location. All the McCartys
unless

are sure to be veneered

they

liest,

undeniable cross-

and I suffered fearfully

Who Bought all the nuts and

lozenges of the ecumenical’ council?
babe of the federal

in

Paradise.

soft, cool

Ads

Why?
Their
then they took
gastric

The

parentage is the bearer

of its own two-horse lumber wagon. It
squalled when surrounded. by a dose of
idow Cliquot. Experimented on by the
populatién of repeating voters in myriads
to the defeat of nautical anchovies and tomatoes, it swelled to a forest of artichokes,

and amid the solicitnde of rosin barrels
thus inviting the Bois de Boulogne, and
accommodating the formation of cheese
factories throughout the civilized world.

two

ways,

the murder.

is wife talked and

‘walked.

It was. the supper again. Milton hada
bad digestion, because he -was always so
cross; and your Carlyle must have the
worst digestion

in

the

world,

because he

friends, there

is

no

other

way

not

Life.

J

The mere lapse of years is not life. To
eat and drink and sleep; to be exposed to
darkness and the light, to pace around thé
mull of habit.and turn the wheel of wealth;
to make reason our book-keeper, and turn

thought into an implement of trade—this is
not life. In all this, but a. poor fraction of
the consciousness of humanity is awakened,
and the sanctities still slumber which make
it most

worth

truth, lové,

while

beauty,

to

be.

goodness,

Knowledge,

faith alone

give vitality to the mechanism of existence.

‘The laugh of mirth which vibrates through
the heart; the tears which freshen the dry

wastes

within; the

childhood back; the

music

prayer

which

brings

that calls tne

future near; the doubt which makes us
meditate; the death which startles us with

its mystery ; the hardships that force us to
struggle, the anxiety that ends in trust—
these are the -nourishments of our natural
being.

+ Sieges of Paris,
5

———

:

Paris has had to withstanda considerable
number of sieges in the course of its history. Sometimes the assailants have been
successful,

but on other occasigns they have

failed. We subjoin a list of the principal
sieges :—b3 B. C. the Romans fought a successful battle outside the city, and then

en-

tered it. 463 A. D. Childric I. drove out
the Romans. 845, the Normans pillaged

and burned the city.
887, Charles the at
surrendered the city to the Normans after

standing a twelvemonth’s siege.

1358,

Dauphin, afterwards Charles V., laid

the

siege

to Paris without success, and the attempt of
Edward III. in the following year was attended with a similar result. 1420, the English troops captured the city, and held it
for sixteen

years,

notwithstanding the

tempts of Charles VII. to reduce itin
1464, the Count of Charolais

at-

1427.

attempted

its

capture, and failed. 1536, the Emperor
Charles V.of Germany likewise failed to
capture it. 1593, Paris sustained a memorable siege during the civil war,and opened
its gates to Henry IV. in -the following
year. 1814, the Allied troops occupied
Paris, and re-established the monarchy

un-

der Louis XVIII. 1815, after the battle . of
Wat$ntoo, the Allied troops again captured
the city, and occupied it for three years.

# Why

Our Art is Poor.

The Gothic cathedrals were built when
the builder and the priest and the people
were overpowered by their faith. Love
and fear laid every stone. The Madonnas
of Raphael and Titian were made to be worshiped. Tragedy was. instituted for the
like purpose, and the mirgeles of music

all

sprang out of some genuine enthusiasm,and
never

out

of dilletantéism

and

holidays.

Now they languish because their purpose is
merely exhibition,
Who cares, who kaows
what works of art our government have or-

dered to be made for the capital? They
are a mere flourish to please the eye of perand

of

In this country, at tgs time, other interests than religion and patriotism are predominant, and the arts, the daughters of

not

contain

our feet, that does

knowledge yetunworked.

form

inines

For if we could

read them rightly, all the records of the
animated past are written in the rocks and
dust of the present.
~

enthusiasm,donot flourish, The offspring of
our ruling passions we behold. Popular In-

aged

pics

was

beloved

ten

Nov.

years.

a

youth

and deeply

of

The

and

and

lamented.

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.

Laura

6, of typhoid

subject of

much promise,

fd

iv FALL TERM of this institution willopen
Aug. 23." Its courses of study are as follows: In
Female Department __Oollegiate, English, M
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical
sh
and Scientific, Commercial, Superior full
are
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for
Its
Commercial Department is one of the Most
Success.
ful in the state. Terms moderate. For full information, send for Catalogue.
;
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70,
:

this

dearly

Remarks

at the

funeral by the writer.

‘*JOoHN BRIGGS died in Corinna,

Me., Nov. 1,

aged over 80 years.
He had been a professor of
religion many years, and was a member of the
F.W.B. church in Corinna. He came home
from the market on Saturday, andin the evening went in to his son’s, a few rods off, and when
starting for home, through mistake opened the
cellar door and fell to the bottom, striking the
wall, breaking the skull and collar bone, and
producing other injuries.
A sermon at the funeral by Rev. Mr. Palmer, C. Baptist.
|

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HF

inimitable
of

the

Me., Nov.

2d, aged

63

Rev. G.8. BRADLEY, Prin,

Wis., July 21,1870.

J

THE

ORIENTAL TEA

CO.

Ave gonstantly receiving pure Teas by the latest

arrivals from

Chica and

Japan,

and

Coffee

from

Arabia, Java, and Brazil and furnish them

in , Westbrook,

years and!11

of this Institution will open

LS

with Paul: “I
Her last breath

died

TERM

.

Evansville,

MRS. HANNAH T. WAKEFIELD died in Wells,
Me., Nov. 22, aged 88 years. She indulged a
hope in Christ in youth, and was a ‘“‘peacemaker” during her long life. As she drew near the

JOHNSON

WINTER

Dec. 6, continuing 12 weeks,
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,560.
Board, $3,00,
For further particulars address the Principal,

Big. G.

JAMES

:

:

months.

~ TO THE PEOPLE

at wholesale prices, or as low as the closest retail

Our dear brother was a worthy member of the
Wess C. Elizabeth KF, W, B. church.
Thirtynine years age Bro. Johnson was baptized by
Rev. Joseph White; joined the church, and was
chosen clerk, which office he. held until death,
For many years he held the office and faithfully

buyers purchase by the chest, and supply -..

RETAIL DEALERS

richness of the gems that may be gathered
in that Golconda of literary wealth :
:
discharged the duties of deacon in the church.
We have just enough religion to make us No
man among us had‘a better record.
His
hate, not emough to make us love one family,
the church and the world have In his
another.
; death lost a true friend. Thus our brethren are
How is it possible to expect that mankind entering the rest that remains to the people of
:
2
. BEAN.
will take advice, when they will not so God.
much as take warning ?
Apollo was held the god of physic and
Academies, &c.
\
sender of_diseases. Bolh. were originally

as low as wholesale Grocers or Tea dealers purchase
by the invoice, which makes a saving to consumers

the same trade, and still continue.

on

every day, ensures the absolute freshness of all we
sell,
It you have had difficulty in getting good tea and

Sec-

coffee, or have found the price unreasonable, and are
disposed to have the best in the market at a moder-

ladies

spend

their

time in making nets, not in making cages.
The latter part of a wise man’s life is
taken up in curing the follies, prejudices,
and false opinions, he had codtracted in the
former.
Would a writer know how to behave
himself with relationto posterity,

let

HILLSDALE

Obituaries.

retary.

LAPHAM
for both sexes.

;

HE

Nov.

28, 1870.

them

do not

with cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.

Brevity is specially important.

Not more than a
any

single

DEA. ALFRED FIRMAN died in Burlington
Flats, N. Y., Oct. 18, aged 58 years.
He was
born in Burlington, N. Y. At the age of 22 he
experienced religion and wis
baptized, by Elder
Robert Hunt, uniting with {the
.: Baptist
church of Exeter, where he remain&d
a good and
zealous worker in the vineyard of his Master
for twenty-four years, when he removed to
Burlington Flats and united with the church in
this place. He was soon chosen Deacon, which
office he held till God called him to receive
higher honors at the throne
of his majesty
above. He loved the place of prayer, and never

was absent when his health and
family permitted him to be present.

that of his
The society

and converse of Christians were dear to him, but

it was in his own family

circle

that

his

graces

were most exercised and most confessed. His
piety was in a peculiar sense a home piety. He
ready to contribute ef his substance
was always
for the advancement of religious and charitable
aims. Rarely has a piety so undemonstrative,

yet

so

sincere

and

effective,

For

blessed

those

who were witnesses of it. His end was calm
He cheerfully resigned his
and full of hope.
earthly home and its dear inmates, and commitHis pastor
ted his soul to the care of God.
mourns a faithful and true helper, the church an
earnest and consecrated member, and his family
a loved and honored husband and father.

G. H. CHAPPELL.

wll

to the

LYNDON
LICAL
ILL

W

open

Vermont,

LITERARY AND
INSTITUTION

its

First

Term

at

orn

Wipow EL1zABETH B. COTTON, sister ‘of the
above, died at the residence of her son, in Gilmanton, Oct. 10, aged 79 years and 7 months.
She had left her home in Deerfield, to visit
friends in &., ex»ecling to return; but God,
through sudden death, called her to her heavenly
home.
Sister C. early united with the F. B.
church in D., but afterwards removed her membership to the F, W. B. church in Gilmanton
I.W.
She leaves children, and one sister, who
mourn her departure.
;
2
LEVI SANDERS died in Gilmanton,Oct. 29,aged
60 years.
Some'years since, be found Christ,but
neglect of duty impeded his Christian progress
and deprived him of much Er ygy ment,
During a
long illness, he often regrettc®
his misspent life
and earnestly repented, finding sweet peace and
pardon.
He died in the hope of a glorious immortality.
May the blessings of heaven: attend
the afflicted widow, children and other Jfslauyes,
ANN C. Evaxs died in Postville, N. Y., Aug.
29, of cancer in the breast, aged 53 years and 27
She was born in Junius, N. Y.; experi:
days.
enced religion, and .was baptized by her husband in Burns. N. Y.; had been a member of the
Fabius and Warsaw EF. W. B. churches; was a
reat sufferer for nearly two years.
Last winter
fnd spring she was under treatment
for ten
weeks, at Angelica, at which time Bro. Evans
labored to acceptance in the ministry,
as was
noticed in the Star; returned to her home April
11, and entertained strong hopes of recovery till
near the close of life. She said to me she had
always desired to accumulate of this world’s
goods, and had lost much religious enjoyment by
neglect of personal duty and sympathy
with her
husband in his ministerial work.
This she deeply regretted.and expressed the fullest confidence
in his integrity as a Christian, - Her repentance
was bitter, yet apparently true, and the end was
peaceful. . Sermon by the writer, Aug. 31, from
1 Cor. 15: 44: ** It is sown a natural body; it is
raised a spiritual body,”
D. W. MCKOON.

NicuoMas G. SmrTH, of Boston, died

at

An-

dover, Mass,, Nov. 18th, aged 26 years and b
months,
He leaves a wife and infant daughter,
besides numerous other friends, who mourn his
early departure tothe spirit land.
Funeral services were attended at Andover by Prof. Taylor,
and at Mt, Auburn (where the remains were _interred) by Rev. Mr. White, of Boston.
J.
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Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14, 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ekds July 6, 1871.

The Institution will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal,
Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM

M. PEARL,

Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far she bes
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causing injury to any of them. The most complete success
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
is now offered to the general public with the convietion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
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Abbie Mabry, Primary Department.
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of thoroughly drilling those
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assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
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A new and charming serial story by the world famous authoress of ** UNCLE
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‘Tt is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.

HE WINTER TERM will commence Nov, 14, 1870,
The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assistants—will continue theireonnection with the School next term, and the
public maybe assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period of its history.
’
For further information, rooms, &c¢., apply early to
REV. A. B,MESERVEY, Principal. ;/
<
E.C.LEWIS, See.
New Hampton, N. H., Oct. 18th, 1870.
i

THE WINTER TERM

Box

18 1870,
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Northwood,

over taxes

or excites the nervous system, In all diseases of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chil.
dren, andin many difficulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and mo Jerson

Dec-

Preceptress.

Special attention given to those fitting
and to those preparing to teach.

Dra. RiciARD B. Foss died Oct. 771870, aged
87 yeurs.
He wa<born
in Barrington, N. H.,
June 16, 1793; experienced
religion and joined
the F. Baptist church in 1818; removed
to
Charleston, Me,, in 1830, and joined the F. B.
church of that place, of which he was the worthy
and beloved deacon for some twenty of the last
years of hiy'life,
In him were happily combined those qualities that emipently adorned
his
Christian character, and
de him respected
and beloved by all who knew him.
His end
wus triamphant’ In 1814, he was married to
Miss Sarah Foss, of B., who still survives, a
most estimable Christian woman, patiently wait=
ing the‘call to join the companion of her youth in
heaven.
hi
| J. JOHNSON.

Country

BIB.

36

She left vue sisters and

Grocer,

on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for

the Academical year 1870-71.
ov.

on the

WANTED.

a druggist,

RIENTAL

}

Principal, C, A. Mooers,
Waterbury Center, Vt,, 1870.

THE

advance

our popular prices—to whom we offer liberal terms,
For
full particulars, terms and price list, address

commence

apply

want

Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

MARY SMITH died in Concord, July 5, 1869,
aged 69 years.
Sister 8. indulged a hope in
Jesus while in youth, and united with the Cong.
church at Gilmanton Corner, where she remainto mourn their loss.

ACENTS
We

SEMINARY.

particulars

small

some other trader in every town and village in the
United States, to act as our special agent acd sell
our standard goods to customers in their locality, at

3

TERM

a

try a package.
Every pound of tea and coflee we sell is fully warrantel to be satisfactory in every respect, and may
be returned at our expense if not found so, and the

G. H. RICKER, Principal.

MOUNTAIN

at

ate cost, call or send to us or any of our Agents, and

Sec.

:

WINTER

them

money will be refunded.

North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

~GREEN

sell

Every
pound of coffee we sell or ever sold is roasted by us in our own establishment by the most approved machivery,
which, being run
constantly

INSTITUTE.

:

and

actual
‘post of importation, which a large capital a
strictly»cash system, both in buying and selling,
and a constantly increasing business enables us to do.

HE WINTER TERM will commence on MONDAY, Nov. 14, 1370. Complete eourses of study

NORTHWOOD

ries published in the Morning Star, who

coffees,

3ws3

ANNIE

accompany

L.P. REYNOLDS,

Pres.

The Winter Term will commence Tuesday,
6 and continue 13 weeks.
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principa

Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obitua
patronize it, must

en

Tuesday, December 6th, 1870.
.
Catalogues will be sent qn application te ‘the
JAMES CALDER,

of about one-third the usual cost. :
Our design from the first has been, not to see at
how low a’ price we can offer poor or adulterated
goods, but to select, at all times only pure, strong
fragrant and delicious teas, amd full, well ripened

COLLEGE.

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will

him

consider in old books what je finds that , he
is glad to know; and what omission he
most lameets.
Whatever the poets pictured, itis plain
that they give immortality to none but themselves; it is Homer and Virgil we revere
and admire, not Achillps or Aneasqy
With
historians it is quit§
the contrary; our
thoughts are taken up with the actions,
persons, and events we read, and we little
regard the authors.

other relatives

galleries. “But in Greece the Demos of
Athens divided into political factions apon
the merits of Paidias.

its

the writings of the original

wit, Dean Swift, are but specimens

ed a member till death.

There is not-a mote that dances in the
sunbeam, not a particle of dust that we
under

|

The following gphoristical extracts from

to be

turned out of Paradise by a fiery, two-handed,burning sword.
— Trollope.

fever,

Bro.

‘

of Joel M.

was spent in praising the Lord,
:
il
8. C. KIMBALL.

Swift.

never says any good of amything. Ah! to singlesquare can well be afforded to
digest is to be happy. Believe me, my ‘obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

gons who have associations with books

within

Sayings, of Bean

was indi-

gestion. There came a great indigestion
upon the ‘earth because the cooks were
bad: and they called ita deluge. Ah! I
thank God there are to be more deluges—
all the evil comes from this. Macbeth
could not sleep.
It was the supper, not

2

Washington, in which

gayest

very

gentle,

destroyed their

sword, which turned

he urged New York city as an eligible site
for the structure. The ZTimes gives the
body of the letter as follows, first premising that it is a little difficult to decipher: —
It is not possible that I ever stole them
again. As pudding is a reproach to conic

tread heedlessly

stop the dogs when they leave the road, as
they frequently do, in pursuit of reindeer
and foxes. The spiked end is then thrus,

down in front of one of the

capitol

by

juices; and then they were expelled from
Paradise by an angel with a flaming
sword.
The angel
with
the flaming

was invited ata high figure to embark in
the tea-chest lettering business by reason
of his way of using the pen, we are used
to, and have.long ago got through laughing over. But the Cincignati Times outHerods Herod in its story of Greeley's
chirography. It says that the distinguished philosopher recently wrote a letter regarding the proposed removal of the na-

cut saws.

It is to be

od

wsserts

ever

liverties—ate bad fruits, things they could
not digest.
They what we call ruined

‘Greeley’s
Penmanship.
>

sections, the

touched

and Eve were in Parad
digestion was good.
Ah,

The story of the carpenter who tried all
one snmmer to build a barn for Horace
Greeley, and used the letter mailed him by
mistake from the Tribune office, thinking
it some new-fangled p'nn—that yarn, and

tional

be

with sweet dreams,

LAURA A., daughter

Davis, died in Dexter, Me.,

close of life, she felt to exclaim
am now ready to
be offered.”

'

happy is because young

What a blessing

sweet sotinds, to sleep

of Carlyle,

whica

as I do not

ways shining, and the shade always ready
for you.
Itisto be met with smiles, and
to be graeted with ‘kisses.
It is to hear

This delicate allusion to the

the other one,

labors

is digestion!
To digest! Do you know
what it means? It is to have the sun al-

suicide of pigsso astonished the respectable representative of the numerous family
of the Joneses that he said nothing more
Shou Chartism that night.—Harper's MagSine.
:
Fo

certain

Nevertheless,

Ah, talk of blessings!

‘ry gathering, a lady, famous for her * mus-

for

myself to

breast of man; they are ag indigehous in
Massachusetts as in Tuscany or the Isles of
Greece.” And that Eternal Spirit whose
triple face they are, molds from them forever, for his Ruta ote) child, images to remind him of the Infinite and Fair.—Emer-

to

Digestion and Paradise.

apprecia-

ov

me

are
the

When a true genius appears in the
world you may know him by this sign, that
them half of each day, he is in danger of the dunces are all in confederacy against
being regarded as a loafer; but if he spends him. Complaint is the largest tribute Heavhis whole day as a speculator, shearing off
those woods and making earth bald before en receives, and the sincerest part of our
her time, he is esteemed an industrious and devotion.
The stoical scheme of supplying our
enterprising citizen. As if a town had no
interest in its forests but to cut them down : wants by lopping off our desires, is like
cutting off our feet when we want shoes.
— Thoreau.
.
The reason why so few marringes are

lin theology,” was bewailing the wickedness ot the Jews in not receiving our SavSeneral Jackson, in pursuance of Marcy
rine ple,led
at 11st to the utter overthrow of iour, and ended her diatribe by expressDemocratic en
not ing regret that he had not appeared in
know that there is no advice to the Republi- our own time. ‘‘How delighted,” said
can party so contemptible as that it should she, * we should all be to throw our doors
open to. him, and listen to his divine preimitate the methods of its opponents?
The fatal power and tendency of the cepts! Don't you think so, Mr. Carlyle?”
The sturdy philosopher, thus appealed
present civil service system are now apparent. It constrains a Président to sacri- to, said, in his broad Scotch,‘ No, madam,
fie the better men in his own party. That I don’t. Ithink that, had he come very
sacrifice is necessarily attended by the dis- fashionably dressed, with plenty of money,
approval of the best sentiment of the party. and preaching doctrines palatable to the
It tends to destroy that harmony and confi- higher orders, I might have had the honor
dence which are indispensable to party suc- of receiving from you a card of invitation
cess. The Administration, whose purity of on the back of which would be written,
purpose we do not doubt, should reflect «To meet our Saviour ;’ but ifhe had come
that the political apathy of so many of the uttering his sublime precepts, and debest men, of thousands and thousands of nouncing the Pharisees, and ' associating
.such men throughout the country, arises with the Publicans and lower orders, as
from the feeling that one party is as bad as he did, you would have treated him much
another. Ii is a feeling that we deprecate as the Jews did, and have cried out, * Take
:
and do not share, but the reason of which is -him to Newgate and hang him!”
On another occasion, when Ernest
Jones,
mainly the apparent inability or reluctance
of the Republican Administration fo cope a well-known Chartist leader, was haranguwith this terrible evil. Meanwhile, the bet- ing, in his violent manner, against the
ter portion of the Democratic party feel that established authorities, Carlyle shook his
they are justified in not leaving their old head, and told him that, ** had the Chartist
camp lines when the practice of the oppo- leaders been living in the days of Chriss,
he would have sent the unclean spirits into
«sition. seems to be little better,
them, instead of into the swine of Gergegenes, and so we should have happily got
Dog Teams in Siberia.
The winter travel of the Kamtchadals is
accomplished entirely upon dog-sledges,
and in no other pursuit of their lives do
they spend more time, and exhibit their
native skill and ingenuity to better. advan-

to devote

me as an idler.

The curious and ‘* troublesome ” style of
Carlyle is said to be quite in contrast with
bir tmple, straightforward way of talking.
atred of sham is one of his notable characteristics, One evening at a small litera-

rid of them.”

he wishes

need the police of meaningless labor to regulate me, and do not see anything absolutely praiseworthy in this fellow’s undertaking
any more than in many an enterprise of our
own: or foreign governments,
however
amusing it may be to him or them, I prefer
to finish my education at a different school.
If a man walk in the woods for love of

tion he possessed of political gambling—an
SDpreciation which could only have been
gained by practiced experience.

Anecdotes

and

age.
For beauty, truth and goodness
not obsolete; they spring eternal in

S0N.

which yield more real profit, though but little money, they may be inclined to look on

unsealed,

how nice an

aye, ta lite

spend three weeks digging there with him.
The result will be that he will perhaps
get some more money to hoard and leive
for his heirs to spend foolishly. If I do
this, most will commend me as an industtious and hard working man; but if I

but his exclamation when he was nabbed
in his bed by Louis "Napoleon, Ma foi!

not to

more op-

incessant business.

him out of mischief,

and the accessit.
Well if all his tricks had
been as innocent
and justifiable as this one;

serve, the government.
:
“Yes, it is a very bad system, but you
can’t do anything about it.” Not half as
bad as slavery, and a great deal has been
done about that. There never was an evil
yet which was removed by saying that
nothing could be done about it. It is by
doing that the world warps ahead. If absolute venality
and corruption are inseparable from politics, then the sooner decent
men withdraw from them the sooner the
will do their duty. But who believes su
folly? Who does not know that the vefy
system which was finally established
By

stitutions, the school, the reading-room, the
telegraph, the post-office, the exchange, the
insurance company, and the immense harvest of economical inventions are the fruit
of the equality and the boundless liberty of
‘lucrative callings. These are superficial
wants; and their Bruits are the superficial
institutions. But as far as they accelerate
the end of political freedom and national
education, they are preparing the soil of
man fot fairer flowers and fruits in another

There is a corto and boisterous moneymaking fellow in the outskirts of our town
who is going to build a bank-wall under the
hill along the edge of his meadow. ‘The
powers have put this into his head to keep

and great was the consternation of the academieians when it was found to be that of
Thiers himself. He had indulged in the
malicious pleasure of mystifying the learned
gentlemen by treating the subject in a new
point of view, causing the composition to
be copied in a strange hand, sending it on
a journey from Aix to Paris and from Paris
to Aix, and thus obtaining both the prize

beyond,

crime,

posed to poetry, to philosophy,

with splendid success. When eighteen
years old he went to Aix to attend the lectures of the faculty of law in that town.
There he began to play the.role ofa partyleader among his comrades, haranguing
vehemently against the restoration of the
Bourbons and in favor of the Bonapartism,
which his veteran eloquence has since so
earnestly denounced. One, of his tricks at
that period is evidence of how decidedly
the child is father of the man; for very
tricky indeed has been the Mirabeaumouche, as he was once branded by a distinguished woman.
A prize had been
offered for the best eulogium on Vauvenargens by the Academy of Aix, a good and
peaceful academy, which, to make use of

of the Parisian

re

there is nothing, not even

studies

however, to the paper presented by Thiers
the humble favor of an accessit, . The name

is faithful

every man's interest is to cheas, and

NY

and

the judges hastened to crown it, according,

whom the
didn’t go
noy attend
pay politi-

desk

very

bin, put off their decision to the following
year. At the appointed time the manuscript of Thiers made its reappearance, but
in the interim a production had come from
Paris which eclipsed all its competitors,and

“1 could n’t starve, so Ipaid
assessment to save my bread and butter, as I
~ would give my purse to a robber to save
my life.”

sledge

gus, rather than award it to the little

cal, tax, nor subscribe ° voluntarily,’ and
‘here Iam!”
Smith, at the next dedk, says,

J

promptly

—

It is nothing but work, work, work. I
can not easily buy a blank-book to write
thoughts in; they are commonly ruled for
dollars and cents. An Irishman, seeing me
making a minute in the fields, took it for
granted that I was calculating my wages.
fa man was tossed out of a window when
an infant and so made a cripple for life, or
scared out of his wits by the Indians, if is
regretted chiefly because he was thus incapacitated for—business!
I think that

from being talked about. Thiers determined to win the prize, and sent in his
manuscript. It was deemed pre-eminent,
but unluckily the name of the author was
either divined or betrayed, and as there
was no other candidate who deserved the
palm, the worthy members of the Areopa-

and says that he can not honestly afford to
pay, and declines. Young Jones is consequently removed ; and if he inquires why,
is told- that there are twenty gentlemen,
just as good party men and just as capable
clerks as he, who would gladly pay twice
the amount of the ‘‘ voluntary” subscription which he declined. If there is one
‘who would pay ten times as much, the office is sold to him.

is a

Voltaire’s witticism, had always succeeded,
like am honest woman, in keeping itself

gov-

ofthe

ernment are really for sale. A subscription-paper, for instance, is passed through
a department—Secretary
Cox's or any other. The clerks are told that it is ‘* voluntary.” Young Jones, who has a salary of a
thousand dollars and a

It

He was born in Marseilles on the 16th

topic, from which we make this extract :

The

driver.

Thiers.

«done by keeping
his place.
Harper's
Weekly devotes a leader to this important

ence the election.

by the

powerful lever, and, when skillfully: used,

. | ——
i —

It is possible that Sec. Cai

“All Work and no Play.”

rights of the runners, and drags in that position through the snow, the upper end

3997

14, 1870.

——

rofitable,
PLEASANT,
To occupy your whole or gpare time?
Ii so, Address, stating what paper yon saw this im, J. N.
RICHARDSON & CO., BOSTON, Mass,
8t42

At and Near

Eome,

HOUSEHOLD
MACAZINE
contains in evéry number one complete
prize story valued at $100, Forty pages
of other matter, Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers at
10 cts, per copy. Splendid Premiums,
$500 cash to be
awarded for prize clubs, Specimen copy free, Address
8, 8. WOOD, Newburgh, N. Y.
1
1y42
Walid

IN

‘BRISTOL SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.
$25,00.
This is a First-class Machine,

has the Underfeed,

meukes the Lock Stich, and {of family use
ed equal to any $60 Machine, AGENTS
Address,
bi

ia warantWANTED.

J. W. Bristol, 131 Pear] st., Boston Mass,

VINEGAR.

ont using drugs.

from

Cider, Wine, Mo

lasses or Sorgham,

How

in 10 hours with

For

made

oircular

F¥inegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct,

address F. I. Sage
1y63

On Saturday, Congress was not in session.

MISCELLANEOUS.

“on

serious
strike is in progress
among the
bin cogl-miners.
Two men in Utah, charged with rape, were
. shot by their guards while attempting to escape.
Bo

The crew of the lost steamship Mariposa
been picked up.

have

Gen. Jourdan,
late Commander-in-Chief of
the Cuban patriots, is held in $10,000 bail for
trial next February on a charge of violating
the Neutrality law.
A woman and her three children have been
murdered in California.
ale
Gen. Logan has introduced a dill abolishing the
rank of admiral, and providing that the rank of
vice-admiral shall ceaseras soon as a vacancy occurs,
The President’s message has stirred up the
Canadians a good deal, and the Toronto papers
are almost defiant in their defense of the ‘posi-

tion of the Dominion

government

on

the

fish-

eries question.
There are breaks in each of the Atlantic Cables,
and all efforts to repair them have thus far proved
only
partially
successful.
An
immense
amount of dispatchesihas accumulated at either
end, and to prevent ‘their future. increase, afier
the 12th inst., the tariff on all messages between
New York and Great Britain and France will be
for a message not exceeding 10 words $15 in gold
and for each additional word, $1 50. Messages
for the press, in plain language, conveying gene-

ral and. political

news

for publication; will be

forwarded at one half the above rates. All messages will be limited in length to fifty words.

<2 FOREIGN.
The Prussians captured
prisoners at Orleans.

80 cannon and 10,000

Telegraphie’ communication

has

been

cut

off

between Havre pnd the interior of France;
> De Paladine®’ retreat has drawn on his head
the denunciations of the people and the government, and there is talk of court-martialing him.”
The Bavarian King
asks King William
accept the title of Emperor of Germany.

to

A strong party is reported as existing in the
Mexican State of Sonora, actively working in

behalf of annexation to the United States.

THi8

region borders on our Territory of Arizona.
Turkey has consented to send a representative to the conference on the Black Sea, on condition that the discussion is limited to that topic.
Gortschakoff has notified Von Beust that the
latter is one of the gonditions of the conference.
In London the feeling of insecurity has almost

entirely vanished.

,

Gereral
Cialdini
will undoubtedly
be the
Italian minister in Madrid.
Aosta has formally

accepted the throne of Spain.

Bey

The last detachment of British troops has left
Montreal, and

ated.

The

Quebec,

Canadian

also, is soon to be evacu-

papers

say

that with the

form of English government will go the reality,
and the provinces will befome pratieally independent.
:
A special despatch to the New York Herald
says the chances of the restoration of Napoleon

are steadily increasing.
King William has consented to assume the
title of Emperor of Germany, and there is great
:
rejoiceing in Prussia thereat.

Mr. Gladstone promises that England will
make provision for affording protection to the

Pope.

The Duke of Aosta will set out for Spain

where

received with the warmest expressions of

The deputation is every-

about New ¥ear’s,

welcome.
The

news

od
from

only confirms

St. Petersburg

the idea that Russia will insist upon the recognition of her demands.

The

people

their support of the government.

are firm

in

Turkey is also

preparing herself, that she may not be taken una‘wares.

/

On Thursday there was considerable

fighting

at Meung, in which the Prussians had slightly
‘the advantage. Ducrot, in a proclamation to his

troops, acknowledges the failure of his'attempt to
escape from Paris, The army of the Loire has
corps, one of which is
been divided into

under the
der that of

command of Bourbaki, the other unThe Tours government
Chauzey.

The rumors of a restos

has gone to

have been renewed, and
rationof Napoleon
Nap
is quite excited. There was an, anti-war
. London
of & serious naturein Berlin, Friday.
riot
A committee

Hug

has

been

formed

in London,

for the purpose of

unfriendly way.

Vessels have

seized without notice or warning,

in viola-

tion of the custom previously prevailing, and
have been taken into the colonial parts, their
Yoyagey

ed.

broken up,

and

the

vessels

condemn-

There is reason to believe that this unfriendly
and vexatious treatment was designed to bear

harshly upon the hardy fishermen of the United
States, with a view to political effect upon this

Government.
The statutes of the Dominion Jof
Soon after the existiag war broke outin Europe, the protection of the United States Minis- _ Canada assume a still broader, more untenable
jurisdiction
over
the vessels of the United States.
ter in Paris was invoked in favor of the North
Germans
domiciled in French
territory.
In- They authorize officers or persons to bring vessels hovering within three marine miles of any of
structions were issuedto grant the protection.
coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors, of Canada,
inThis has been followed by an extension of Amer- “tothe port;
to search the cargo; to examine the masican “protection to citizens of Saxony.
Hesse
ter
on
oath
touching
the
cargo
and
voyage,
and
to
and Saxe Coburg, Gotha, Colombia, Portugal,
inflict upon him a heavy pecuniary penalty if true
Uruguay, the Dominican
Republic,
Ecuador,
answers are not given. And if such a vessel is
Chili, Paraguay, and Venezuela, in Paris.
The
found *‘ preparing to fish” within three marine
charge was an onerous one, requiring constant
miles of any such coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors,
and severe labor, as well as the exercise of pa- without a license, or after the expiration of the
tience, prudence, and good judgment.
It has
period named in the last license granted to it,
been
performed to the entire
satisfaction of they provide that the vessel,with her tackle, &ec.,
the Government, and, as I am officially informshall be forfeited.
It is not known that any coned, equally to the satisfaction of the Governdemnations have been made under this statute.
ment of North Germany.
;
Should the authorities of Canada attempt to enAs soon as I learned that a Republic had been force it, it will become my duty to take such
proclaimed at Paris, and that the
people of steps as may be necessary to protect the rights of
France had acquiesced in the change, the Minthe citizens of th'e United States.
ister of the United
States was
directed
by
It has been claimed by ‘Her Majesty’s officials
telegraph to recognize it and tender my congratulations and those of the people of the United . that the fishing vessels of the United States have
no right to enter the open ports of the British
States.
The
re-establishment
in France of a
Possessions in North America, except for the
system of government,
disconnected with the
dynastic traditions of Europe, appeared to be a purpose of shelter and*repairing damages, for
purchasing wood and obtaining water; that they
proper subject for the felicitations of Ameri
have no right to enter at the British Cuétom
cans.
Houses, or to trade there except for the pugghase
FINANCES.
of wood and water; and that they must
depart
within24 hours after notice to leave.
It is not
The estimates of the expenses of the Governknown that any seizure of a fishing vessel carryment for the next fiscal year are $18.244,346.91
ing the flag of the United States has been made
less than for the current one, but exceeding the
underghis claim. So far as the claim is founded
appropriations for the present year for the same
on
an alleged construction of the convention of
items, $8,972.127 56. In this estimate, however,
1818, it can not be acquiesced in by the United
is included $22,338,278.37 for public works hereStates.
It is hoped that it will not be insisted on
tofore begun under
Congressional
providing,
by Her Majesty’s Government.
:
and of which only so much is asked as Congress
Anticipating
that an attempt may possibly be
may choose to. give. The appropriation for the
made
by
the
Canadian
authorities,
in
the
coming
same works for the present fiscal year was $11season, to repeat their unneighborly acts towards
984,518.08.
;

our fishermen, I recommend you to confer upon

REVENUE

REFORM.

The taxes collected from the people have been
reduced more than $80,000,000 per annum.
By
steadiness in our present course, there is no
reason why in a few short years the national
tax-gatherer
may not disappear from the door
of the citizen almost entirely.
With the revenue stamps dispensed by postmasters in every
community, a tax upon liquors of all sorts and
tobaccoin all its forms, and by a wise adjustment of the tariff, which will put
a duty only
upon those articles *which we e¢ould dispense
with, known as luxuries, and on those which
we use
more of than we produce, - revenue
enough may be raised, after a few years of peace
and
consequent
reduction of indebtedness to
fulfill all our obligations,
A further reduction of
expenses, in addition to a reduction of interest
account, may be relied on to mdke this practicable.
** Revenue
reform,” if it means
this,
has my hearty support.
If it implies a collection of all the revenue for the support of the
Government, for the payment of the principal
and interést of the’ public debt, pensions, &ec.,
by directly taxing the people, then I am against
Revenue reform, and confidently believe the peo-

ple are with

me.

vide the necessary
of

the

If it means

failure

to

pro-

means to defray ail expenses

Government,

and

thereby

repudiation

of the public debt and pensions, then I am still
more opposed to such kind of revenue reform.
Revenue reform has not been defined by any
of its advocates to my knowledge, but
seems
to be accepted as something which is to supply
every

man’s

wants,

without

any

cost or effort

on his part.
A true revenue reform can not be
made in a day, but must be the work of national legislation and of time.
AS soon as the revenue can be dispensed with, all duty should be
removed

from

coffee,

tea, and

other

articles of

universal use not produced by ourselves.
The
necessities of the country compel us to collect
revenue from our imports.
An army of Assessors and Collectors is not a pleasant sight to
the citizen; but that, or a tarifi for revenue, is
necessary.
Such
a tariff, so far as it acts as an
encouragement to home products, affords employment to labor at living wages, in contrast to the
pauper labor of the Old World, and also in the
development of home resources.
rs

fo

REFORM.

the Executive the power to suspend, by Proclamation, the operation of the laws authorizing the
transit of goods, wares, and merchandise,
in
bond, across the territory of the United States to
Canada; and further, should such an extreme
mexsure become necessary, to suspend the operation of any laws whereby the vessels of the Dominion of Canada are permitted to enter the waters of the United States.
:
SAN

DOMINGO.

During the last session of Congress, a treaty for
the anpexation of the Republic of San Domingo
to the United States failed to receive the requis.
site two-thirds vole of the Senate.
I was then
thoroughly convinced that the best interests of
this country, commercially and materially, demanded its ratification. Time has only confirmed me in this view.
I now tirmly believe that,
the moment it is known that the United States
have entirely abandoned the project of accepting
as a part of its territory the Island of San Domin£0, a free port will be negotiated for by European
nations.
?
In the Bay of Samana, a large commercial city
will spring up, to which we shall be tributary,
without receiving corresponding benefits, and
then will be seen the folly of rejecting so great a
prize.

It is hoped a time is at hand when every

Woni-

an will be trained to some employment by which
she can secure to herselfan independent home
and means to support a family in case) she does
not marry, or is left a widow, with
Werself and
family to support.

Virtues

0}

of Borax.

Its possession by the United States will in a few

years build up a coast-wise commerce of immense
magnitude, which will go far toward restoring to
us our lost merchant marine.
It will give to us
articles which we greatly consume and do not
produce, thus equalizing our exports and imports

yet discovered.

One-half

pound,

cesting

but

fifty cents, has completely cleared a large house,
formerly swarming with them, so that the appearance” of one in a month is quite a novel ty.
The various exterminating powders'puffed and
advertised have been found not fully effective,
tending rather to make the roaches crazy than
to kill them. There’ is something peculiar either
in the smell or touch of borax which is certain
death to them. They will flee in terror from it,
and never come- again where it has once been
placed. It is also a great advantage that borax is
perfectly harmless to human beings; hence mo
danger from poisoning.
Itis also valuable for
laundry purposes. The washer-women of Holland
and Belgium, so-proverbially clean, and who get
up their linen so beautifully white, use refined
borax as washing-powder, instead of soda, in
the - proportion of a large
handful of borax
powder to ten gallons of water.
They save soap
nearly one-half. All the large washing establishments adopt the same mode.
Borax being a
neutral salt, does not in the slightest degree
injure the texture of linen.
Its effect is to soften
the hardest water, and therefore it should be

kept on the toilet table. As a way of cleansing’
the head, nothing is better than a solution of borax in water. It leaves the scalp in a moist,cleanly
condition, and the hair is just sufficiently stiffened to retain its place. This stiffuess, however,
can be readily removed, if objectionable,
by
washing with water.
Borax is also an excellent
dentifrice; dissolved in water, it is one of the
best tooth-washes.
In hot countries it is used
in combination with tartaric acid and bicarbonate of soda as a cooling beverage,

Great Britain growing out of the course

In conclusion, I would sum up the policy of the
Administration to be a thorough enforcement of
every law ; a faithful collection of the tuxes provided for; economy in the disbursement of the
same ; a prompt payment of every debt of the nation; a reduction of taxes as rapidly as the re-

adopted

by thut Government during the
Cabinet of London, so far us its(view
expressed, does not appear
concede that Her Majesty's
guilty of negligence, or did, or pexmitted, any

nts of the country wil} permit; reduction
xation and tariff to be so arranged as to af-

act during the war for which the Ukited States
bas just cause of complaint, I therefyre recommend to Congress to authorize the appointment
of a commssion to take proof of the \amounts
und the ownership
of the ¢lsims on
100
the representative of Her Mujesty at Was
ton, and

that withority

be given

rd the greatest relief to the reat esl numbers ;

onest and fair dealings with all other people, to

for the settle~

ment of these claims by the United States, so
that the Government shall have the ownership
of the private claimsas Well us the responsible
control of all the demands against Great Britain

~~

the end that war, with all its blighting- consequences, may be avoided, but without surrendering any right or obligation due to us; a reform
in the treatment of the Indians, and in the whole
civil service of the country ;iand finally in secur-.
e¥ery
ballot, where
ing a pure, untrammeled

man entitled to cast a vote may do so Just once at
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than

German

time
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is more

He is
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OR BAZAR), THE
MONTHLY, THE

Qreekiy);

AGE

GALAXY, OLD AND
or,

OUNG FOLKS,

NEW,

or APPLETON’S

for $8.50, THE LIVING

Address as aboye.

JOURNAL

and

OUR-

1150

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,just revised by order

of the General Conference, can

now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Or-

ders are solicited.
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Daisy Seymour,
Torch Bearers,
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dressed beef,
WORKING OXEN—$125 to $240 per pair, or accord
ng to their value as Beef.
Handy Steers. $70 to $125

11.CH COWS—#30 to $60; extra good, $65°to $1.00

with or without calves
as may be agreed jifarrow
and ordmary, $20 to 850.
STORES—Yedrling $12 to $;20 two year old, $20 to
40; three years old, $00 to $00
FAT HOGS—9 to 9%¢.
SHOTES—Wholesale,
9to 1 le; retail 10 to 12%ec.
HiIpES—Brighton 8to 8x%¢;
Country lots, 7} to 8¢
TALLOW— " Tto
, Conntry lots 63 to 7c.
PrLTs—with
wool $,87 to $1,00 each; country lot
75 ca $125,
CALF SKINS—16al8c.

AND

STOCKS.
Dec. 7,1870.
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BRINGING IN SHEAVES,

2t49

$500 REWARD

For a case of Catarrh that Demeritt’s North Ameri
can Catarrh Remedy cannot cure,
Price per pack
age $1.25, (two bottles.)
For sale by all Druggists.

CARRUTHERS
120 Hanover Street, Boston.

& DEMERITT,

THE

Semd

Uniform

§, 8

Lesson

Series.

A circular with specimen pages and full desoription sent free to any address. Or, a complete set of
the series, in ali the grades, sent post-paid, on receipt
:

of $1.50,

Notice

as

vs a Graded

kat this

well as a Uniforin series.

NEW YORK.

EDUCATIONAL

UNION.”

ESTABLISHED 1857.
Teachers Wanted to supply vacancies in PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES and
FEMALE SEMINARIES, in

the different

States.

Send

for MUTUAL

PLAN

for

receiving reports of vacancies and introducing Teachthe best Spr

unities for appointments,

PER WEEK easily made by Agents, Address
Jaen MANUFACTUR’G Co., Cromwell, Conn,

SOMETHING NEW!
THE WORK
ENTITLED

The Sacred

CHOOL
~CHOOL

as been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout.
It hasa large number of selected and choice

Tunes as well as any

of our

compact in form, can

and

. REV, ALFRED TAYLOR, Editor.
Pride $150 a year, in advance, Liberal reduction
to Clubs. To
ni ters only $1 a year, in advance.
‘“ Handy Helps for the Scholar,” Delightful lesson
leaves on the two great yopular series, the National
and the Berean, Only 75 cents a hundred.
THE SUN DAY SENDOL WORKMAN is issued Every
Week.
i
71 Broadway, New York.
Send stamps for specimen copies,
1m50
A DAY MADE AT HOME! 40 entirely
new articles for Agents
Samples sent free,
address, H, B, SHA W, Alfred, Me.
Sm37

best

Hymns.

Itis

be easily carried in the pocket,

1s well adapted to use in social meetings.

Price

|

per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
vz. $3,84.
Postage
[extra] on one
copy, 8 cents;
on a dozen, 65 cents.
Price
per single book
when bound in thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents ;
per doz. $2.83.
Postage [extra] on a single copy, 4
cents; on a dozen, 48 cents.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
DovER, N. H.

Persistent,
;

Judicious,j Advertising,

MUST TELL!?

SHARP

& THAIN,
GENERAL

ADVERTISING
AGENTS,

.

Rooms 6 and 7 Farwell Hall, Ohicago:
_ a

Advertisements

inserted

in

all

the

w

leading

Newspapers of the country, at Publishers’

Lowest

Rates,

Iw 50

0UGH, COLD gr SORE THROAT
P+.
ty,

Requires immediate attention, as
meglectoften results in an incurable

i155

Lung Disease.

ie

447
BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
will most invariably give: instant re-

lief.

For

BRONCHITIS,

ASTHMA,

CATARRH, consumptive and THROAT DISEASES,
they have a soothing effect.
.
.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the voice.
:

* Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are of-

fered,which are good for nothing. Be sure to OBTAIN
the true
BROWN'S
BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
SOLD EVERYWHERE,
6mb0

VICK'S

FLORAL GIDE
For

1=71.

THE FIrsT EDITION OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY
THOVSAND copies of Vick’s Ellustrated Catalogue

of Seeds

and

Floral

lished and ready to send out—100

Guide,

is

pages; and

an

pub-

En-

graving of almost every desirable
Flower und Vege.
table.
It is elegontly printed on fine tinted psper, il
lustrated with Three Hundred fine Woud Engrave:
ings and Two beautiful

The most

COLORED

PLATES.

beautiful and the

most

instruetive

Floral

Guide published.
A GERMAN
EDITION
published, in all other respects similar to the Enlish.

4 Sent free to all my customersiof 1870, as rapidly as
possible, without application,

order them for Men

cost.

Address
!

‘Sent to all others whe

Cemts,

which is not half
Rochester,

3650

the

y
VICK,

JAMES

N. XY,

JUST PUBLISHED,
THE VIOTORY
OF THE VANQUISHED.
A NEW STORY,
By the Author of the

Schonberg Cotta Family.
PRICE

$1.75,

For Sale by all Booksellers.
DODD & MEAD,

ORKMAN.
ORKMAN, Musical

And all others interestediy 1 the cause of the religious

Melodies,

I

for circular sad

UNDAY
Live Paper for 8. 8. Teachers,

$25

‘“
5

.

'

GRADED

home testimonials,
6m39

~

.

¢
‘

THE MIMPRISS

for

A book drawn trom ihe exc ywded life of one whe is
loved and henored over th e entire! land—
REV. A. B. EARLE.
‘‘ 1t has a blessed mission to fullill,’—Watchman &
Reflector, Boston,
** One of the most remar kable books ever giveft to
the public.” Western Recorder, Louisville, Ky.
It is a book tor eve ry hor ne, and is having a very
large sale. "Commissions large.
Circulars giving
notices of the press, accounts of sales, terms, ete.,
free,
Adaress, JAMES H.
NARLE, Publisher, 96
Washington! 8t., Boston, Mass.
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Before choosing your course
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«
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Olive Loring’s Mission,
.
Susy’s Spectacles,

£0
33
00
60
35
34

$13.00; 2d quality $9,017 to $11,0053d quality $ 7,00 to
$ 8,50, per cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and

U. 8. Coupons
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Flower by the Prison,

Ohio & Pennsylvania—

Shingles,pine .2 50 @ 6 50
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@ 6X
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Johnny Jones; or, The Bad Boy, .

‘AMERICAN
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Cassia,
¥ Bb gold, i8 @ 49
Cloves..eeee.. 27 @ 27%
Ginger .......«)3 @13%

.

«8

.

a5
"50

y48

Nos.18to 20.12% @
Cuba Muscovado—

@

Lands, ©
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Ruthie Shaw ; er, The Good Girl, ..
. 1,00:
Nattie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl, .
1,00°
Blue-eyed Jimmy; or, The Good Boy, 1,00

$75

Western, dry...20 @ . 22
do. wet.....10%X @.. 12

LEAD.
Pig. gold...... 6%

81.50
1.25
v1.35

DODD & MEAD, Publishers,

Potato «vvv0v
6
SUGAR.
Havana,
Nos. 8to 12. 9}
Nos.13t017..10%

Swedish—
Com.ass’d 8200 @120 00
EX, 8iz€8.
ves i@eeenns
Eng. com...73 00 @ 78 00
Do. refined 83 00 § 85 00
Do, Sheet, ¥ » 5 @ . 8
Russia, Sheet,..13 @.. 15

-

Address the “ AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL UNSteowd0
ION,” 737 Broadway, N. XY.

Calcutta Cow,
Slaughter.....
Green
Salt..
B Ayres, dry
Rio Grande... .27
Goat Skins,

.
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Alice Benson's Trials,
.
.
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,

1wb0

@ 12%
@.. 46
@ 2 00 Potatoes,¥ bu
@ . 18
Jacksons.... 90 @..
16'Q . 25
new ¥nH....262@2
@ 6 50 Onions. Yuh 3 5 : £
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Jie Jeti
BX
Middlings
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Price,

$1.25
v 1.50

1.25
.
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Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholu ck, 2.00

Smallandex, 2 25 @ 2 75
Marrow 2...2 25 @ 2 37

education of our children.

.

The Judge's Son, .
.
.
.
Hester's Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
, =.

Mess, beast.23 00 g25 00
Prime .... 18 00 @20 00

Lard keg,Bb.v.cvo0 @.0
Lard, bbl, Bb. 14% @..
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‘NEW BOOKS. CHRISTMAS, 1870

ers, affording

docedar........
servedly ““ the most popular German writer of the
pine...1 75
last half century.”
: Laths,
do.
TUCO. ese
His stories are written in Plat{-Duetsch, a dialect of
8.,box shooks... 0
North Germany; and the Englieh writer Charles Lee

for one year; viz.,~
HARPER'S MONTHLY (OR WEEKLY
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, LIPPINCOTT’S

60

Family ....18 00 @20 00
Pork,
;
Extra Clear.27 60 ¢27 50
Clear. .....26 50 @27 00

Fustoryoceielt

THE PUSEISHERS OF

Take pleasure in announcing that they will begin,
with the New Year, the publication in their Magazine
of a serial story, entitled * SEED-TIME AND HARVEST, or, During my Apprenticeship” translated es-

Western...1800 @)7

:

Soft Shell.....15 @ . 2

- Shelletleseses.36

aptha..
eeedd
PROVISIONS,
Beef—Meass,

. 40

Almonds—

OIG

“. ' ABLEST LIVING WRITERS.

CONCLUSION.

Herring,

FLO
AND M
St.Louis, sup.. ..
extra brand
6 00
choice extra 8 50

+ ““ The Most Popular German Writer of the
Last Half Century.”

THE LIVING AGE

I regret to say that no conclusion has been
reached for the adjustment of the claims against

28

small.coeee.5 00 @ 6
Mackerel, lgell 50 @22
Shore...... § 00,825
Alewives.....
450 @ 5
Salmon, tce..22 00

Sheet and

Littell's
ittell’'s Living
Living A Age,

Ground,rure 11%@ 12
No. 1.a000i0012 @ 13
Zino, ground in eil—

@ 7

Cotton Jeans.1u% @ 15
Nodeeivnnanaddd @ 14
Dt
Sim ox 8 113¢ Pans Whites..2 @. 3
r
ipes
2 SpanBrownAm.1X%@..2
Ticking...
. 18 [
enRed¥owt.2 CO @ 2 50
¢
Lottonade
20
87 Vermillion.....22 ¢ 1 10
Denims ...
2X 0.29
Whiting—
Ginghams......14 @ . 153 |» Boston
+20 0 2
Meus.de Laines18 @ . 20 FrenchYellow 2X e 3
Caipetings—
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Lowell sup.3-ply @1 423 Putty.
.
“3% 0.
Kxtra super.... @l1 16 EL
emi
.
Superfing.....,. @1 00
FISH,
Codfish, large 00 @ 7 00

extras. .....6

It may not B¢ generally known how
Yr valuable borax is in various purposes of h usehold
use. We find it the best cockroach exterminator

@ 11
@ 14

12% @

Choice do....0

Always favoying practical reforms, I respectfully call your attention to one. abuse of {ong
In cae of foreign war, it will give us cofamand
Lewes says that
‘‘ the Germans of the more southstanding which
I would like to see remedied
of all the islands referred to, and thus prevent an
ern states, where Plqtt- Deutsch is unknown, now freby this -Congfess. It is reform in the civil servenemy from again possessing herseif of-a rendez | quently learn it for the sole purpose of réading ReuTks.”
\
it
i
ice of ihe. country.
I would have it go beyond
vous upon our coast. It will proteet our coast- ter’
REUTER is especially noted as the rare humorist,
the mere fixing of the ténure of office of clerks
trade between the states bordering on the Atlanthe genuine poet, and the faseinating -delineator of
and employees, who do not require *‘ the advice
tic and those bordering on the Gulf of Mexico,
the lives of his Piaft- Deutsch neighbors, and as such
of the Senate” to make their apand to the Bahamas and Antilles. Twice we must,
1] and consent
is probably more beloved than any other German
pointments complete.
I would have it govern,
as it were, pass through foreign countries to pass
author of the day. The tale in question 18 one of his
not the tenure, but the manner of making all from Georgia to the west coast of Florida.
San
best and most important works, giving its readers,
Domingo, with a stable government,under which
appointments.
There is no duty which so much
with its ether entertainment and profit, a charming
yiqualniance with the quaint,interesting Platt- Deutsch
embarrasses the Executive and Heads of Departher immense resources can be developed, will
eople.
ments as that of appointments; nor is there
give remunerative wages to 100,000 laborers not
»
ith the translation already complete in their
any such arduous and thankless labor imposed
Row upon the island. This labor will take adhands, the undersigned will begin'its publication in
on Senators and Representatives as that of findvantage of every available means of transporta—
the first number of THE LIVING AGE for 1571, and
ing places for constituents. ‘The present system | tion to abandon the adjacent islands and seek the
continue it from week to week until it is finished.
" does not secure the best mep, and often not even | biessings of freedom and its sequence, each inTHE LIVING AGE for 1871 will also contain ‘gerial
uabitant receiving the reward of his own labor.
fit men for public places. Fhe elevation and
stories by GEORGE
MACDONALD
and
other distinguished English authors, together with
In Porto Rico and Cuba, the way will be paved
purification of the civil service of Government
the
usual
amount
(unequalled
by
any
other
periodiwill be hailed with approval by the whole peo- to abolish slavery, as a measure of self-preservacal) of the best literary and scientific matter of the
tion to retain those islands. San, Domingo will
ple of the United States.
day.
.
become a Jarge consumer of the products of our
The 1a8t two numbers of 1870, containing the beINDIAN AFFAIRS.
\
:
northern farms and manufactories.
The cheap
ginning ¢f GEORGE
MACDONALD'S
storate at which ber citizens ean be furnis ied with
Reform in the management of Indian affairs
ry, will be sent gratis to all new subscribers tor 1871,
food, tools, and machinery, will make it necessaMore than ONE HUNDRED VOLUMES of
has received the special attention of the Adminry that contiguous islands should have the same
istration from its inauguration to the present
advantages, in order to compete in the production
day . The experiment of making it a missionof sugar, coffee, tobacco, tropical fruits,
&c.
ary work- was tried with a few agencies given
have been issued, and it admittedly * continues to
This will open to us a wider market for our prodstand at the head of its class.”
:
to the denomination of Friends, and has been
ucts.
The production of our own supplies of
found to work most adavntageously.
All agenAssned every
Saturday, it gives.
fifty-two
vumbers of sixty-four pages each, or more than
cies and superintendencies not so disposed of ‘these articles will cut off more than one hundred
millions
of
our
annual
imports,
besides
largely
inThree
Thousand
Double
Columnvo
Pages
were given to officers of the army.
The act of
With such # picture, it is of reading-matter yearly; and is the only compiCongress reducing the army renders army offi- creasing our exports.
easy to see how our large debt abroad is ultilation that presents, with a satisfactory comcers ineligible for civil positions.
Indian agenWith a balance of’ pleteness as well as freshness, the best Essays,
cies being civil offices, I determined to give all mately to be extinguished.
Ry
Criticisms, Tales, Poetry, Scientific, Bios
the agencies to such religious denominations as trade against us, including interest of bonds held
by foreigners, aiid money shipments by our citi- graphical, Historical, and Political Information, from
had heretofore established missionaries among
the entire body of Foreign Periodical Literature,and
zens traveling in foreign lands, equal to the enthe Indians, and perhaps
to some other denomifcom the pens of the
tire yield of precious metals in this country, it is
nations who would undeftake the work on the
not so easy to see how this result is to be othersame terms, i. €.,88 a missionary work.
[Ihe
It is therefore indispensable to every
ome who
wise accomplished.
The acquisition of San Dosocieties selected are allowed to name their own
wishes to keep pace with the events or intellectual
mingo is an adherence to the Monroe Doctrine—
agents, subject to the approval of the Executive,
yrogress of the time, or to cultivate in himseit or his
It jis assertand are expected to watch over them and aid is a measure of national protection.
amily general intelligence and literary taste.
ing our just claim to a controlling
influence
them as missionaries, and to Christianize and
The Nation, N.Y ., pronounces ‘t,—
¢ivilize the Indian, and to train him in the arts over the great commercial traflic soon to flow
*“ The best of all our eclectic publications.”
from West to East by the way of the Isthmus of
of peace.
The Government watches over the
The Philadelphia Press says,—
Durien.
It is to build up our merchant marine.
© Frankly speaking,we aver that ‘ The Living Age’
official acts of these agents, and requires of them
It is to furnish new markets for the products of has no equal in any country.”
us strict an accountability as if they were apThe oy
Chicago, Sept, 1870, says,—
our farms, shops, and maoufactories.
It is to
pointed in any other manner.
I entertain the
“Kvery weekly number
of ‘ Lattel’s Living Age’
make Slavery insupportable m Cuba and Porto
confident hope
that the policy now
pursued
now-a-dgys is qqual top
monthly.
For
Rico at once, and ultimately so in Brazil, It is solid medi, it is the cheapestfirst-class
will, in a few years, bring all Indians
upon
magazine in the land,”
reservations, where they will live in houses, ‘to settle the unhappy condition of Cuba, and end
Published weekly at
$8.00 a year, free of postage,
an exterminating conflict,
It is to provide honhave sehool-houses and churches, and will be
An extra copy sent gratis to apy one getting up a
Club of five 2 fo Subscribers.
Address,
'
pursuing peaceful and self-sustaining avocations ; est means for paying our honest debts without
LITTELL & GAY, Boston.
over-taxing the people.
It is to furnish
our
and where they may be visited by the law-abiding white man with the same impunity that he citizens with the necessariés of every-day life at
cheaper rates than ever before.
And it fs, in The best Home and Forelgn Literature at Club Prices.
now visits the white settlements.
I call your
fine, a rapid stride towards that greatness which
special attention tothe report of the Commis.
For Ten Dollars, LITTELL’S LIVING AGE, weekly,
the
intelligence,
industry,
and
enterprize,
of the
sioner
of Indian Affairs for full information
containing the cream of Foreign Periodical Litera.
citizens®of
the United States, entitle this country ture, and either one of the leading Magazines of Home
on this subject.
Literature named below, will be sent to one address
to assume among nations.

ALABAMA CLAIMS, &C.

Print'Cloths.. 6%

Cotton Flann

Southern,sup

The Government of San Domingo has volunta-

rily sought this annexation.
It is a weak power,
numbering probably less than 120,000 souls, and
yet possessing one of the richest localities under
the sun,capable of supporting a population of 10,000,000 people in luxury.
The people of San Domingo are notcapable of maintaining themselves
in their present condition, and must look for eutside support.
They yearn for the protection of
our free institutions and laws, our progress and
civilization.
Shall we refuse them?
The acquisition of San Domingo is desirable because of its geographical position.
It commands the entrance
to the Carribbean Sea and the Isthmus transit of
commerce.” It possesses the richest soil, the best
and most capacious harbors, most salubrious climate,and the most valuable products of the forest,
mine, and soil, of any of the West India Islands.

Medium 4-4...10
Drills;brown....13

Neatsfoot¥gall10 @ 1 60
PAINTS,
Lead,Red Am, vX @ 10%
Am.dry,pure 10 @ 11

-

Successors to M. W. Dodd,
762 Broadway, N'. ¥*,
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BEETHOVEN

Literature.

LETTERS,

1700-1826,

Cloth,,

$2,00

LIFE of BEETHOVEN, [Schindler], Rdited b
Moschellexr, Cloth,

LIFK of CHOPIN, By
LIFEof HANDEL.

.

.

vote

.

Liszt. Cloth,
.
.
Schoelcher, Cloth,

00

1.50
2.00

LIFE and LETTHRS of GOTTSCHALK, By
fongel, Cloth, »
jv!
i's
sw
ia
+150
MOZART, A Romantio Biography. Cloth, ~~ 1.75
MENDELSSOHN'S LETTERS.
2 vols, Cloth,

=

has been called to assist the

been

inan

Low Middling
16 @ 16}
DOMESTICS,
Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy
4-4.12% @ 13

FN

when the military

civil authorities.
Bills were also introduced concerning the exportation oi‘ petroleum, and to
regulate rank in the navy,
5

ed powers

EXtra......1 15 @ 1 25
NO. leveeess 80 @ 0 90

ie

Short -Lomings and Long - Goings,
Lute Falconer, .
3
.

SEES

about San Domingo.
A resolution of inquiry into the question at issue between Secretary Boutwell and the Pacific railroads was also offered,
and a bill similar to that offered by [General Logan in the House.
Senator Casserly also offered
a resolution calling for information how and

ain. The Imperial Government is understood to
have delegated the whole or a share of its jurisdiction
or control of these in-shore
fishery
grounds to the colonial authority known as the
Dominion of Canada, snd this semi-independent
but irresponsible agent has exercised its delegat-

bought four hives

for ten dollars, and in five years she was offered
one thousand five hundred for her stock, and
refused it as not enough.
In addition to this
increase of her capital, in one of these five years
she sold twenty-two hives and four hundred and
twenty pounds of honey.
1tis also stated that
in five years one man, from six colonies of bees
to start with, cleared eight thousand pounds of
honey and one hundred and fifty-four colonies
of bees.
:
The raising of bees and their management is
80 curious and yet so unknown an artim most
piirts of our country, that any directions or ad‘vice will be omitted in this volume, as requiring
too much space,and largely’set forth and illustrat.
ted in the second part. When properly instructed, almost any woman in" the city, as easily
as in the country, can manage bees, and make
more profit than in acy other method demanding so little time and labor.
But in the modes!
ordinarily practiced, few can
j make any grea
profit in this employment.
:

@ 13%

Good Ordinary 18) & 16
Mid.to gd mid ..17 @ 18

ai

&

%.

the President has

Brit-

port, it is stated that one lady

@ 25
@ 17
@oe 20

ges

_* ing for théinformation which

WAR.

rights of Great

One of the most proftie, as well as "interesting,-kinds of business for a woman, says the
American Woman's Home, by the Beechers,
is the care of bees. In a recent agricultural re-

44

PortRico......43 @.. 60
OIL,
;
Olive, ¥ gall 40@148
Linseed—Eng. 00 @.. 00
American.... 81 g.. 82
Crude Sperm 1 20 @°1 25
Do.
ale..0 62 @.. 66
Refined do.... 82 @.0 8
Sperm.......1 40g 1 8
Lard, Western—:

Ep

?

On Thursday,in the Senate,Mr. Wilson produced a bill to prevent assessments of government
employees for political purposes. A bill amendatory of the preemption laws, and a joint resolution providing for a constitutional amendment
permitting women to vote were also introduced.
Among the confirmations in executive session
was that of Mr. Delano as Secretary of the Interior. ' The committee, as rearranged, were reported and confirmed. The MBuse took up the postal
bill again, and Mr. Farnsworth advocated his
amendment, and Mr. Dawes opposed .it at some
length, saying he was perfectly willing to abolish
the franking privilege, but would not vote
for any such subterfuge which
kept up
the
abuse.
After amending the bill by striking out,it
was passed, thus abolishing the franking privilege,98 to 79. The House then adjourned until
Monday.
og
On Friday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner offered a
. resolution, which was temporarily laid over, ask-

FRANCO-GERMAN

of the technical

Care of Bees.

30

So0000RLS
a
=

fourth of March will be repealed.

THE

violation

The

Britain and

4

circulars with intent to defraud was also provided for by a penalty.
Mr. Farnsworth offered an
amendment which would abolish the franking
privilege, as such, but would not in any way
curtail the power of the members to send matter
through the mails at government expense.
Mr.
Lynch introduced a bill for the resumption of
specie payments. It is probable that the law requiring the next Congress to assemble on the

of 1818 between Great

@.

Cienfuegos .....37 @

@ S «
@

zyE=E:
- 88

of

Convention

the United States,it was agreed that the inhabit~
ants’of the United States should have forever, in
common
with
British subjects, the right of
taking fish in certain waters therein
defined.
In the waters not included in the ]imits named
in the Convention (within three miles of parts
of the British coast), it has been the custom for
twenty years to give to intruding fishermen of
the United States a reasonable warning of their

Clayed..33

do _sweet....00 @. 00
do Muscovadoss @.. 43

ZT

rejected, and tke sending

with

Cuba,

34

Cannel.......1600 @20 00
Pictote-eees..6 25
Anthracite,.. 750
COFFEE,
Java ¥ b......24
St. Domingo....16
RiOsessveseneedd7
COTTO.
Ordinary.... 13}

For the Sabbath School.

<

cents was

war

@.0

Adamantine....20 @.. 28
COAL.

g8gsgEsEiee

to two

and

Sperm..ecesessddd

8

On Wednesday, in’ the Senate, there was but
little business attempted, the rearrangement of
the cominittees being not. yet completed.
Bills
were introduced to sécure wages to seamen in
case of wreck, nnd to encourage shipbuilding.
The House spent considerable time on the post-.
al'bill. An amendment to reduce letter postage

complications

during the past.season bis not been marked by
a friendly
feeling.
By the first article of the

Moulds.sssssessd2 @.0 14

Fee

in the navy.

from

foreign nations.
In our midst,
comparative
harmony has been restored.
Itis to be regretted, however, that a free exercise of the elective
franchise has, by violence and intimidation, been
dénied to citizens in exceptional cases in several
of the States lately in rebellion, and that the
verdict of the people has thereby been reversed.
The States of Virginia, Mississippi, and Texas,
have been restored to representation in our national councils. Georgia,the only, State now without a representation, may confidently be expected to take her place there also at the beginning of
the new year,and then, let us hope, will be completed the work of reconstruction. With an acquiesence on the part of the whole people in the
national obligation to pay the public debt created
as the price of our Union, the ‘pensions to our
disabled soldiers and sailors and their widows
and orphans, and in the' Constitdtional
changes
which have been made necessary by a great rebellion, there is no reason why we should not
advance in material prosperity and
happiness
as no other nation has, atter so protracted and
devastating a war.

Rural and Domestic,

New Books

MOLASSES,

TD.

granting lands to a Minnesota Railroad, looking
to the revival of American Commerce, and abolishing the offices of Admiral and Vice-Admiral

been spared

!
CANADIAN FISHERIES.
:
The course pursued hy the Canadian authorities towards the fishermen of the United States

CANDLES.

als

Tax,

dignity

pe

Income

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
A year of peace and general prosperity to this
nation has passed since the last assembling of
Congress.
We have, through a kind providence,
been blessed with abundant crops, and have

and

of both nations.

BOSTON WHOSLS ALE PRICES.
'
For the week ending, Dec. 7, 1870.

Executive Mansion, Dec. 5, 1870.
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characteristic thoughts and words :
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We

introduced

dent’s message ‘which deal with the most important topics, and into which he has put his most

ty, or color.

8

were

Presi-

eg8sk:
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those portions of the

each election, without fear of molestation or prescription on account of his political faith, nativi-

8
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Congress assembled
on Monday,
the 5th.
Aside from the reading of the message and the
introduction of a few bills: no business was attempted.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill for the abolition of the Income Tax was introduced.
In the
House three new members were admitted; bills

below

It can not be necessary to add that whenever
Her
Majesty’s
Government shall entertain a
desire for a full and friendly adjustment of these
claims, the United States will enter upon their
consideration with an earnest desire for a ¢on-

14, 1870.
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of MENDELSSOHN. Cloth, 1.75
EHLERT'S LETTERS ON MUSIQ. Cloth, .
1.78
HISTORY OF MUSIC. By Ritter. Cloth, , 120
POLKO’S MUSICAL SKETCHES. Cloth, ,
1.
Bound uniformlyin cloth. Sent postage paid, on
receipt

of price.
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